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Evaluator: Click or tap here to enter text.Grade Level:5th Program: TCI  Bring 
Science Alive 


 
Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 
(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 


 
Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


LTE: Anchor Phenom: Some Organisms can grow really big. For example, the 
Humongous Fungus grew to be as big as 1,665 football fields! Learn more by 
studying how organisms interact with their ecosystems! – This is listed in the 
teacher guide section, students then watch a video (1:09) that provides the 
storyline for the unit and introduces the humongous fungus. – Every unit starts 
with the same set up – Anchor phenom then video to introduce the unit storyline. 
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Unit 1 Lesson 1: How do you think different types of animals are able to meet 
their needs and survive together in the same place? – A slide show accompanys 
the guiding question and lesson phenom. The Phenom is explicitly called out “All 
sorts of different aniumals can meet their needs in the same area” with a picture 
of a bunch of animals (in Africa) in one location. Students are encouraged to ask 
questions about this idea once they see the slide. 
 
U1L2: Introduces investigative phenom like the first lesson and has students ask 
questions about the short video. 
 
U1L2: Making sense of the Phenom. – students return to the lesson phenomenon 
and answer the guiding question for the lesson. Students do not return to the 
anchor at the end of lesson 2. 
 
Each lesson in a unit contains a “Lesson Phenomenon”, these are related to the 
Unit Anchoring Phenomenon however, the lessons do not relate back explicitly to 
the anchor. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The standards correlations for each unit have information for each dimension as 
well as the elements that are addressed for the grade band for each dimension. 
 
Unit 1 L.1: Students go on an “ecological journey” to collect information about 
different ecosystems. Students arecollecting information, asking questions, and 
making connections between the different locations on the given map at each 
stop. This allows students to find patterns (CCC) ansk questions about those 
patterns and locations (SEP) and determine what interactions may occur. 
 
U1L3: the investigation in this lesson is to dissect an owl pellet. The activity itself 
does not include the three dimensions well, and seems more like just an activity,  
for activity’s sake. The DCI is missing unless supported by the teacher out of the 
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investigation, the CCC is not supported and the SEP is not specific to specific to 
the grade band. 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Units: There are 4 units in the program labeled as Unit 1: Living Things and 
Ecosystems, Unit 2: Earth’s Systems, Unit 3: Changes in Matter, Unit 4: Earth, 
the Moon, and the Stars. – Although there is a numerical order to these units, 
they are topical rather that utilizing a overall storyline running through them. As 
a result they could be taught in any order. 
 
The units themselves do have a storyline structure that embeds context into the 
unit. LTE Unit Storyline: The TV Show “Colossal Travels” visits some of the largest 
organisms in the world! How do these trees, animals, and fungi grow so much? 
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Learn more by studying how organisms interact with their ecosystems. – This 
provides context for the investigations throughout the lessons. 
 
U1L1: After several investigations and discussions students return to the 
phenomena to make a claim about what they learned and answer the guiding 
question. A Claim Evidence Reasoning chart is provided to support students in 
making a claim about the phenom and guiding questions. 
 
Each Lesson follows the same progression: Observing Phenomena, Investigation, 
Making Sense of the Phenomenon, Vocabulary, Super Simple Science 
 
There seems to be some coherence within a unit, although even within a unit the 
lessons don’t build upone each other, but rather explore the same phenom in 
multiple ways (fungi, vs bison, vs tree – they all need energy to grow type of thing). 
 
The units are also topical so any coherence across units is limited. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit performance assessment aligns with the anchor phenom. The the LTE Unit 
“Students find a local plant to support an argument for how it gets materials to 
grow. Students use this information to develop a model for how matter cycles 
through an ecosystem.” 
 
U1L1: An ecosystem is all the living and nonliving things that interact in an area: 
students are supposed to rank their own understanding of this on a slider tool. 
 
U1L2: The lesson assessment is a fill in the blank with the vocabulary words from 
the lesson. It is one dimensional (DCI PS3.D) and vocab heavy. 
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U1 Game – A virtual submarine dive asks students DCI questions and if they 
answer correctly the animals they find light up.  
 
All units have Performance Task at the end which also includes a rubric that is 
specific to each of the 3Ds outline in the unit. The Performance task for unit 1 has 
students developing a segment of a tv show to explain a model of how energy 
cycles through an ecosystem and individuals. This does align to the phenomena 
throughout the uni. It provides enough supports for students to be successful 
with demonstrating their knowledge, but also requires them to understand the 
science to be successful. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


U1L2: Conducting the Experiment and Experimental Plant A:  This is considered 
an experiment (standard one plant gets water one does not) but students don’t 
actually perform the investigation, thbey look at slides and results if someone else 
doing the experiment. Students only thinkg about the results. This doesn’t allow 
students first hand experience with conducting an investigation. 
 
U1L3: Dissecting the Owl Pellet – students dissect an owl pellet. The lesson 
phenom is supposed to be related to “Pigs grow larger as they eat”. Although these 
are connected, there is a disconnect as to energy transfer and digging through an 
owl pellet and that connection remains vague throughout the lesson. The students 
are asked to develop a model of energy transfer as a result of dissecting an owl 
pellet, but this is a weak transfer of knowledge.  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


U1L1: Debriefing the Trip – class goes through the ecosystems and describes the 
information they collected as a class, an additional video (:13) has students think 
deeper about the big ideas that they discussed and to add that information into 
the ecosystems. Guiding questions are posed, but the answers are not given to 
students by the teacher or the video. The teacher serves as a guide for the 
discussion. 
 
U1L2: The wrap up has students discuss 4 questions. However the 4 questions 
are very DCI based and not neceassarily gotten from reading through the results 
of the investigation (they did not conduct the investigation, they read about it). 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Units each have sections to click on for more teacher information: Unit Highlights, 
3D learning progressions, explanaing the Anchor phenom. And Unit progression. 
The Unit progression document (clickable) lays out the Unit anchor and storyline 
but also includes the progression of lessons across the unit. Each lesson includes 
information about the lesson phenom, each fo the 3Ds addressed in the lesson, 
the associated PE and connections back to the anchor phenom. 
 
Each lesson has a planning section for teachers (online) that includes seceral tabs 
– Blended Learning, Lesson Overview, Materials, Learning Progression, 
Differentiating Instruction, Enhancing Learning, Science Background. – These 
sections include information for planning purposes as well as pacing, objectives 
and prep work to be done prior to instruction. 
 
Unit1 L1: The online resources are super accessible and easy to use. There is a 
ton of resources aside from just the lesson. Each part in a lesson also includes 
various supports that teachersmay need to implement. The Take you own 
ecological journey has built in timers for virtual or digital use, as well as 
additional components specific to this investigation including Connecting to 
Phenomena, Lesson support, Class map ideas, Misconceptions, Universal Access 
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for EL, Students with Special needs, NGSS components, Math and ELA 
components, and ELD tips for emerging, expanding and bridging students. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each unit has online access to all materials. There is also a blended learning tab 
for planning purposes for teachers. 
 
U1L2 Fast Track Lesson Guide (55min) or Master Lesson Guide (93 minutes) each 
lesson provides two different lesson durations with ideas as to when to use each 
the fast track tends to be about ½ hour less that then extended guide, but this 
gives teachers options to tailor the lesson to meet the needs of their learners. 
 
Online resources are available in both Spanish and English – beneficial for 
teaching purposes. 
 
The technology enhancements are very accessible and include a speaker button to 
have the prompts read aloud (both in enbglish and in Spanish) 
 
The materials are all accessible digitally and can be loaded to a google classroom 
(not necessary for Washoe, but still a nice accessibility feature). 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials are easily obtainable (both the permanent and consumables). A 
refill kit can be purchased separate from the all materials kit (however many 
materials are easily found in a classroom or school already). The consumables are 
fine. The permanent materials (such as the triple beam balance) are of a high 
enough quality that it will last for years if taken care of. The materials are also 
labeled as to what bin they belong in making them easy to find. 
 
The online TE has a list of the materials and pictures of each material for each 
lesson as well as the whole unit. This includes copies of student materials to be 
printed. This is convenient that it is all in one place. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Families Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 
 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 
2nd grade. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Design of Bring Science Alive! Curriculum is centered around phenomenon. Has 
an anchor phenomenon for each unit which encourages students to make 
connections with the world around them. Students then further explore the 
phenomenon during the PA. Within the anchor are lesson phenomenon 
(investigative phenomenon used to pique students’ interest and drive instruction 
as well as at the end students use what they’ve learned to make sense of the 
phenomenon), as well as local phenomenon where students build a deeper, 
personal connection to the phenomenon through direct observation. See the Try 
it! See it! And Research it! Activities which are embedded in every lesson and allow 
for students to make real-world connections.  
 
-Grade 4 Review Guide Page 23 has a phenomenon chart. It has students organize 
their thoughts around the phenomenon as “Know, Wonder, Learned.” I’m always 
one who likes a good note-taker/thought organizer.  
 
- Grade 4 Review Guide Page 24 – Tells us that the phenomenon (for Lesson 2) is: 
Water waves can be big and fast enough to surf on. This is more for the teacher it 
seems. When consulting the Science Journal for Unit 4, Lesson 2, page 29 shows 
us what students are actually interacting with. Students discuss – Have you ever 
been to the ocean? Did you see people surfing on the waves? After that, they 
observe a video of water waves and people surfing on them, and then they get to 
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fill a plastic container and try to make their own waves. From there students 
engage in thinking about what they already know about waves and ask questions. 
The anchoring phenomenon for Unit 4 is that people can communicate using 
sound waves (pg. 394 of the encompassing lesson guide for all 4 units). The 
progression of units helps students to make sense of this phenomenon. The 
progression is such that students build understanding by exploring waves, 
developing a model of patterns of waves and later modeling and acting out 
properties of amplitude and wavelength, they study wave effect on objects, then 
use their own bodies to model how earth’s crust moves during earthquakes, they 
then use patterns of sound to communicate about geometry concepts, and finally 
students design digital devices that send secret messages and determine which 
device works best.  
 
-The online materials have a plethora of pictures and videos across each lesson to 
show students to engage them in observing phenomenon. Teachers can also easily 
supplement if they wish. The phenomenon is engaging and allows for lots of 
opportunities for students to ask questions.  
 -There is a unit 4 video about a student who requires hearing aides to get 
students in to the unit and thinking about the anchoring phenomenon.  
 - Unit 4 Lesson 1 shows a picture of the wave, then shows a video of the 
wave, and then has the class engage in doing the wave.  
 -Unit 4 Lesson 5 shows a picture of a fire truck in motion, then shows a 
video of an ambulance sound, then has students connect to the sound the school 
bell makes and what that means, and leads to a brainstorm of what other ways 
people use sounds to communicate.  
 -The examples above are indicative of all of the lessons in Unit 4 
  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 2-The materials support Criterion 1A, but not as well as FOSS.  While we have determined 
that phenomenon should build off of students’ everyday experiences, it is a fact that many 
students do not have experiences that would allow us to build upon. This is the great thing about 
phenomenon though, because we can present these experiences to our students so that they can 
then have a shared experience from which to ask questions and start to build understanding. For 
example, Unit 4 Lesson 2 (Science Journal pg. 29 but also online materials) shows a video of 
people surfing. If I asked students at my school, in the 4th grade if any of them have ever been 
surfing, chances are going to be slim that even half have surfed…but that should not discredit this 
phenomenon. It is possible that a larger number of students have seen people surfing whether in 
person or on tv, but showing a video to the whole class helps to level the playing field of seeing 
ocean waves and people surfing on them. The teacher could use the provided video to build upon 
and show other videos of surfing or ocean waves that may further engage students in asking 
questions about this particular phenomenon. To take it a step further, this curriculum has 
students fill a plastic container with water (building off of the same example) and has them making 
water waves, giving them another opportunity to interact with the concept.  
 
The engineering design solution is grade appropriate in that our students today are inundated 
with different ways to communicate. It is both engaging and relevant for students to act as 
engineers to design digital devices that send secret messages and through a process of testing out 
different devices finding which one works best and why. They are engaging in the actual work of 
real-world scientists and engineers, just with a focus on creating a new method of communication 
based off of using different types of waves.  
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human-
built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 
engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data, with balls and ramps to determine cause 
and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 
object in the 4th grade physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Unit 4, Lesson 5, page 94 of the Science Journal: Students make drums to 
communicate nine geometry terms to each other as part of the progression in 
making sense of and building understanding toward the phenomenon that people 
can communicate using sound waves.  
-Unit 4, Lesosn 6, page 112 of the Science Journal: Students define a problem by 
investigating sending types of messages. The problem to define – what are the 
criteria for a successful digital device? What are the constraints? The idea is to 
test their solutions, refine, update the problem and then plan and build a 
solution, test it again, etc.  
-The SEP are not presented linear, but the lessons are designed in a more linear 
fashion to build upon understanding of the lesson phenomenon to then answer 
the larger anchor phenomenon at the end of the unit.  
-Unit 2, Lesson 2, page 29 of the Science Journal: Students have the opportunity 
to plan an investigation to test – What happens to the energy if a moving object 
hits a still object? I like that there are supportive measures in place to help 
students at this age set things up and then consider how to plan it out. If it were 
MS or HS – I would not offer so many supports.  
-Unit 2, Lesson 4, page 71 of the Science Journal: Students build circuits to 
investigate how electric current transfers energy. They then build and solve a 
puzzle using electric currents. There are multiple ways for students to build this 
circuit that gives the same result (pg. 211 in the Lesson Guide).  
-Page 418 in the Lesson Guide is an example of how direct this curriculum shows 
what SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs are being used and toward what PE. It also lists out 
connections to the Nature of Science and any Common Core Standards 
connections.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 
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Score of 2 - In my opinion these two physical science units are all based in inquiry and completely 
intertwine the three dimensions through the lesson progressions. There are many opportunities for 
students to connect with the individual lesson phenomenon which stimulates engagement with the 
SEPs to build knowledge around the DCIs to then form an overarching understanding of the CCC’s 
and they tie it all up by making sense of the anchor phenomenon.  
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Criterion 1C:  Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lesson progression is outlined in all units. The lessons build student 
understanding as the student works through in a 3D fashion. The understanding 
is built by engaging students in lesson and local phenomenon. The different 
experiences students progress through equip them with enough information to 
understand the anchor phenomenon and ultimately build overall understanding 
of the Performance Expecation.  See page 14 of the Grade 4 Review guide as an 
example. You can also look at the online materials which show the connections as 
well.  
The learning progression is outlined on page 406 of the Unit Lesson Guide where 
it shows what and when students learned a related concept and what is coming 
after.  
There are connections (though I didn’t find any explicit yet) to other units in this 
curriculum as well as to other standards. For example, PE 4-LS1-2 is Use a model 
to describe that animals receive different types of information through their 
senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information in 
different ways. There is a connection that can be made to Unit 4 in regards to the 
anchor phenomenon that people can communicate using sound waves. So I might 
ask students that if people can communicate using sound waves, can animals do 
the same? How? And try to connect that to 4-LS1-2. Also, I think a connection 
could be made with Unit 4 to Unit 3 (Earth’s Changing Surface) when discussing 
Earthquakes. PE 4-ESS2-2 could come into play here as well to tie the two units 
together. Again though, I didn’t yet find where this curriculum made the explicit 
connection for the teacher or students.  
-The online learning materials provide explicit interdisciplinary connections.  
-Page 418 in the Lesson Guide is an example of how direct this curriculum shows 
what SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs are being used and toward what PE. It also lists out 
connections to the Nature of Science and any Common Core Standards 
connections. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 1 – I feel like TCI is tied with FOSS in this area. They both do a great job of sequencing 
and creating connections.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 
information about possible responses and next steps. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Sample rubrics are provided for all performance assessments. These rubrics 
assess student understanding explicitly within each of the three dimensions. So 
far I’ve only found these in the online resources, not in the print materials. For 
example, click on the Assessments tab on the left side. Use the drop-down to 
select any Unit or Lesson. I looked at Unit 4, Lesson 5. Above this drop-down 
menu is an orange box with an I in it. Click it and it will open up a place where 
you can click on the word Rubrics. It will show the PA rubric for that unit’s PA. 
You can also go to the Text in Notes section and change it to Performance 
Assessment on the right side and it will allow you to put in online rubric feedback 
for students.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 2-This curriculum mostly meets Criterion 2a. A phenomena drives all assessment tasks, 
there are rubrics to assess student knowledge on all three dimensions of the task. Formative 
assessment ideas are given during every lesson. The science notebook prompts assess students’ 
3D learning during each investigation and provides reflection questions.S I’m not sure the 
assessments are unbiased. I didn’t have enough time to dive into all of them.  
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Criterion 2B:  Instructional Experiences 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts earth changes by wind 
and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Unit 4, Lesson 5, page 94 of the Science Journal: Students make drums to 
communicate nine geometry terms to each other as part of the progression in 
making sense of and building understanding toward the phenomenon that people 
can communicate using sound waves.  
-Unit 4, Lesosn 6, page 112 of the Science Journal: Students define a problem by 
investigating sending types of messages. The problem to define – what are the 
criteria for a successful digital device? What are the constraints? The idea is to 
test their solutions, refine, update the problem and then plan and build a 
solution, test it again, etc.  
-The SEP are not presented linear, but the lessons are designed in a more linear 
fashion to build upon understanding of the lesson phenomenon to then answer 
the larger anchor phenomenon at the end of the unit.  
-Unit 2, Lesson 2, page 29 of the Science Journal: Students have the opportunity 
to plan an investigation to test – What happens to the energy if a moving object 
hits a still object? I like that there are supportive measures in place to help 
students at this age set things up and then consider how to plan it out. If it were 
MS or HS – I would not offer so many supports.  
-Unit 2, Lesson 4, page 71 of the Science Journal: Students build circuits to 
investigate how electric current transfers energy. They then build and solve a 
puzzle using electric currents. There are multiple ways for students to build this 
circuit that gives the same result (pg. 211 in the Lesson Guide).  
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-Page 418 in the Lesson Guide is an example of how direct this curriculum shows 
what SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs are being used and toward what PE. It also lists out 
connections to the Nature of Science and any Common Core Standards 
connections.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 2-I believe that the experiences provided help to provide access to the content for all 
students. They do engage in direct, shared experiences as noted in the evidence. However, I did 
not see where activities connect to individual student experiences.  
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Criterion 2C:  Student Sense-Making 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 
with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-There are language supports in various ways in the online tools. All items are 
offered in English and Spanish. Students can opt to have the text read to them, 
and have tools to draw on the slides. They can also add closed captions to the 
videos.  
-There are online vocabulary games.  
-All lessons are about sense-making and can be done at both an individual and 
group level.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 3-I ran out of time reviewing these materials in person so I did not gather enough 
evidence to really support Criterion 2c.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Online tools:  
-There is a fast track lesson guide for teachers to use or a master lesson guide 
with extended learning opportunities.  
-A lesson support dialogue is offered with suggestions.  
-They include what the learning progressions are for energy prior to 4th grade.  
-Differentiation ideas are provided for EL, SPED, Advanced.  
-A tab is included for student preconceptions.  
-Online resources and ideas are included for enhancing learning either at school 
or at home.  
-The online materials have the ability to adjust the reading level. The standard 
grade level is A, and level B is two grade levels below standard. Stduents can 
highlight the text, make notes, print, save to Google drive, have the text read to 
them. They can also press a button that highlights the main ideas. However, most 
of these features can be turned on or off by student, depending on the students’ 
needs.  
-There is a “lesson support” button you can click in most parts of each lesson that 
tells teachers what to prep for and think about.  
-The online tools offer professional learning opportunities for teachers.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 
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Score of 3 (only because Amplify and FOSS had much more extensive supports). I believe the 
materials do a decent job supporting Criterion D. If I were in the classroom I would find all of the 
supports very helpful. The blended learning online model is especially great for students who find 
themselves excluded for COVID concerns, and in general would provide a great opportunity for a 
flipped classroom.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Online tools:  
-There is a fast track lesson guide for teachers to use or a master lesson guide 
with extended learning opportunities.  
-A lesson support dialogue is offered with suggestions.  
-They include what the learning progressions are for energy prior to 4th grade.  
-Differentiation ideas are provided for EL, SPED, Advanced.  
-A tab is included for student preconceptions.  
-Online resources and ideas are included for enhancing learning either at school 
or at home.  
-The online materials have the ability to adjust the reading level. The standard 
grade level is A, and level B is two grade levels below standard. Stduents can 
highlight the text, make notes, print, save to Google drive, have the text read to 
them. They can also press a button that highlights the main ideas. However, most 
of these features can be turned on or off by student, depending on the students’ 
needs.  
-Many graphic organizers are provided for each unit.  
-Videos, tutorials, and simulations are provided for each unit online. Just go to 
any unit and you will see that each lesson has them.  
-One of the units uses a video with a child with a hearing impairment as the 
phenomena. 
-There are a variety of names for characters used that span many different 
cultures, but that’s about where the curriculum stops.  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 3-Based on the evidence above this curriculum mostly supports Criterion 3A. It lacks in 
the culturally responsive piece as it did not hit all of the look fors. Other than that, it does a good 
job providing materials in Spanish and translating text into Spanish for anything that is read 
online, provides closed captioning for videos, and provides materials digitally and in print.  
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Criterion 3B: Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Materials provide for both 4th grade Physical Science units are enough for groups 
of students. They are items that could be easily replaced or replaced with similar 
items to create more so that students can work in pairs or individually.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 1 – All three curriculum’s meet this piece. Plenty of items are provided, supporting 
Criterion 3B. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials do a great job supporting reading comprehension by providing 
online and in print graphic organizers, as well as how the questions are asked. In 
the online materials, students have access to highlight text, and make the main 
ideas visible (if the teacher allows this feature to be turned on).  
 
I saw white students and teachers and black students and teachers in both units, 
but I didn’t see any other cultures represented.  
 
Content vocabulary is supported by providing a vocabulary matching game online, 
but I think they could’ve done a better job in both Physical Science units.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Score of 3. These materials partially support Criterion 3c. It is lacking in providing diversity of 
figures to connect to, and could’ve done a better job with content vocabulary. The materials do a 
good job of supporting reading comprehension.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lesson Phenom: Parts ofthis coastline seem to have broken off, Guiding Quesiton 
What are some clues that Earth’s Surgace Chagnes? Each lesson in the 
progression has a similar structure with phenom and question. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each Lesson follows the same progression: Observing Phenomena, Investigation, 
Making Sense of the Phenomenon, Vocabulary, Super Simple Science 
 
There seems to be some coherence within a unit, although even within a unit the 
lessons don’t build upone each other, but rather explore the same phenom in 
multiple ways (fungi, vs bison, vs tree – they all need energy to grow type of thing). 
 
The units are also topical so any coherence across units is limited. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Units each have sections to click on for more teacher information: Unit Highlights, 
3D learning progressions, explanaing the Anchor phenom. And Unit progression. 
The Unit progression document (clickable) lays out the Unit anchor and storyline 
but also includes the progression of lessons across the unit. Each lesson includes 
information about the lesson phenom, each fo the 3Ds addressed in the lesson, 
the associated PE and connections back to the anchor phenom. 
 
Each lesson has a planning section for teachers (online) that includes seceral tabs 
– Blended Learning, Lesson Overview, Materials, Learning Progression, 
Differentiating Instruction, Enhancing Learning, Science Background. – These 
sections include information for planning purposes as well as pacing, objectives 
and prep work to be done prior to instruction. 
 
Unit1 L1: The online resources are super accessible and easy to use. There is a 
ton of resources aside from just the lesson. Each part in a lesson also includes 
various supports that teachersmay need to implement. The Take you own 
ecological journey has built in timers for virtual or digital use, as well as 
additional components specific to this investigation including Connecting to 
Phenomena, Lesson support, Class map ideas, Misconceptions, Universal Access 
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for EL, Students with Special needs, NGSS components, Math and ELA 
components, and ELD tips for emerging, expanding and bridging students. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each unit has online access to all materials. There is also a blended learning tab 
for planning purposes for teachers. 
 
U1L2 Fast Track Lesson Guide (55min) or Master Lesson Guide (93 minutes) each 
lesson provides two different lesson durations with ideas as to when to use each 
the fast track tends to be about ½ hour less that then extended guide, but this 
gives teachers options to tailor the lesson to meet the needs of their learners. 
 
Online resources are available in both Spanish and English – beneficial for 
teaching purposes. 
 
The technology enhancements are very accessible and include a speaker button to 
have the prompts read aloud (both in enbglish and in Spanish) 
 
The materials are all accessible digitally and can be loaded to a google classroom 
(not necessary for Washoe, but still a nice accessibility feature). 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials are easily obtainable (both the permanent and consumables). A 
refill kit can be purchased separate from the all materials kit (however many 
materials are easily found in a classroom or school already). The consumables are 
fine. The permanent materials (such as the triple beam balance) are of a high 
enough quality that it will last for years if taken care of. The materials are also 
labeled as to what bin they belong in making them easy to find. 
 
The online TE has a list of the materials and pictures of each material for each 
lesson as well as the whole unit. This includes copies of student materials to be 
printed. This is convenient that it is all in one place. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


According to the Guide to Evaluation Document; there is a video presented 
phenonmon and storyline at the beginning of each unit. The phenomenon guides 
the student to oberve, connect, investigate, make sense, engineer, and complete 
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two performance assessments for each unit, while imbedding CCCs, SEPs, and 
DCIs, across multiple science domains. 
Anchoring Phenomena examples are “The Appalachian Mountains used to be tall and pointy, 
but now they are low and rounded” from the Earth’s Changing Surface unit and “All animals have eyes, 
but the location of the eyes are different depending on the animal” from the Animals and Plants unit. 
Each lesson within the unit has a specific phenomenon and they progress each lesson to make 
connections towards the anchoring, or culminating phenonmena. For example, in the Animals and 
Plants unit this is the progression of lesson specific phenomena that is included in the “Observing 
Phenomena” section of each lesson. 
Lesson 1: “Palm trees can remain standing during strong winds.” 
Lesson 2: “Some plants, like cacti, have sharp spines.” 
Lesson 3: “Dandelion seeds blow away in the wind.” 
Lesson 4: “Plants move their leaves toward the sun.” 
Lesson 5: “Snails have mouths, but they aren't the same as people's mouths.” 
Lesson 6: “Snakes move without legs.” 
Lesson 7: “Peacocks show off their feathers around peahens.” 
Lesson 8: “Owls have huge eyes” 
Lesson 9: “Every year, sandhill cranes fly to New Mexico.” 
Performance Assessment: “All animals have eyes, but the location of the eyes are different depending 
on the animal.” Which is the anchoring phenomenon. 
 
Engineering is present in each unit, the Energy unit has students designing a 
bike protection system, in the Earth science unit, students design earthquake 
proof structures, with evidence of opportunities to test, re-design, and re-build, as 
well as develop a natural hazard plan, the waves unit has students designing a 
new method of coded communication, and the plants and animals unit has 
students design a creature with specific structures for survival.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The phenomena for each unit leads to the engineering and/or performance assessment for each 
unit. The phenomena for each lesson build knowledge to apply a broader, deeper understanding to 
the performance assessment/anchoring phenomenon. The instructional design allows for high 
engagement for students and students are always brought back to the phenomena at the 
conclusion of each lesson. 
Students are active in real world engineering scenarios while bridging their science content 
knowledge with the engineering and science practices. There is a variety of types of engineering 
such as structural (earthquake proof structures), systems (communication system), and electrical 
(circuit system). 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students in the animal and plants unit engage in 1 engineering standard, 2 life 
science standards, 1 physical science standard, reading, writing, speaking and 
listening under ELA standard, as well as geometry math standard. This unit 
includes 7 out of 8 of the SEPs for the entire unit and addresses 1-3 components 
of each SEP, and incorporates 3 of the 7 CCCs, this is found in the Unit 
Connections Document for the Animal and Plants unit.  
 
The SEPs and CCCs are paired numerous times throughout the year long 
curriculum and are paired together in different combinations for different units. 
Each unit has the students working with the SEP and CCC concepts or skills 
throughout the unit to build towards the final performance assessment task. This 
is evidenced in the Animal and Plants unit where students use SEP (Developing 
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and Using Models) in lessons 4, 5, 8, 9 and the performance assessment. This is 
characteristic of other SEPs for other lessons and units.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Students are engaged in meaningful, engaging, diverse, and grade level learning experiences that 
allow for multiple DCI, CCC, and SEP components for each unit and even for each lesson. They 
work towards an engineering task related to the phenomena of each unit throughout the unit, the 
tasks are not isolated but imbedded.  
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lessons in unit 1 of Animals and Plants progress through stages of learning where 
students are continually building their understanding of animal and plant 
structures that help animals survive, grow, reproduce, and determine their 
behavior. For example, in this unit the lessons progress from lesson 1; learning 
about the external structures of plants that give them their form, to the structure 
of plants for their protection, to dissecting a flower to understand reproduction, to 
understanding how plants respond to their environments, then to animals 
internal system structures that aid in survival and growth, pill bug observations 
of structures that support protection and movement, connectinc animal 
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reproduction to different animals around the world, building a model of how eyes 
see, modeling animals using senses to react to their environment, and ultimately 
designing a new creature that incorporates this knowledge of structures and their 
functions. These lessons connect to other lessons in a sequential order and 
connect to physical science through the concept of reflection for vision.  
Students engage in reading, writing, speaking and listening tasks throughout the 
unit, they engage in engineering in 2 lessons, and they use 1 math standard for 
the unit. This is common in other units as well, in the Earth Changes unit there 
are multiple ELA standards and 3 math practices, in the Energy unit again there 
are multipe ELA standards, 1 content math standard, and 2 math practices, and 
finally in the waves unit a multitude of ELA standars and 3 math practices.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The lessons for each unit incorporate ELA, math, engineering, CCCs, SEPs, and content specific 
DCIs that include crossover into one other domain. The lessons are logically sequenced so that, in 
the case of the Animal and Plant unit, students begin understanding plant structures and function 
related to survival, reproduction, and reactions to their environment and them move towards more 
comples understandings of these concepts related to animals. The lessons build foundational 
knowledge through investigations, observations, and inquiry to guide students toward these 
understandings with good questioning.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Formative assessments are embedded in the science notebook/science journal. 
There are 3 different formative assessments for each unit: These examples come 
from lesson 1 of the Animals and Plant unit. 1) Wrap up: student self assessment 
on their understanding of DCI, CCC, and/or SEP 2) Making Sense of the 
Phenomenon: has students engage in a claims, evidence, and reasoning process 
that assess their understanding of the basic concept related to the phenomenon of 
the lesson 3) Show what you know: Again assesses their basic understanding of 
the content but asking students to find the correct evidence to the claim stated.  
There are Checks for Understanding formative assessments for the suggested 
reading that can be utilized. There are answer keys available for these assessment 
features.  
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There is the final performance assessments and engineering tasks where students 
then apply their knowledge and skills into meaningful ways related to phenomena. 
There are rubrics for grading the performance assessments that address DCI,SEP, 
and CCC for the task.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Students have several opportunities to summarize the big ideas to be understood and for teachers 
to evaluate their understanding of these ideas. There are multiple formative assessments for each 
lesson, along with reading comprehension tools, science notebook/journal prompts, and student 
discussion. The self-assessment and rubrics for the performance assessments do have a focus on 
student performance for more than just the science content. The types of assessments in the 
science notebook/science journal vary, but do have a strong pattern of students providing 
evidence to support their understanding. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students engage in investigations, observations, simulations, and engineering 
tasks in all units. For the Animal and Plants unit, students conduct an 
investigation on plant structure using celery, the dissect flowers to understand 
plant reproduction, they observe pill bugs to conclude about their structures for 
behavior and protection, they build a model for vision, watch videos and 
simulations, read texts, and they design a new creature that has specific 
structures and functions.  
Learning is further facilitated by using a variety of kinesthic strategies such as in 
the Animal and Plant unit, having students act out with paper leaves and yarn 
roots the function and behavior of plants (lesson 4). Students engage in 
opportunities to organize information to apply their knowledge and play games 
where they shout out different actions for different types of plants (lesson 4). 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


There are multiple engaging opportunities for students to engage in learning; there are games, 
sorts, graphic organizers, reading of texts, investigations/experiments, videos, simulations, and 
engineering and testing throughout each unit. Students have opportunities to engage in 
kinesthetic, verbal, visual, and auditory activities. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are many opportunities and suggested class discussion questions. For 
example in the Animals and Plant unit, in Lesson 4, questions for class discourse 
are present in “Observing Phenomena”, extensive questioning in “Setting Up and 
Reviewing Plant Responses”, and “Wrap Up” sections. Peer discourse 
opportunities are present, for example in the same unit in lesson 2, students 
participate in a station rotation with peers to discuss solutions to protect plants. 
Individual sense making opportunities are present in “Observing Phenonmena”, 
“playing the plant says game”, “debriefing the plant says game”, “describing how 
plants respond”, “Making Sense of the Phenomena”, “vocabulary”, and “show what 
you know sections”. These are journal exercises that include drawing, reading, 
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referencing, answer selection, and/or writing. There are writing support 
suggestions and the sequence of sense making allows for students to work in 
small steps to come to conclusions. Vocabulary is introduced in beginning stages 
of lesson through context, students are then given an opportunity to formalize 
their understanding of the word in the vocabulary section, for example “gravity” is 
used in context of the game Plant Says, as a direction, students are directed to 
write the word down in their notebook, and then in the vocabulary section they 
are to match the words to their definitions.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Students engage in contextual vocabulary integration, multiple modaility sense making, and 
multiple outlets for students to process and share their understandings. Students are given time 
to discuss with the class or peers, record understandings in their journal/notebook, and draw 
conclusions through activities, games, questioning, experiments/investigations, and/or  
engineering tasks.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


A science background section is present for every unit; with a variety of 
informational sections. Such as in lesson 4 of Animal and Plant unit, there is 
background information on the student text, science concepts, investigation, and 
vocabulary. The background section summarizes information that will be taught 
in the lesson. The lesson progression section gives information about 
preconceptions for CCC, SEPs, and DCI for that lesson both from past grades 
and/or past units/lessons.  
Materiasl are organized clearly by unit, lesson, and stages of the lesson. Stages of 
the lessons are similarly labled and organized in a sequential manner with all 
resources in that area. Directions are clear because it is the same directions used 
for the students through the slides. The online resources are easy to navigate 
between lessons with drop down menus and labels for lesson sections that can be 
expanded.  
Differentiation suggestions are present for each lesson; they included suggestions 
for students learning English, need more advanced work, or struggling learners. 
As evidenced in the Animal and Plant unit, lesson 3, there are support 
suggestions for Students with special Needs to provide options for modifications 
on the claims and evidence portion, advanced learners can develop a 3-D model, 
and EL supports are to include a word bank. In the same unit, lesson 1, supports 
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included sentence frames, video scripts, note taking strategies, and for advanced 
learnings to draw a model with their reasoning. Additional resources are also 
presented  in the Enhanced Learning tab, such as a botanical garden website and 
a simulation game.  
Extensions that are offered in a clear and organized format, but do come as part 
of the suggested learning. There is a fast track option or a fast track plus 
extension option. This plan offers extensions already sequenced into the lesson 
and include activities such as in lesson 1 of the Animals and Plant unit, 3 
additional videos and discussions, vocabulary, and show what you know. 
Additional professional development is present in the Getting Started and 
professional learning section locatd from the sidebar under program and then 
support. Optional PD includes tutorials, webinars, Methods book PDF, and a 
searchable database. These resources are on classroom management, 
instructional strategies, organization, and specific guidance to using the program.  
Found on the sidebar, there are additional resources such as pacing guides, 
practices and strategies documents, Engineering Design toolkit, Claim Evidence 
Reasonin Planner and much more offered under Reference on the side bar. There 
is also numerous specific resources available for further content learning through 
the enhancing learning tab of each lesson. 
In the blended learning section of each lesson it provides information if the 
lessons and materials are suitable for home learning, such as distance learning. 
On the sidebar under program, content, there is a toolbar at the top that provides 
some reference materials for Distance Learning Support. Family newsletters or 
home extension activities were not found.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Background knowledge information is adequaute and additional resources for extensions, 
enhancement, and professional development are extensive. Differntiation suggestions are specific 
to each lesson and are outside the “standard repertoire” of modifications; the enrichment activities 
for the advanced learners allows for deeper understanding, rather than busy work. The format of 
the website, lessons, resources, and instructions are straightforward, organized, and easy to use.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Two unit are approximately 900 minutes and two units are approximately 700 
minutes, totaling 3200 minutes total time to teach lessons according the pacing 
guide document found under the reference tab on the sidebar. 3200 annual 
minutes of lesson time averages to 90 minutes per week over 36 weeks. This 
document also cites “You may need 1-3 additional days per lesson for independent student work 
including reading the Student Text, completing the Interactive Student Notebooks, playing the Lesson 
Games, and completing the Assessment.” This means that there will be additional science 
time needed for weekly instruction. 
Teacher and Student materials are available in Spanish and English, including 
the student textbook/workbook (science notebook/science journal).  
Graphic organizers and student journals are included they serve both as the 
students’ text that can be written and annotated in, they include investigations, 
questions, photos, notes, vocabulary, assessments, and reading strategies all in 
the same book. It is a one-stop-shop and little to no copying is required of the 
teacher.  
Student and teacher resources area available online and in print. The online 
resources for the teacher is easy to use and can be assigned to students. Teachers 
can personalize their assessments, make notes, and access everything that is in 
print. The students have digital access to an interactive notebook that would be 
useful for 1:1 classrooms or distance learning scenarios. There are many 
multimedia resources such as presentations, videos, website links, simulations, 
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and interactive questions/tasks such as vocabulary matching that allows for the 
students to check their answers for each lesson. The resources online allow 
students to use these resources in a distance learning model as well as the 
teacher to use the resources for whole class, small group, or individual students. 
The teacher has the option to assign assignments to students in their class.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


This program has some great resources for both in person and distance learning. The lessons are 
engaging in both scenarios and the digital resources are good quality, easy to access, and very 
clearly organized for both the student and the teacher. Student can follow the sequential order of 
the tasks and there are frequent prompts, directions, and answer boxes within in each section to 
clearly determine if all tasks were completed. The instructional and student independent work 
time combined would likely meet or almost meet the recommended time for science. There is a lot 
of flexibility with the program which is beneficial since there are times when science gets reduced 
such as the beginning and end of the year as well as during testing season.  
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Materials seem more common for small groups such as items are in quantities of 
6, such as cd cases and jars. Many of the investigations are “everyday” items in 
the classroom that they teacher would need to purchase or supply, such as with 
the celery experiment in lesson 1 of Animal and Plant unit. There are placards 
that are laminated, brief texts with a large photograph, there are 2 of each. There 
are also placards with only photos and labeled fossil a, fossil b, etc. The student 
journals are fairly sturdy and are separated into 4 journals for each of the 4 units, 
so they would last well for the duration of each unit. 
 
The teacher manual is on very thin paper and does not appear to be sturdy, even 
the laminated cover is flimsy. There are no tabs in the teacher manual and there 
is one teacher manual for all units; it seems easier to follow with clear sections 
such as background, investigation, wrap up, etc.  
 
Clear plastic tubs with packing list on paper are on the inside. The packing list 
has photos of materials also, nothing mentioned on outside. Containers open from 
top, they are only labeled by unit. Most Items are bagged or boxed, others are 
loose in crate. The tubs are organized by materials, and the tub lists which units 
these materials apply to, there are 3 tubs for all hands on materials. 
 
Materials listed online for each lesson come with safety information and also a list 
of which items are supplied and where to find these items in the tub with box 
number, bin number, and bag title, as well as which items are teacher supplied.  
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The teacher and student book materials are easy to use and access. The hands on materials are 
easier to access because the packing list has photos so it is easier to find the items. The tubs are 
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labeled by which materials are in the tub and which materials go with which unit. There are fewer 
tubs than other programs, but this is because much of the materials are teacher supplied. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In the sidebar on the online program, under the reference tab there are two 
additional  text library options labeled biography and career profile. The media 
library and glossary resources are also accessed here. The biography and career 
profile texts are for many texts on different scientists or engineers and their work, 
and the career profiles are texts on the roles of specific types of engineers and 
scientists. According to the Guide to Evaluation document, the biography bank 
has texts that vary on ethnicities, gender, and sexual orientation. This document 
also refers to “Reading Furthers dive into case studies of diverse 
groups and individuals who have contributed to science”  The 
document states that there are “Connecting to Your Life prompts 
suggest ways teachers can connect to the homes and cultures of 
students.” According to their Culturally Responsive Classroom Document, they 
state that their program is inclusive, cooperative, diverse, and offers personal 
connections. The program’s lesson support personal connections through hands 
on investigations, observations, and discussions.  
 
The texts are supportive and relevant to each lesson’s content and include many 
strategies, graphic organizers, vocabulary, and questions that support the 
comprehension of the texts. The suggested supports include literacy strategies or 
supports to help struggling readers. The science notebook/science journal have 
imbedded text connections for understanding and include claims, evidence, and 
reasoning writing to support evidence based learning.  
The questions in the science notebook/science journal are high quality questions 
that allow for the student to make sense while also providing thought provoking 
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questions, such as in the Earth Chaneges units, students are given a photograph 
of muddy water after a rain storm and are asked to  explain how the water causes 
erosion and weathering. This is a complex question that allows for a lot of 
information the students have learned to be connected and explained. Or they are 
given two diagrams and asked to explain the changes between the first and 
second diagrams. Students are asked to complete tasks or answer questions 
according to high DOK levels, such as describe, explain, analyze, and justify. 
The texts provided in the student journal are primarily informational texts about 
specific content related to the lessons. The biographies and career profiles are also 
informational texts. No evidence of narrative texts were found. The texts cover many 
topics and are bountiful for each lesson. Lesson 4 of the Animal and Plant unit has 4 sections on 
plants and after each section there are graphic organzers and questions that support sense 
making.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The reading materials are quality informational texts that relevant to each lesson and provide 
quality pictorial and vocabulary support. These texts are embedded into the lessons and add to the 
understanding of the concepts. The texts cover many topics and are bountiful for each lesson. 
Lesson 4 of the Animal and Plant unit has 4 sections on plants and after each section there are 
graphic organzers and questions that support sense making. The texts are able to be annotated 
directly in the student copy and already copied and bound and student ready. There are good 
comprehension strategies to solidify student sense making and require evidence based writing. 
There is a diverse selection of careers and biographies that include diverse populations.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


For every lesson in a unit it starts with observing phenomena. For Living Things 
and Ecosystems it starts with a picture of a boar and asks “How do you thinkg 
different types of animal are able to meet their needs and survive together in the 
same place?”. The next slide after that asks students what question they have 
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about this phenomena. Phenomena is the verbiage used in that question. Towards 
the end of the lesson there is another opportunity for the students to make sense 
of the phenomena by using what they learned to explain the original phenomena 
question asked at the start of the lesson. It is called making sense of phenomena 
and it is at the end of each lesson. It seems to be a discussion activity before 
students answer  a prompt with claim, evidence, and reasoning.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The students are using data already gathered and given to them to analyze. There 
are handouts for the students on the SEP’s which can be found on-line under the 
support tab for skills tookit. Within each unit and lesson the 3 Dimensions are 
listed that are being taught. There is questions for the students that incorporate 
the 3 Dimensional verbiage, such as cause and effect. The students conduct a 
quick activity about gravity and identify the cause and effect of what they did. 
They then write a claim, evidence and reason and share it with their classmates, 
then as a class they create a single class CER. They watch some examples and 
then revise their claim. The 3-D’s are being taught together and not isolated. 
There is one engineering activity per unit. It comes at the end of the unit.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 
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Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


This program starts with Living Things and Systems then moves on to Earth 
Systems, then Changes in Matter and ends with Earth, Moon and the Stars. Air is 
addressed in the first 3 units. There are lessons correlations for each lesson on-
line and in the manual that shows how it ties into other subject standards. There 
are a lot of reading and writing involved in the program. The journals are full of 
tables, readings, writing prompts and some math. For the gravity lesson, key 
ideas and details are used to help the students understand what they are reading. 
The assessments include a lot of informative writing. Developing models is built 
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upon throughout the units as well as cause and effect. Other CCC’s and SEP’s are 
as well.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The assessments consist of multiple choice, drawing a model with given parts of 
the model, a writing prompt (one was writing a comic strip). On-line there is a 
bank of questions if you would like to create your own test. The rubric is pretty 
general for grading the test ( Proficient 2pts: wrote a script and chose visuals that 
describe how energy flows through the bison’s ecosystem). There are slider 
questions for each lesson that is student self reflection. Formative assessment is  
science journals, on-line quizzes and games, checks for understanding (on-line 
and in the journal), simulations, wrap up, and making sense of phenomena.  
Performance assessments are on-line as well. The review guide has a sample 
assessment for the lessons. The guide states how the questions are 3 
Dimensional. Most are multiple choice questions. The questions do use DCI, CCC 
and SEP vocabulary in them. Ex: Describe all the ways that your body uses the 
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matter and energy in food to get through the day. Within the lessons there are 
answers for the teachers to look for. A lot of the tables say answers will vary. The 
claim, evidence and reasoning tables provide answers for the teacher.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There is a lot of student having to read about what others have done, analyzing 
data given to them, reading texts and filling in notes that tell the students what to 
write. There are a lot of opportunities for students to draw diagrams. There is very 
little opportunity for the students to do hands-on investigations. In the Living 
Things and Ecosystems unit students dissect an owl pellet and work with yeast. 
There are 8 lessons in the unit. The last lesson of each unit has an engineering 
project. These engineering projects directly connect to the science that was being 
taught. Students learn about the different phenomena and the information and 
activities directly connect to the phenomena. There seems to be a bit of teacher 
modeling for students. For instance, a teacher is to blow up a balloon, let the air 
out, tie balloons to a ruler and so on. The students watch and discuss as the 
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teacher models. They read about plants, but do not grow them. There are on-line 
games, teaching slides and vocabulary activities for students to complete.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There is plenty of opportunity for the students to write about their thinking. The 
teacher manual does not explicitly say when to discuss, it does pose questions 
that you could discuss as a class. In all of the lessons science vocabulary is used. 
(phenomena, modeling, particles, etc.) Students have the opportunity to write 
questions they have about phenomena. There are graphic organizers in the 
journal to help students. There are show what you know activities where the 
students talk in pairs. It seems like this program is stronger in independent work 
and not group discussions. Students are not given the opportunity to design their 
own experiments. When there are hands-on investigations, the students are given 
roles. There are 5 roles. The vocablulary activities in the journals are fill in the 
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blanks and some activities involve word banks. There are on-line vocabulary 
cards, but no word wall cards.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The anchoring phenomena are listed at the beginning of the Lesson Guide. The 
program also lists the DCI, CCC and SEP’s for each lesson. On page 5 of the 
manual there is a Unit Progression section that tells teachers the progression of 
student learning for the unit. Within the unit and lessons there are Teacher 
helper notes that offer lesson support for the teacher and tells they what they 
might need to help the students with. The program gives sample answers for 
teachers. At the beginning of a unit the standards, DCI’s, CCI’s, and SEP’s being 
taught are listed. There is a lesson overview which gives the objectives that are 
written as Students will… Pacing information is given. For example, page 15 of the 
Lesson Guide says, “Fast Track Investigation-44 minutes” and, “Master 
Investigation- 97 minutes”.Vocabulary is listed for teachers There is some content 
knowledge shared to teachers on page 18 under Student Text. A learning 
progression is on page 19 that talks about how this lesson is connected to second 
grade standards and how it will tie into middle school science. EL section on page 
19 gives ideas for supporting EL learners, like providing a word bank for the 
ecosystem cards, sentence stems, and posting vocabulary words in the classroom. 
There are suggested activities for Students with Special Needs. One example is, 
the teacher does a Think-Aloud Model. On page 24 in the teacher manual it has 
tips for emeringm expanding and bridging levels for EL learners. This matched 
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WIDA testing. For advanced learners, on page 20 it mentions research. Additional 
reading opportunities are listed on page 20 as well. These parts that I mentioned 
are at the beginning of each unit. On-line there is a breakdown for the lessons 
that tell them how long to take on each part of the daily lesson. The students see 
the time for each section as well.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each unit has 7 or 8 lessons with a performance task. There are two lessons for 
each lesson on-line. Fast Track are anywhere from 39 to 67 minutes and master 
lessons are 82 to 97 minutes long. According to the pacing guide on-line, the 
longest lesson is 205 minutes. All of the other lessons are less than that. This 
would not meet our districts recommended weekly minutes.  There are readings in 
the student journal that do not seem to be factored into the teaching minutes on-
line or in the manual.  There are no graphic orgaizers for notebooks since they 
provided a student science journal for each unit. There are vocabulary games, 
lesson games, notebooks, texts, and videos on-line for teachers and students. 
There is a Spanish version of all student science journals and for on-line 
materials. All of the teacher materials are in print and on-line. I did not notice this 
program being responsive to other cultures, genders, etc. The on-line versions 
seem to be easily accessible at home.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Only 6 owl pellets and tweasers. For each unit the largest amount of materials are 
6, such as droppers, hand lenses, flashlights, convex lenses, tubes, etc. You 
would only be able to have six groups. If you have a class of 34 that is about 5 
children per group. Most of the materials would last through a couple of uses. 
Theses materials are seeds, craft sticks, cotton balls, etc. Other materials like 
graduated cylinders would last for years, you only get 6 in a kit though. You 
would need to purchase an extra refill kit for larger classes. For changes in matter 
the teacher will needs to supply gloves, aprons, and safety goggles. Teachers 
supply the basics like paper towels, water etc. Only one balance scale and ruler is 
provided. No pitchers are provided.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There is no other texts other than what is in the science journal. There is a media 
library that shows all of the illustrations and videos. There is a list of biographies 
for scientists like Rachel Carson on-line. There are EL strategies given for all 
lessons. There is text-to-speech on-line. There are two levels for the journal 
readings. There are vocabulary activities to support the academic vocabulary.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


● Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or 
solved through the application of the three-dimensions. 


● A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


● Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
● Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical 
science unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence 
that becomes the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and 
energy in ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th 
grade physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to 
make observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, 
lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of 
light in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Anchoring phenomena for Forces and Motion unit: A swing ride spins slow and 
then fast. The faster the ride spins, the higher the riders swing (students are 
presented with a video of a carnival ride and storyline for the anchoring 
phenomena) 
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-Students complete investigations with magnets, spring scales and pulley 
systems, electroscopes and moving objects to explore different types of movement 
in the Forces and Motion unit. 
-Investigative phenomena present for each lesson: The weather is different on 
different days. Students note what they already know about the phenomena, 
watch videos to investigate and make sense by observing and describing weather 
in their area.  
-In The Force and Motion unit: Students make electromagnets and investigate 
magnetic forces. Then students use those concepts to complete an engineering 
design challenge during the lesson “What Can Magnetic Forces Do?” Students 
design a magnetic latch for a jewelry box, with criteria such as “close with a 
satisfying click” and constraints such as “as few magnets and resources as 
possible.” 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


These materials strongly support learning through phenomena and problems. Each of the 4 units 
has an anchoring phenomena that is referred to at the end of each lesson. Each lesson has an 
investigative phenomena to observe. The engineering lessons are tied to the scientific core ideas 
well. Students need to have background knowledge of the science concept to complete or evaluate 
the design challenge presented. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


● Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each 
dimension. 


● The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
● Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to 


build understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
● Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and 
the number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in 
tables, with balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in 
unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching 
each other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers 
on different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-In Unit 1, Lesson “Where Do Organisms Live?”, students are exploring how living 
things live in different places and populations live in a variety of habitats. They 
evaluate the habitats by analyzing the system and describing it’s components and 
the interactions that occur within it. Students collect information to determine the 
environment an organism would live in. 
 
-In Unit 1, Lesson “How Do Environments Change?”, students observe land that 
was changed by a forest fire to interpret environmental changes. Students use 
cause and effect to explain the changes and engage in argument through the 
discussion and when acting out an environmental change and responding to each 
other with evidence. 
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-In Unit 4, “Life Cycles and Traits,” Lesson “What Are the Life Cycle of Plants?”, 
students discover that some plants form fruit with seeds as they explore the 
growth and development of organisms. They examine patterns by modeling the 
stages of a sunflower’s life and communicate scientific information by writing a 
story about the life cycle of a sunflower seed. 
 
-In Unit 1, students complete an engineering task in the lesson “What Happens to 
Organisms in Changing Environments” in which they evaluate and design 
crossing signs.  
 
-In Unit 2, students complete an engineering challenge where they create, test and 
improve a magnetic latch on a box in the lesson “What Can Magnetic Forces Do?” 
 
-In Unit 3, students identify criteria and constraints and evaluate design solutions 
for a lightning rod and for a levee. There is also the option to create and test a 
levee design model. 
 
-In Unit 4, there is a supplemental component during the lesson, “Why Some 
Members of a Species Survive and Not Others” called “Super Simple Science” in 
which students design an animal Spy Camera. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support this criterion well. The three dimensions are integrated in each lesson 
because students are often using the Cross Cutting Concept to learn about the Disciplinary Core 
Idea while using the Science and Engineering Practices to get, explain or share their information. 
Multiple representations of the three dimensions are present in each unit in different pairings. 
Engineering is incorporated into each unit so this part of the criterion is present. However, some of 
the engineering tasks are optional or supplemental to the units so this is not as strong as it could 
be. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated 
understandings within and across grade-levels.  


● Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


● Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade 
levels. 


● Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
● Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other 


science disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of 
garbage and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit 
on ecosystems, students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an 
engineering problem about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to 
properties of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about 
weather and climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole 
class in one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and 
conduct another investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and 
practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the 
earth science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


-In Unit 4, Life Cycles and Traits, the unit explores both traits and survival of 
species and life cycles of plants and animals. The topics are taught within the 
same unit to help students explain the phenomena “two frogs look the same, but 
only one of them is poisonous.” 
-In Unit 3, Weather and Climate, the unit begins with students examining weather 
and how it is predicted and measured. The weather and climate of different places 
is then explored. Finally, students learn about hazardous weather and use this to 
learn about the impacts of weather related hazards. 
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-3rd Grade students learn about four different environments and match organisms 
to the environments they would best survive in in Unit 1, Lesson “Where Do 
Organisms Live?” Students connect to their prior knowledge about the diversity of 
life in different habitats from 2nd grade standards. 
-In Unit 2, Forces and Motion, Lesson “What Can Magnetic Forces Do?” students 
must read a letter to gain knowledge about their task and write their own letter to 
explain their design for a magnetic latch. 
-In Unit 3, Weather and Climate, Lesson “How is Temperature Measured?” 
students measure the weather by collecting data, record their data in a graph and 
analyze the data for patterns. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


This criterion is well supported by the instructional materials because the sequencing of the 
lessons makes sense. For example, students need their knowledge of weather before they can 
understand climate. This builds to the task of analyzing specific types of weather hazards and 
interpreting their effects. The instructional materials also focus on investigating different, but 
related science concepts within the same units such as traits and life cycles. This gives students 
the opportunity to make connections. ELA standards are used often during the lessons when 
students have to read and analyze information and respond through speaking or writing while 
using evidence. Students are also using math practices through the use of data and graphing and 
patterns. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


● Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all 
three dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


● Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are 
embedded throughout to inform instruction. 


● Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all 
students. 


● A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is 
required to complete it. 


● Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student 
performance including sample student responses 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for 
teachers to look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in 
the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a 
summative assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of 
the unit. (Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-During the “Wrap Up” portion of the lessons, students are asked to self assess 
their understanding of the concept (Don’t Know, Still Learning, Understand, 
Expert) 
-During the “Making Sense of the Phenomenon” portion of the lessons, students 
use their findings from the investigations to make a Claim, Evidence and Reason 
statement about the investigative phenomenon. 
-After each lesson, students are asked to return to the “Unit Checkpoint” to write 
what they learned in the lesson related to the Anchoring Phenomenon. 
-An assessment is included at the end of each lesson. In Unit 3, Lesson 6, “How 
are Weather and Climate Related?” the assessment asks students to demonstrate 
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their understanding through tasks like matching climates and descriptions, 
identifying patterns from pictures and make a claim, use evidence and explain 
reasoning about the type of climate in an area. 
-Rubrics are provided for both lesson assessments and performance assessments. 
The rubrics are broken down by the Dimensions. For example. To receive 2 points 
(Proficient) on a task from the Weather and Climate unit, the rubric states that 
“Student accurately describes this climate as a desert climate which is hot and 
dry” to assess the Crosscutting Concept of Patterns. 
-Student rubrics are included for performance tasks. 
-2 performance assessments are included per unit. In Unit 2, Forces and Motion, 
Students must design a game that fits certain criteria and constraints and uses 
magnetism concepts learned in the unit. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The instructional materials meet this criterion very well. There is a variety of assessments 
including formative (Wrap Ups and Unit Checkpoints,” self assessments, summative assessments 
and performance tasks. The assessments have specific grading criteria and a variety of question 
types such as matching, response, application and matching. Peer assessments do not seem to be 
present. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for 
all students.  


● Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the 
developmental needs of elementary students. 


● Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


● Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of 
scientific understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


● Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore 
the natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 
5th grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which 
connects the phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, 
observe time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth 
changes by wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth 
science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their 
study of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Students use thermometers to measure temperature during the Weather and 
Climate Unit 
-Students observe weather in different movie locations and create a movie scene 
about experiencing weather in one of those locations in the Weather and Climate 
Unit 
-Students analyze plants and animals in their environments and use visual clues 
to explain how the organisms’ traits have been changed by the environment in the 
Life Cycles and Traits unit. 
-Students observe the life cycle of real butterflies and create a model of their life 
cycle. 
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-Students test and investigate the a variety of forces including magnetism and 
electric forces to gain information about the phenomenon involving the forces 
present in carnival games. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


This criterion is well met because students have concrete experiences such as exploring forces, 
measuring temperature and watching an animals life cycle. Students can connect to the 
phenomena based on their background experience and knowledge of things like animals and 
carnival rides. Students complete tasks that include view pictures and videos, conducting 
experiences and presenting material. This shows a strong representation of using multiple 
modalities. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for 
all students.  


● Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
● Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning 


with opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other 
that supports the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


● Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three 
weeks using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to 
develop precise vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to 
explain their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise 
this after discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their 
homes to figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with 
the goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-In the unit How Do Environments Change, students engage in a class discussion 
after viewing pictures of environmental changes made by humans and then 
respond by writing/typing answers to questions such as “How did humans 
change this environment?” 
-Strategies to use with EL Students for introducing vocabulary are included. 
-In the lesson “What Do Forces Do?” In Unit 2, students are introduced to the 
vocabulary words “motion,” “position” and “force” while observing force and 
motion in videos. Students are later asked to match the vocabulary terms to their 
definitions. 
-Sentence starters are suggested, but not provided. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


This criterion is met somewhat in these materials. Students are asked to complete a lot of 
independent sense making through written responses, but some class discussion questions are 
also provided. Vocabulary is embedded in the learning and suggestions are made for differentiating 
written tasks and discussion of terms. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


● Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy 
and student preconceptions. 


● Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


● Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support 
and extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


● Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


● Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions 
for how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in 
unit 1 p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and 
suggestions are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they 
collect to look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them 
in this thinking might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used 
to measure my height by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I 
notice patterns, like that I grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” 
(p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families 
are provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to 
expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Standards are listed at the top of each lesson with links to NGSS Correlations, 
broken down by the 3 Dimensions. 
-There is a planning tab for each lesson that includes a learning progression and 
lesson overview for the teacher. Teachers can also print out a lesson guide for the 
instructions. 
-There are differentiated instruction tips for each lesson including ideas for 
English Learners, Students with Special Needs and Advanced Learners. For 
example, in Unit 1, Lesson 1, the differentiated learning section suggests 
providing Els with a script for video, and have students listen to the audio tract 
and practice reading the script with a partner. 
-Supplemental material from outside sources is included under “Enhanced 
Learning” for each lesson. In Unit 1, Lesson 1 there is a link to a YouTube video 
about Earth’s habitats, a link to a website about swamp animals and a list of 
additional reading opportunities. 
-There is a Science Background section of the lesson Planning tab with  Science 
Concept information and Vocabulary. 
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-Under the Toolkit tab, there are printable documents for best practices, science 
safety, creating a cooperative, tolerant classroom and strategies for integrating 
language arts. 
-Professional development is available online under the Supports tab through 
Self-Paced Tutorials, Live and On-Demand Webinars, a Searchable Knowledge 
Base and a Methods Book.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


There are a lot of supports for teachers in these instructional materials. There is a variety of 
Professional Development for teachers to access, as well as background information included for 
the content. There are specific strategies addressed for many types of learners including Els, 
Students with Special Needs and Advanced Learners. This gives a high level of support for 
teachers to meet the needs of all students. The standards are very clear for each unit and lesson 
and made visible for teachers to reference. The lesson instructions are available and provide an 
overview of the slides students access for the lesson, but the instructions are not very explicit. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


● Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


● Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
● Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
● Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
● Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations 


and when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a 
culturally responsive manner including different genders and sexual 
orientations, from many cultures and nations, both contemporary and 
historical. 


● Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is 
short of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended 
instructional minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-There are four units, with a total of 1689 minutes of “Fast Track” lessons. This 
equates to 47 minutes of instruction per week (4, nine week quarters of school). 
With the Extension activities included in the “Master Lesson Guide” there are a 
total 3334 minutes of instruction which equates to 93 minutes per week. This 
falls short of our recommended 240 minutes of science instruction per week for 
3rd grade. 
-The student science journal and interactive student science journal are available 
in Spanish. Lessons Investigations are also available in Spanish. 
-Student notebook is available online or in print form. Nonfiction text and 
response pages are embedded in the notebook. 
-Teacher materials are all available online with the option to print lesson guides. 
The physical teacher manual includes images of the online slides used for the 
lessons. 
-Technology options are included for classroom use and could be assigned 
digitally for home use. There is a button that can be clicked to translate the 
investigations to Spanish. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


The instructional materials are very comprehensive. They are available to 
translate into Spanish which is very friendly for home use, dual language schools 
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or EL students. The technology component of these materials is very strong, 
however, schools with limited technology for presenting instruction may struggle 
because the teacher manual and materials are highly reliant on technology. The 
instructional minutes of these materials are far under our required instruction 
minutes of 240 minutes per week. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


● Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations 
themselves. 


● Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
● Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements 


and conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and 
measuring tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in 
the classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


-There are enough pulleys, magnets, meter sticks and batteries for investigations 
to be completed in small groups of 4-6. 
-Materials are included or available online apart from classroom materials such as 
tape and colored pencils. 
-Live butterfly larvae are necessary for Unit 4, but would need to be purchased 
separately from the included materials. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


This criterion is not extremely well met by these instructional materials. There is 
only enough materials available for 4-6 groups to complete the investigations. 
Additional materials, such as butterfly larvae would also need to be purchased to 
complete the curriculum. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


● A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in 
learning experiences. 


● Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
● Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 


responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from 
many cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


● Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student 
needs including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin 
Banneker. These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of 
scientists working in the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary 


is first introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Student reading material is available in print or online materials. 
-Online student text is available to 2 different reading levels, A or B to allow for 
differentiation. Level B is two grade levels below the standard reading level. 
-Students can highlight the text, listen to the text or add notes 
-Pictures in the student text represent a variety of ages, races, genders, etc 
-Academic vocabulary such as “force” and “position” are included in the text, in 
context, as well as vocabulary check sections where students match the term to 
the definition or complete a written response to a prompt with included 
vocabulary. Example, “How will the ball’s motion change if she kicks the ball? 
Why? bUse these terms in your answer: force, push, speed, and direction.” 
-Reading comprehension questions are included such as, “Describe the 
environmental changes [highlighted in pictures],” as well as higher level thinking 
questions such as “How do you think a forest fire would affect a maple tree?” 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The reading content in these instructional materials support the criteria very well. 
The content includes a variety of context rich support for vocabulary and content 
comprehension. The material is available in a variety of formats including print, 
online, Spanish and English. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• Each lesson introduces a lesson phenomenon to build understanding of the Performance 
Expectation, support understanding of the Anchoring Phenomenon, and drive 3D learning 
throughout the lesson. 
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• Unit 1 lesson 1 students go on a virtual trip to a zoo where they make observations from media 
on many different animals and act out these animals to answer the  Lesson Phenomena: The 
yellow fish look similar to one another, but different from the black fish. 


• Students use the phenomenon that even though flowers may look different, they are all flowers 
by comparing the structure and function of plants.  Students will use what they have learned 
about plant parts to design a standing tower and provide a solution to a specific problem. 


• Students observe some animals do not have legs as they conclude that all organisms have 
external parts. Students show what they know by labeling the parts of an animal.Students then 
will  apply some knowledge about animal parts to design a device that solves a specific problem in the 
form of a glove that will keep their hands warm by mimicking animal traits. 


• Finding out how thorns stop an insect from eating a plant, students summarize how plants have 
different parts that help them survive and animals use their body parts in different ways to 
protect themselves. Then, students construct explanations to explain how engineers can mimic 
plant and animal parts to design products that keep people safe. 


• Unit 2 lesson 1 Students plan and carry out  investigations to illustrate how light travels by 
placing different materials in the path of a beam of light. 


• Students note how shadows can change positions during the day and discover that some 
materials block all the light and create a dark shadow on any surface beyond them. Working with 
shadows, students perform a puppet show. 


• Unit 2 lesson 4 As students discover that you can hear whale calls underwater, they examine 
wave properties and understand that sound can travel through different materials, such as air, 
wood, metal, water, and glass.Then they plan and carry out their own investigation to test a 
science question about whether other sounds can travel through yarn. Students show what they 
know by thinking of a science question about sound and planning an investigation. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


• The materials support Criterion 1A because the phenomenon hooks the student and drives the 
learning throughout the lesson. The lesson begins with the lesson phenomena and then follows 
with an investigation the students conduct to understand the phenomenon.  


• Everyday students build on to their understanding of the phenomenon with activities and 
readings in their science journals. 


• Also they build solutions to problems or engineer ideas of how the phenomenon can help 
design products for everyday life. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• Students will plant a plant and observe what happens. Students will 
observe and record their findings. The last step, students will construct a standing 
tower and provide a solution to a problem in unit 1 Animals and Plants. 


• In Unit 2, students explore light and sound by discovering how light helps us see, how light 
travels, how sound is made, and how sound travels. Students then combine both light and 
sound to find out about the ways people use light and sound to send messages. 


• Unit 2 Light and Sound lesson 1 Students assess the cause-and- effect relationship 
between light and seeing. Students write a story about visiting a dark place. 


• Using simple tests to gather evidence, students show what light will do when it hits different 
objects as they examine what happens when light shines on a mirror. 


• Students make sounds with different instruments and demonstrating cause and effect, show 
how sounds make other objects vibrate. 
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• Students use tools and materials provided to design a secret code that uses light or sound to 
send a message across a room. Students use the code to play a game like Simon Says. Unit 2 
lesson 5. 


• Unit 3 Sky Patterns there are five lessons in this unit that build on one another. Students will act 
as detectives to solve the mystery of the day time moon. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive supports Criterion 1B because the lessons help students use and develop 
multiple practices by assessing cause and effect relationships, gathering evidence and conducting 
simple tests, using tools to design a product. Each lesson integrates grade appropriate elements 
for each dimension for example, they watch a video, then they read about it, next students would 
do an activity or investigation learning about the phenomenon. Each lesson students gain 
knowledge of the elements being used and they build upon each other. Students are reading a 
variety of stories and investigating activities that build on from one another.  Also, students are 
using their engineering skills and science to design solutions to everyday problems. They are using 
what they learned to engineer a product.  
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


• Students are introduced to the unit’s anchoring phenomenon of animals taking care of their 
young. In this unit, students  examine and compare the similarities and differences between 
animals and plants. Students discover different animal  families on a fictional safari. Students 
investigate how plants and animals are like others of the same kind, how plants and animals 
sense things, and how plants and animals meet their needs. Then students  explain how 
offspring are like, but not exactly like, their parents on a performance assessment. Students will 
also understand how plants and animals stay safe and read about how parents take care of their 
offspring. Then students lead a safari in their own neighborhood. Using what they know, how 
can students design a device to carry and protect their items while on a safari? This is for unit 1 
Plants and Animal parts 
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•  Students will participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 
kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 


• Students draw or write questions about it in their journals to explain why you look 
similar to your parents or how do you look different. Unit 1 lesson 2. 


• Students describe the characteristics of their plant or animal to find a match. Unit 1 
lesson 2 


• In Unit 2 Light and Sound  students write a story about being in a dark place and 
using a light- flashlight, lantern, a candle. What do they see? 


• In Unit 3 Sky Patterns, students make a graph. They will use the graph to help 
compare the number of hours of daylight at different times of the year.  


• Students learn the causes and effects of light beams traveling to different 
kinds of materials. They find out that some materials change the dirctions 
of a beam of light by reflecting it. In fourth grade, students develop a model 
to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows 
objects to be seen.  


 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support crieterion 1C because the lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understanding. The lessons work together with students’ foundational knowledge and 
practice from prior lessons. For example, Plants and Animal Parts,  begin with the understanding 
that plants and animals if the same kind are recognizable as similar but can also vary.Then 
students learn that offspring of plants and animals are  may look but not exactly like their parents 
as you can see the sequence if gradual and logical for 1st graders to understand. 
The lessons do intergrate science domains to show connections. For instance, unit 1 Plants and 
Animal parts lesson 6 explains how animals and plants need light to survive. In unit 2 students 
learn about light and sound, and in unit 3 lesson 1 explains why there is light during the day and 
dark during the night. 
In the Master Lesson Guide it provides a learning progression that explains what the student 
learns in the lesson and what they will be learning in the future grade. For example, students 
learn the causes and effects of light beams traveling to different kinds of materials and in fourth 
grade, students develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye 
allows objects to be seen.  
In every lesson students are writing and reading to get more information about the phenomenon, 
so that students make sense of what they are learning. Unit 3 Sky Patterns math is integrated by 
having students predict the pattern of the moon and figure out the shape. Students would use a 
graph to record their finidings from an investigation. Overall, students will think it is engaging and 
it is grade level appropriate that progresses each year for learning in future grades. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• Each unit wraps up with a Performance Assessment. The activities and 
written oral assignments allow teachers to assess student 
understanding.The information is embedded in the lesson. 


• Rubrics are provided to grade the performance assessment. 
• At the end of each lesson, they have checkpoints for students to show what 


they know. This will help teachers to adjust their instruction if needed. For 
example unit 1 lesson 1 students use what they’ve learned, to explain the 
unit's Anchoring Phenomenon: These animals take care of their young. 


• At the end of each lesson, they have a wrap up session for students 
to rate what they know by using: don’t know, still learning, 
understand, or Expert. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive uses a variety of assessments that teachers can use to see if students 
understand what they are learning. Students are tested on the 3 dimensions: science and 
engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas. Assessments are 
embedded through out the unit either through activities or a checkpoint. At the end of each lesson 
the students have a checkpoint to see if they understand the phenomenon. The performance 
assessment are used at the end of the unit this is  where they have to write their answers, draw, or 
use multiple choice. Some of the assessments they work with another student or a group. Rubrics 
are provided to help grade the assessment and answer keysare provided online on the sidebar of 
each question asked in the slides. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• At the beginning of each lesson, the teacher poses a question to discuss for 
example p. 107 in student science journals “ Have you ever tried to hold 
your breath underwater? How long did you last without taking a breath? 


• Students grow a plant and observe what happens. Then they use what they 
know about plant parts to design a paper tower that can stand up. 


• Students analyze videos on the hermit crab and discuss their findings.  
• One activity, students design a glove that mimics an animal part that will 


keep their hand warm in ice water. 
• How Do People Use Light and Sound to Send Messages? Students do an 


engineering investigation, students use tools and materials to design a 
secret code that uses light or sound to send a message across a room. 
Student then use the code to play a game like Simon Says. 
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• Students create a flip book to show the moon’s path across the sky in one 
night and a calendar to show the moon’s shape at different times of the 
month.  


•  
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive supports Criterion 2b because students are engaged while they learn and 
make connections in a variety of activities. Every lesson begins with a question for the students to 
answer and then they must use what they learn from the videos, stories, and photographs to 
analyze the information. They write what they understand through check for understandings and 
answering questions. Also, they use what they learn to design or test the phenomena. In each 
lesson, students gain knowledge that they will connect back to the anchoring phenomenon and to 
use to explain the phenomenon.  
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• 1st grade students develop a claim of “What you see at night you can not see 
during the day?”at the end of each lesson. Students use the  evidence they 
learn from videos, books, vocabulary, and investigations to  They write their 
reasoning. 


• Students label photographs using a word bank in their journals. 
• Students sort cards or match word with definition. 
• Teacher facilitates discussion using the slides. Students share observations 


with a partner and the whole group about how the plants are the same or 
different. 
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• Students answer questions in their Science journals individually using 
pictures and words to explain how the horses are alike and different and 
then have opportunity to share it with a partner.   


• Students draw pictures of what they know such as pictures of day and 
night.  


 
 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Throughout the lesson students learn new vocabulary through activities that are embedded in the 
lesson. Students practice by watching videos, reading stories, and using their journals to review 
what they have learned. They show what they know by drawing pictures or writing what they 
know. Students participate in a variety of ways to understand the concept either through whole 
group discussions, small group activities, or partner jobs. They are figuring out explanations 
through classroom discourse with each other. All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally and in writing with partners. The teacher is guiding the discussion. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


• Unit highlights give teachers information of what to prep in advance for 
investigations, and performance assessments. What Different Parts Do 
Plants Have? For the beginning of the investigation, you will need the seeds, 
paper towels, sandwich bags, water, and spray bottle. After about two 
weeks, students will move their plants to cupts to fill ed with soil. During 
Step 3, the engineering phase of the investigation, scissors, tape, and 
construction materials will be sued. At this step, place the materials on a 
table for students to access.   


• Online- there is a place for teachers to find support. It goes over blending 
classroom, culturally responsive classroom, differenation instruction, and 
reading support, etc. 


•  sentence starters 
• Program provides science sentence starters as a handout or on a slide when 


you want students to hold a discussion. 
• Lesson guide provides teacher support on page 7 “help students understand 


the term phenomenon.  
• Towards the end of the lesson, the guide provides teacher guidance for 


English Learners: “provide descriptive words during the virtual zoo trip”. 



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e5NE3RFHf1h56UTACbyATSZu7ivTxBeg/view?usp=sharing
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• Advance learners is on the same page. The guidance tells teachers to have 
advance learners to write an animal story using physical features. (Animals 
and Plants) 


• Students with special needs support- build the houses before class to save 
time. (Sky Patterns) 


• Provides Sun Facts for Kids (www.planetsforkids.org/star-sun.html) 
• The guide provides Advance prep for each lesson at the beginning of each 


unit. For example, “Animals and Plants teachers need to order hermit crabs 
at least 2 weeks prior to this investigation”. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive has many supports for the teacher. The materials includes background 
information in science content. If you want more background knowledge or learning there are 
websites and additional readings the curriculum provides at the end of each lesson or on their 
website.  There is support to help with all ranges of learners. The materials provided support for 
differentiated instruction, extra support, and English Learners. The materials are clear and 
concise and very easy to follow. The standards are easily seen at the beginning of each lesson. 
However, the materials in the lesson guide are hard to read because the text is small.  On-line it is 
easier to read and find what you need quickly.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://www.planetsforkids.org/star-sun.html
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Fast Track lesson guide is about 45 minutes a lesson sometimes more with the 
extensions activities.  
There are 3 units: Plants and Animal Parts, Light and Sound, Sky Patterns. Each 
unit has 6-8 lessons.  
Science Journals are in both English and Spanish which are included. 
Slides and videos are embedded within the lesson. The photographs used are 
diverse of our students. 
Technology options are appropriate for both the classroom and home use. They 
have a speaker tab that reads the question to them but not in Spanish. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive does somewhat support criterion 3A because the materials provide instruction 
that correlates to our recommended instructional minutes for science. The science journals are 
both English and Spanish which is included with the curriculum. Multimedia used reflects the 
diversity of our students of present times. I did not see any historical photos. The lessons on line 
are easier to read. The technology for use at home does not translate the videos or the questions 
on the slides it just reads the questions or slides to them in English.  
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are enough soil, seeds, cups, sponges, aluminum foil, cotton balls, feathers 
for the whole class to use in small groups or individually. 
Most materials can be found in the classroom like crayons, chart paper, or tape. 
Some materials can be reused- bins, tuning fork, plastic tubes. 
Some of the materials will have to be reordered: cotton balls, feathers, seeds, soil. 
Hermit crab aquarium is provided with the habitat. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3B because most of the materials are included for each 
investigations. There is enough of small groups and individual students to use. Everything is 
included to engage in the lessons except what would be in a classroom like pencils, crayons, tape, 
chart paper.  
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Text is embedded in the student science journals.  
Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading and then students follow a concrete 
experience by sorting  words in a chart on how are these horses the same and 
different.  
The genres are mostly informational. Photos show a variety of diverse students 
and genders. 
Students will read an article about dark and light. Then they answer questions in 
their science journal to describe which objects can you see? Why?(Light an Sound) 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3C because articles is embedded throughout the lesson. Students 
read their science journal to further their understanding of the phenomenon. There is usually an 
activity to do after the reading in the science journal to reinforce what they have read.  
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Evaluator: 59Grade Level: Kindergarten Program: TCI Bring Science Alive! 


 


Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 


 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 


Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 


Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 


solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


● Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 


through the application of the three-dimensions. 


● A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 


appropriate learning goals. 


● Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 


● Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook.  Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students.  Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 


supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 


science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 


investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 


learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 


that arise from phenomena. 


 


Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 


unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 


the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 


ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 


physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 


observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 


in the 1st
 grade physical science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Sometimes animals have nowhere to go.  You can help make them a space to live 


at Critter Creek Park (fictional park).  Find out what they need to live and thrive. 


Beavers change land and water.  Video at the beginning of Unit. 
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Have you ever been on a roller coaster? Remember how it felt when you made a 


sharp turn, sped up, or slowed down very quickly.  


 


Slide exploration with a partner doesn’t seem realistic for a 5 year old. However, 


designing a slide is a real job so it’s connected.  


 


Marble playground exploration 


 


How Can People Stay Cool in Hot Weather? 


 


Phenomena- kicking a ball; didn’t see kids actually trying that out. 


 


Anchoring Phenomena:  Students summarize that beavers swim in water, eat 


plants, chew on trees, and build lodges and dams, thus changing their 


environment to suit their needs.  I don’t think kindergarteners would make the 


direct link about changing environment to suit their needs.  


Students compare who has more impact on Earth—beavers or humans?  This 


would be difficult to rationalize for a young child. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Overall, the phenomena feels somewhat contrived and fictitious.  An example of  this is Critter 


Creek Park.   Some of the guiding questions aren’t  equitable, for example,  “Have you ever been on 


a roller coaster?”  I do like that students come back to the phenomena over the unit to reflect. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 


Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


● Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 


● The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  


● Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 


● Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 


a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 


practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 


address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 


each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 


that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 


and science core ideas are integrated with the other 


dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 


directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 


science core ideas and use explanations of 


phenomena to design solutions. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 


number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 


balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 


different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 


science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 


other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 


effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 


different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Seasons- don’t change as rapidly or visibly in some places 


Better to track weather over a year where  you can see changes versus a week 


 


Short teacher highlights and 3D progression listed, but it seems better listed as a 


progression than in the connection with each lesson 


 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


I did not see evidence of an authentic integration.   
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 


Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 


within and across grade-levels.  


● Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 


opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


● Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 


● Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 


● Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.   Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 


develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs.  Lessons work together with students’ foundational 


knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 


levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation.  When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 


show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 


chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 


other subject areas are integrated with science 


learning. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 


and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 


students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 


about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 


of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 


climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd
 grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 


one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 


investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 


science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Three Units:  Plants and Animals, Push and Pull, Weather 


  


Fast Track takes out the garden experience, sharing, vocabulary and show what 


you know section.  These seem like really important elements. 


 


This whole lesson feels out of place- almost like a stretch in the animal and plant 


unit. 
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Unit 2:  Rap seems out of place for push and pull. Directionality.  Spider activity 


doesn’t fit. 


 


Unit 1, Lesson 5 is confusing to me.  We go from dandelions to beavers to spiders. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


After reviewing the Unit Highlights, some of the progressions do not seem to fit. 


For example, the spiderwebs to connect How do Plants and Animals Change the 


Earth and then How Do People Take Care of the Earth with recycling.  It seems 


like you’re covering an inch deep, mile long amount of content.   


 


There is a learning progression provide within the grade level and across the grade 


levels.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 


 


Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


● Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 


dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


● Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 


throughout to inform instruction. 


● Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 


● A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 


● Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 


responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 


student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 


point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 


instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 


and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 


dimensions including tasks that are driven by 


phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given.  Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 


throughout. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 


look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 


assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 


(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Critter Creek Assessment 


 


Performance Assessment 


 


Drag on the Dot- formative assessment.  Wish there was picture support for 


young learners,  but  I like this overall quick check formative assessment. 


 


Like that you review the phenomena at the beginning and end of the lesson. 


Worksheets at the end to show what you know. 


 


Stay sitting in your area with your Picture Card. 
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Look at the Place Card you are given. Talk with your group about what you see. 


What do all of the plants and animals in your group have in common? 


This is the place where you live!  This example wouldn’t make sense for a  young 


child. 


Vocabulary:  Earth, forest, field 


Design a place where an animal lives. 


Performance Assessment Rubric provided for the teacher 


 


 


Claim, Evidence, Reasoning- I think teachers would need to guide students 


through this complex thinking process. 


 


It’s helpful that the children are given a claim to support:  Plants and animals can 


change the place they live or Plants and animals cannot change the place they 


live.  I know because (evidence).  This seems like a helpful process that should 


have been included in the lessons too. 


Poster about keeping the park clean.  Performance rubric to go with the unit task. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


There  are  several  assessment types throughout each unit.  There is strong 


evidence  in this criterion.  The piece I found most helpful was the provided claim 


for students to support. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


● Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 


relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 


needs of elementary students. 


● Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 


phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


● Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 


understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


● Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 


natural world outside the classroom. 


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 


have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 


and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 


connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 


own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done.  Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used.  Multiple modalities are used throughout each 


instructional segment. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 


phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 


time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 


wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 


of traits in the life science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Visit a garden center 


 


Visit an animal shelter 


 


Take a tour of four farms 


 


Take on the role of a living thing 


 


Virtual nature expedition 
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Proposal to build a playground 


 


Different ways to use less paper 


 


“Lesson Support” and “See it” next to the slide. 


 


As time allows, you can have them design and make a paper mache object and/or 


make recycled paper. Students can apply what they learn by recycling at home 


and school. 


 


Creating a tour book for farms that you’ve never experienced does not provide a 


relevant experience for a young child.  It’s a simulation. 


Seeing a room with spider webs and then transferring that knowledge to how 


beavers change the earth is a long reach for little ones. 


Creating signs for or against a playground is a relevant activity. 


 


Show How a Cactus Saves Water 1. Put a sponge into a cup. 2. Add spines to the 


sponge. This is a cactus. 3. Ask: Will animals stay away? 4. Add water to the cup. 


This is rain. Wait an hour. 5. Tell: What happened to the water?  This simulation 


will not make sense to a young child. 


 


Draw a picture to show how you would like the air, water, land, and living things 


to be on Earth. 


Reusing old newspapers- very few people get paper newspapers still 


Making paper with old newspapers 


Draw a picture to see how you can reuse it. 


Before and after the change poster- interesting idea for showing understanding 


 


Mystery game is engaging 


 


Sun Shade experiment 


Making shade cover 


Writing a story about a storm they experienced- seems beyond standards 


Storm kits seem off-track for standards 


 


 


Weather is not the same everywhere makes sense as Unit phenomena, but then it 


goes into extreme storms 


 


Game with multiple choice- not very engaging 


 


What Animals Need to Survive in Alaska (video isn't’ relatable) 


Prompts eliminate some kids from the discussion “Have you ever had a pet?  Do 


you know someone with a pet?” 


Circle what each pet needs- kids can’t read this worksheet; not engaging 
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“Choosing a Pet” activity 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Virtual tour of garden center and pet store do not provide a young child with the 


same type of experience as a concrete investigation.   Simulations aren’t the same 


as a concrete example.   I thought some of the experiences didn't fit the standards 


best.   Some of the activities were engaging and some do not seem engaging. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


● Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 


● Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 


the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


● Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 


students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 


approach.  


 


Less of this:  More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know.  Students figure out explanations through classroom 


discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 


reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 


thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer.  Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 


progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 


with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 


instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 


use and development over time. Writing supports are 


differentiated. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 


using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 


vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 


their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 


discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 


observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 


figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 


goal of independence. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Sample sentence starters:  "We chose this plant because... We would place it... We 


would take care of it by..." 


 


Fun to decide on a class plant and explain why you’d like a certain kind.  This is a 


good collaborative meaningful type of conversation and activity. 


 


In the Unit Highlights, it states, “students take on the role of a living thing”.  This 


confuses me since a student is a living thing. 
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Science Journal takes out a lot of the big thinking- the information collected is 


from a card, not by experience.  The journal is heavily guided without a lot of 


independent thinking.  There is an answer key with the journal.  With young 


children, I’d rather see sample responses versus an answer key.   


 


Have you ever been to a garden or farm? What kinds of plants did you see? How 


do the plants get water? 


 


Discuss: Do you have a plant at home? How often does your plant need water? 


These discussion questions might eliminated some students from participating in 


the conversation.   


 


Does your family have a pet? How do you take care of your pet? Eliminates 


students who don’t have a pet. 


Does your family have pet fish? Where do they live? Have you ever seen a sidewalk 


with weeds growing in its cracks? How had the weeds changed the sidewalk?  


OBSERVING PHENOMENA 


Have you ever seen pollution? What did it look like? 


 


Stay sitting in your area with your Picture Card. 


Look at the Place Card you are given. Talk with your group about what you see. 


What do all of the plants and animals in your group have in common? 


 


Virtual voting:  green thumbs up or red thumbs down 


Group presentations 


 


Asking what if questions 


 


Weather report- mimicking real job 
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Vocab:  cold, raining, windy 


Oral language lesson alignment 


 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


There  is evidence of student sense-making.  The question starters and group 


activities are examples of this type  of learning.  The journal was  a  non-example 


of student sense-making.  I thought the questions led to more of a one-right 


answer with an answer key.  The sheets felt more  like a worksheet  than a 


thinking sense-making journal.   
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 


Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


● Materials include background knowledge in both science content and 


pedagogy and student preconceptions. 


● Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to 


the standards. 


● Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support 


and extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


● Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 


resources. 


● Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions 


for how to help their student(s) at home. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may 


already know in unit 1 p.12 in addition to how their understandings will 


build.  


◊ 1st
 grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to 


shadows, and suggestions are included as well as extensions to do at home. 


(Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when 


students don’t meet expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that 


scientists look back at the data they collect to look for patterns and to draw 


conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 


might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom 


used to measure my height by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I 


look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I grew faster between the 


ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns 


over time. Families are provided with background information on how to 


record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Advance students are suggested to take care of a plant the whole year as a job. 


This seems appropriate for all learners, not just the advanced learner. 


 


Suggestions for altering the lessons by the amount or order of the lesson. 


 


Science and academics vocabulary provided- Suggestion to consider TCI’s 


Vocabulary Toolkit.  It this an additional purchase? 


 


Science Background provided. 
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Easy to follow for each lesson with the materials, etc listed right next to the 


lesson. 


 


Suggested in Unit Highlights for the teacher to purchase a plant to grow and take 


care of everyday in the class. 


 


Each lesson organization on the online tool. 


 


Vocabulary card- flashcards 


Glossary 


Career Profiles 


Biographies of people 


Media library 


Pacing guide 


Integration ELA PDF 


 


Fast Track (53 minutes) or Master Lesson (71 minutes) fits in our instructional 


minutes. 


 


In Planning there are considerations for virtual learning.  Some of the examples 


are that students can work alone, the materials for investigations are similar to 


materials at home and the Google slides can be shared. 


 


Professional Development Section- self paced tutorials, live-webinars and 


on-demand webinars 


Tips for socially distancing in the classroom 


Unit checkpoints for typing answers 


 


Spanish books (TCI) 


English Learners 


Students with Special Needs 


Advance Learners 


Enhancing Learners 


Students with special needs 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The organization of materials was easy to follow.  I saw several teacher  supports 


built into the units.  While I appreciate the “Fast Track” I thought it took many of 


the important elements out that are necessary.  The google slides and professional 


learning  section would be helpful for teachers. 


 


The teacher’s manual was thin and would not withstand years of use. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 


 


Criterion 3A:  Program Design 


Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


 


● Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended 


instructional minutes for science. 


● Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 


● Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 


● Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 


● Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations 


and when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a 


culturally responsive manner including different genders and sexual 


orientations, from many cultures and nations, both contemporary and 


historical. 


● Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use 


possibly including translation capabilities. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 


minutes a week. This is short of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a 


week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our 


recommended instructional minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. 


(3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Three Units (seem disconnected from each other) 


 


Really thin teacher’s manual-pages would rip easily 


 


English and Spanish materials 


 


Video and simulations were not diverse 


 


Distance learning materials and technology supports (Google slides) 


 


Slideshows 


Symbols are not concrete for little learners  


Pacing “Fast Track” or “Extensions” 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


There was weak evidence of how everything fits together across the year.  The 


document is there but it doesn’t make sense from a student standpoint. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 


Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support 


three-dimensional learning.  


● Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 


● Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 


● Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 


tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 


classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The pictures of students in the Interactive Student Notebook are all white. 


 


“In Common Materials” 


Cloth, plates, stir sticks, string, plates 


Placard A- symbols that are not concrete for kids 


Placard B- Not sure how the pictures work together or if they are to be cut apart 


Placard C Informational text below with picture match 


Placard B- step by step directions with pictures 


One large tub, one small tub, one set of teacher materials 


In common materials (tubes, counters, modeling clay, cups, pipe cleaner, pebbles) 


 


Workbook for each child 


How can people take care of the earth: 


Potting soil 


Strainer 


Flour balloons 


Bowls plastic 


Cornstarch 


Flour 


Spoons  


 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials aren’t comparable to other programs.  I think it would be hard to 


store the marble board. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 


Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 


learning.  


● A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 


experiences. 


● Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 


● Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 


nations, both contemporary and historical. 


● Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 


including high-quality questions.  


 


Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 


These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 


the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 


◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Additional materials are readings, videos and websites. 


 


Immersive Reader 


 


Lessons in Spanish. 


 


Leveled text with notes 


 


Video with diverse populations 


This seems like a forced writing assignment. 


 


Making the Beaver book and putting it in order- time consuming for cutting. 


Concepts about print for reading. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Some of the reading material doesn’t enhance the learning. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluatio11 Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Families For1n) 


Category 1: Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


Criterion lA: Phenomen a and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on stu dents making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning. 


• A good phen omenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 


Examples of Evidence: 
0 Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 41


h grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience. video. photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the "why .. for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


O A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 


2nd grade. 
O Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5<h grade 


physical science unit. 
O 3rct grade students explore balloons. aluminum cans. styrofoan1 beads. and transparent tape to make 


observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit. lesson 3. 
0 Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound followu1g a study of light 


in the I st grade physical science unit. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap l1ere to e11ter text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion lA? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to e11ter text. 
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Criterion lB: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas. 


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human
built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 
engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 


Examples of Evidence: 


O Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data. with ba1ls and rainps to determine cause 
and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


O Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 
object in the 4•h grade physical science unit. 


O 3rd grade students generate. test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about 111agnets in lesson 9. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to e11ter tex-t. Lessor1 3 


To \vhat extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? InclLtde your reasoning. 


Click or tap l1ere to enter text. 
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Criterion 1 C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels. 


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other st1bjects with intention. 


Examples of Evidence: 
<> 5,h grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 


of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


<> Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an in.vestigation in the earth 
science unit. lesson 6. 


O Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap l1ere to enter lext. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion lC? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap l1ere to e11tf'r text. 
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Category 2 : Instructional Supports 


Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions. 


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments. including teacher. self and peer assessments. are embedded 
throughout to inform instn1ction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct. observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 


• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting stu dent performance 
including sample student responses. 


Examples of Evidence: 


O As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 
information about possible responses and next steps. 1'his information is en1bedded in the lesson. 


0 In unit 1. there are two performance assessments. peer feedback throughout. exits slips. a summative 
assessment. and a prewrite. 


O Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science. p. 76) 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap l1ere to e11ter le.Ai.. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap l1ere to e11ter text. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students. 
• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 


relevant and authentic. serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students' questions. prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


Examples of Evidence: 
O Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systen1s to observe during the 5,11 


grade garbage unit. 
O Students identify componen ts of garbage disposal in their ho1nes and communities which connects the 


phenomena that started the unit. 
O Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table. observe 


time-lapse videos of landslides. engage in a virtual investigation. read accounts earth changes by wind 
and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4111 grade earth science unit. 


0 Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to e11tcr text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter texl. 
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Criterion 2C: Stt1dent Sense-Making 
Instrnctional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students. 


• Materials support student sense-making at both an indiVidual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach. 


Examples of Evidence: 


0 5
1
h grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 


using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit. 


O 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about ho\v a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 
with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


O The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten studen ts share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we n eed come from nature. 


O Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


Specific Evidence fron1 Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to e11ter teAi. 
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Criterion 20: Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction. 


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


Examples of Evidence: 
O Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 


p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build. 
O 1s1 grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows. and suggestions 


are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit. p. 40) 
O The assessments include recomn1endations for additional supports ,vhen students don't meet 


expectations. "Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as. "When I was growing up. my n1om used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks. I notice patterns. like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older."" (p.14) 


0 Students make observations of the sky with their families. looking for patterns over tin1e. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 


To what extent do the materials support Crite1ion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap l1erc to e11ter text. 
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Category 3 : Student Materials 


Criterion 3A: Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program. 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and st11dent materials have resources both in print and online. 
• M11ltimedia supports are incl11ded such as videos. tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations. from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


Examples of Evide11ce: 


O There are four units. each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a ,veek for 5th grade. 


0 There are 132 60-nun lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week) 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to e11ter text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or lap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 38: Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-


dimensional learning. 
• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. /51.-t-..,/f 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. &r-ot.,tf'::> 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 


Examples of Evidence: 
0 There are enough thermometers. graduated cylinders. balances. magnifying glasses and measuring 


tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 
0 Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 


classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap l1ere to e11tcr text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


CJic'k or tap here Lo e11ter text. 
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Criterion 3C: Reading Materials 


Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning. 


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from mai1y cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions. 


Examples of Evidence: 


O Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


O Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
O Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion lA? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap l1ere to e11ter text. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 


 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 


Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 


Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 


solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 


through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 


appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 


• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 


 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


 Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 


unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 


the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


 A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 


ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


 Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 


physical science unit. 


 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 


observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 


in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each unit has an anchoring phenomenon (make connections with the world 
around them), lesson phenomenon (investigative phenomenon that is used to 
pique students’ interest and drive instruction), and a local phenomenon (students 
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build a deeper, personal connection to the phenomenon through direct 
observation- using Try it!, See it!, and Research it!)  
Unit 1- Plants and Animals: anchoring phenomenon- beavers change land and 


water. 
Unit 2- Pushes and Pulls: anchoring phenomenon- you move in many different 
ways on the playground. 


Unit 3- Weather: anochoring phenomenon- weather is not the same everywhere. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1A because phenomena drives the learning for each unit (Plants 


and Animals, Pushes and Pulls, and Weather). In each unit, phenomena builds on everyday 


experiences and supports engagement in each lesson. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 


Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 


• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  


• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 


• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 


Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 


Examples of Evidence: 


 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 


number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 


balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


 Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 


different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 


science unit. 


 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 


other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 


effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 


different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Plants and Animals unit: each lesson has 1 performance expectations, 2-4 science 
and engineering practices, 1-3 crosscutting concepts, and 1-2 disciplinary core 


ideas. Each lesson builds upon the previous lesson. For example, in lesson 2, 
students take a virtual tour of an animal shelter and look for patterns in what 


different pets need. They use this information to help them decide what kide of 
animal would make an appropriate classroom pet. After that, they build on their 
conclusions from their investigation by reading about they things animals need to 


live and grow. 
Pushes and Pulls unit: each lesson has 1-2 perfomance expectations, 1-5 science 


and engineering practices, 1-3 crosscutting cnocepts, and 1-4 disciplinary core 
ideas. Each lesson builds upon the previous lesson. For example, in lesson 3, 
students play a game of pushing a ball in different directions and start and stop 
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the ball from moving. Then they use arrows to show how the ball moves. After 


that, they predict and then test how the ball will move when pushed in different 
directions. 
Weather unit: each lesson has 1-4 performance expectations, 1-4 science and 


engineering practices, 2-3 crosscutting concepts, and 1-3 disciplinary core ideas. 
Each lesson build upon the previous lesson. For example, in lesson 5, students 
read about different kinds of storms and their causes. Then, they write a story 


about a storm they have experienced by interviewing their family about the storm 
and then sharing their story with the class.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1B because the lessons help students use and 
develop multiple practice elements. The lessons also incorporate grade-approriate 
elements for each dimension. Each unit has grade-approriate elements of 


engineering design and science cor ideas that are integrates with the other 
dimensions. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 


Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 


within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 


opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 


• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 


• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 


 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 


develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 


and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 


students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 


about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 


of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 


climate from 3rd grade. 


 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 


one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 


investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


 Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 


science unit, lesson 6. 


 Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In lesson 1 of the Plants and Animals unit, Kindergarten students investigate 
patterns about plant needs and ask questions based on observations to find more 
information. By the end of the lesson, they understand that plants need water and 


light to live and grow. In 5th grade, students will learn that plants get the material 
they need for growth chiefly from air and water. 
In lesson 3 of the Pushes and Pulls unit, Kindergarten students learn how a push 


or pull affects the direction of an object’s motion. They practice using pushes and 
pulls to affect a ball’s speed and direction. They also note the effect on a ball when 


they push it away or pull it toward them. In 3rd grade, students will learn that 
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pushes and pulls are forces and that those forces have strength and direction. 


They will also plan and conduct and investigation to provide evidence for the effect 
of balanced and unbalanced motion on the motion of an object. 
In lesson 5 of the Weather unit, Kindergarten students learn about different kinds 


of storms and their causes. After that, they write a story about a storm they have 
experienced. In 3rd and 4th grades, students will learn that a variety of natural 
hazards result from their natural processes. They also will learn that humans 


cannot eliminate natural hazards, but they can take steps to reduce their 
impacts. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1C because the lessons are presented in a logical 
sequence to develop understandings. The lessons also work together with 
students’ foundational knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 


levels. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 


 


Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 


dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 


throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 


• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 


• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 


 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 


point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 


instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 


look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


 In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 


assessment, and a prewrite. 


 Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 


(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit 1 has a performance assessment after lesson 4 (making a place for animals 
to live) and a performance assessment at the end of the unit (keeping the park 


clean). 
Unit 2 has a performance assessment at the end of the unit (making a marble 
playground). 


Unit 3 has a performance assessment after lesson 4 (keeping cool at the park) and 
a performance assessment at the end of the unit (planning for storms). 


Performance assessments allow students to work collaboratively or individually, 
hands-on opportunities, and have analytical rubrics for teachers and students. 
Formative assessments include a lesson game, simulations, journaling, and 


making sense of phenomena. 
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Lesson level assessments include answer keys and rubrics for all necessary 


questions. 
The assessments online come in both English and Spanish. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2A because individual artifacts are used to measure student 


understanding of each dimension. The formative assessments provide feed back to adjust 


instruction and inform students of their progress. The assessments also reflect application of all 


three dimensions including tasks that are driven by phenomena or problems. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 


relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 


needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 


phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 


understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 


natural world outside the classroom. 


 


Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 


grade garbage unit. 


 Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 


phenomena that started the unit. 


 Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 


time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 


wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


 Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 


of traits in the life science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The posters for each unit represent diverse learners. 
Each lesson has a blended learning option for students. 
In lesson 1 of the Plants and Animals unit, students build background knowledge 


by talking about if they have plants at home and how much water the plants get. 
Then, they dicscuss if they have been to a garden or farm, what plants they saw, 


and how the plants get water. This is connecting to their lived experiences. 
In lesson 4 of the Pushes and Pulls unit, students conduct a first-hand 
investigation of what happens when they push a chip so it bumps into a tube 


tower and altering how they push the chip. At the end of the lesson, they make 
sense of the phenomenon. 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2B because they allow for direct experiences in the classroom that 


provide access and equity for all students. The materials provide supports for connecting students’ 


own questions to the targeted learning. The students also participate in concrete experiences 
throughout the units. In addition, multiple modalities are used throughout each instructional 


segment. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 


• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 


the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 


students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 


approach.  


 


Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 


using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 


vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 


their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 


discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


 The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 


observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 


figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


 Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 


goal of independence. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In lesson one of the Plants and Animals unit, students use their science journals 
to collect data about plants at a garden center. After that, they compare plant 


needs by discussing with a partner. At the end of the lesson, students show what 
they know by filling in blanks with pictures of words and write a claim about what 
plants need to survive using evidence and reasoning. 


In lesson three of the Pushes and Pulls unit, students begin by observing a 
phenomenon of balls getting kicked straight and sideways and writing any 
questions they have. Then, they play a game with the whole class by keeping a 


ball moving and recording in their science journal where the ball moved. After 
that, students explore vocabulary words: forward, backward, up, and down. Next, 
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studens show what they know by writing or telling how a boy’s train will move. At 


the end of the lesson, students write about their findings of how they change the 
direction of a ball as they kick it by making a claim, using evidence and 
reasoning. 


In lesson four of the Weather unit, students work with a partner to build a shade 
maker to keep the sand cool in the sun. In order to do this, they must agree on 
the materials to use and how to build it. They draw their design first, and then 


build it. The students use their science journals to circle what tools and materials 
they used. Throughout the lesson, students discuss what things could help make 


shade. At the end of the lesson, students write a claim for how shade keeps people 
cool using evidence and reasoning.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2C because students figure out explanations through classroom 


discourse with each other, students have the opportunity to share their thinking orally or in 


writing, and sense-making begins with initial student ideas that progress in sophistication. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 


Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 


student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 


standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 


extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 


resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 


how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 


p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 


are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


 The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 


expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 


look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 


might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 


by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 


grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


 Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 


provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each lesson gives teachers the learning progression of what students learned in 


previous lessons and what they should be able to do at the end of the lesson. 
The lessons also include performance expectations and 3D learning. 


Science background is included for teachers that includes science concepts, 
vocabulary, investigation,and student text. 
Each lesson has a differentiation section that includes modifications for English 


Learners, students with special needs, and advanced learners. 
Each lesson has an enhancing learning section to expand the lessons with outside 
resources. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2D because they include background knowledge in both sciene 


content and pedagogy and student preconceptions. The materials have clear and concise 
instructional directions and connections to the standards. The materials also procide guidance to 


support differentiated instruction, extra support and extensions at the appropriate level for a 


broad rance of learners. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 


 


Criterion 3A:  Program Design 


Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 


• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 


• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 


• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 


responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 


cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 


including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 


of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


 There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The Plants and Animals unit has 7 lessons and 2 performance assessments. Each 
lesson is 120-145 minutes long. 


The Pushes and Pulls unit has 5 lessons and 1 performance assessment. Eash 
lesson is 85-145 minutes long. 


The Weather unit has 6 lessons and 2 performance assessments. Each lesson is 
100-170 minutes long. 
The pacing guide recommends that you may need 1-3 days per lesson for 


independent student work time including reading the student text, completing the 
interactive student notebooks, playing the lesson games, and completing the 


assessment.  
Phenomena are presented through videos, images, and hands-on observations 
with rich multimedia throughout to provide easy ways for students to interpret 


the phenomena. 
Students are provided with science journals for each unit. The journals correlate 
with each lesson. The journals come in both English and Spanish. The journals 


are also colorful and engaging to look at. 
Each unit has placards that are used throughout the lessons. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3A because they provide instruction that correlates to our 


recommended instructional minutes for science (180 minutes a week), materials are available in 
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both English and Spanish, graphic organizers and templates for student notebooks are included, 


and teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. Multimedia supports 


are also included that reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 
manner. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 


Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-


dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 


• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 


• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 


tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


 Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 


classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Material kits are prepared and organized to seamlessly integrate into each lesson; 


everything needed for one lesson is grouped together into a clearly labeled bag. 
Consumable materials can be ordered online. 


Common materials that will be used are in one box, and the unit materials are in 
another box. The unit materials are bagged together according to their unit and 
lesson. These bags are also labeled with what materials are inside and what 


materials are needed from the common materials box. The amount of materials 
look as if there will only be enough for one year. 
Unit 1, lesson 7, there are 35 balloons. 


Unit 2, lesson 2, 15 cardboard boxes. 
Unit 3, lesson 4, there are 29 petri dishes (high quality), 50 stiring sticks, and 100 


paper plates. 
Materials that would normally be found in the classroom like coloring utensils 
and such are not included. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3B because there are enough materials to allow students to do the 
investigations themselves and the materials include the tools necessary to make observations and 


measurements and conduct investigations. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 


Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 


learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 


experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 


• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 


nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 


including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 


These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 


the field represent the diversity of our students. 


 Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 


 Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are images of diverse students and information about scientists from a 
variety of backgrounds in the text. 


The text has built-in reading support, flash cards, vocabulary words, annotating 
capabilities and can be changed to Spanish. 
There are checks for understanding, where students answer a questions after 


reading/listening to a section of the text. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3C because there is a range of text types and genres, both print 


and online, and are embedded in learning experiences. Texts support context-specific academic 
vocabulary and they reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner. In addition, the materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of 


student needs. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Phenomena Chart – page 26 – Teacher Review Guide  
Phenomena drives learning- Refer back to the phenomena during the unit  
Tasks connect back to the original phenomena 
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Earth’s Land has many different shapes- Connects to land forms that they have 
seen 
 
 
 
Each lesson has video about phenomena and then a making sense of phenomena 
at the end of the video: Can you think of animals that blend in- Video At End:  
The Octopus changes color and using objects around it to hide.   
Phenomena – Living things analysis of photos Living things are observe photos 
and then connect to real life walk around environment close to school. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Phenomena drives the units and is refered back to as the unit progresses.  The culminating 
activity supports the phenomena.  Phenomena is based mainly on videos and slides and 
not as much student experiences. 
Video for Plant and Animal first phenomena seemed a forced connection with the original video in 
plants and animals with strawberry plant.    
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Earth’s Surface: How do Earthquakes and Volcanoes Change the Land 
DCI- Students observe earthquakes and volcanoes and how the land is changed 
and draw how the land is changed 
CC- Students perform act-it-outs show how thigs change (stability and change)  
Engineering- Make books to to communicate details about specific scientific ideas. 
Hand Pollinators:Lesson 3 Plants and animals- Integrates 3-d learning not 
isolated activities 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


I think that the science and engineering process was not as strong  The CC of cause and effect is 
strong.  Each lesson has components listed for 3-D Learning. Lessons include 3-d learing and 
concepts are not taught in isoloation. There are engineering design tasks within each unit. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


End of the Unit writing.  Complete unit checkpoints and then create Claim 
Evidence Reasoning based on the overall experiences throughout the 
lessons.Students record information on a chart throughout the unit.  
Lessons work together to build on phenomena 
In the first lesson of Earth’s Surface, students go on a tour of the National Parks 
and they they use experiences and lessons to complete a culminating activity of 
making a model of a park and discover ways to protect the beach.   
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Lessons have a logical sequence and build on students background knowledge. Culminating 
lessons refer back to the original phenomena and students are given support to understand that 
phenomena. There are multiple opportunities for students to revise their thinking.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Performance Assessment as culmination for all units:  all units ending in engaging 
in argument using evidence. 
There is a test bank where teachers can create own assessment 
Online Game Ch. 5 – What happes when materials are mixed lesson 5  - 
Questions and points for the questions.  It allows students to fix incorrect 
answers.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


There are multiple opportunities for assessment  - Phenomena drives the culiminating task 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


How do plants and animals depend on each other- Lesson 3 - Students develop 
hand pollinators and test their designs. Then students see videos of how insects 
collect pollen. They are given opportunity to improve their design-  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Direct engagement with hands on materials and students are able to adjust their thinking  . 
Students can make connections to the world around them and the videos of insects pollinating 
help support that.   
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students are asked to complete checkpoints after each investigation on what they 
learned and the culminating in an end of unit writing based on the main 
Anchoring Phenonmena.   (page 4-5 in plants and animal survival   
Pg. 23 -  Materials and their uses:  The graph is created for the kids and they 
complete the graph on different containers capacity 
Reflection/Self-assesment- Still Learning to Know it graphic -  Rate understanding 
pg. 24 
Look at the chart and talk with your partner:  (pg150-  Performance assessment 
Earth’s Surfaces 
Know and Wonder Chart -  Check point – Unit 2 Materials and Their Uses 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Students are given multiple opportunities to engage with partners and with larger groups. List of 
misconceptions aides teachers to guide discussions. Students self assess their learning as they 
progress though the unit.  There are oral and writing language processing involved.   
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Online has two options  Fast Track lesson: 35 min and Master lessn Guide 50 
min.  (Performance assessment Earth Surface)  
Tasks within the lesson broken into time constraints: lesson 8 How do plants 
survive: 5 minutes phenomena, 20 minutes visiting ocean data centers 
 
Misconceptions tab within the online lesson to help teachers predict student’s 
misconceptions:  Online Lesson 4 – Why do Plants and Animals live in some 
places and not others? 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The two options help  with teacher pacing. The master lesson allows for teachers to extend lessons 
to support students.  Materials help build background knowledge for student misconceptions.   
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Materials in Spanish and English 
Online has two options  Fast Track lesson: 35 min and Master lesson Guide 50 
min.  (Performance assessment Earth Surface)  
There are multimedia supports – videos for phenomena, games for assemessment- 
Lesson 2 what do animals need to survive:online- ask questions- if it is wrong, 
students are guided to correct answer in Lesson game  
There are two types of lessons:  Fast Track and Master Lesson-  Fast:  44 minutes 
and Master:  117minutes. Teachers can choose which one to complete.  Lesson 8- 
How Do Plants and Animals Survive?The total min for unit in fast 392 min versus 
Master 886 min.  Time can range form an average of 44 min per lesson to 98 min 
per lesson. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


This is about 32 minutes per unit 1 time a week for 12 weeks if you did the fast lessons and  74 
per week with the master lesson on a 12 week unit 
Lessons can be switched from Spanish to English easily. There are graphic organizers and 
templates included within the science notebook.   
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Enough materials for class set- easily replaceable material  
Individual Workbooks  (3 per student) for each of the 3 main unit  (Plant and 
Animal Survival, Materials and Their Uses, Earth’s Surface)  
Materials set out for groups of students to use:  Lesson 3 Plants and 
animals:Design a tool that people can use to move pollen from one flower to 
another 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Consumable materials are easily found and can be replaced.    There are enough materials that 
students can work with partners and in small groups.   
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Reading is included within the 3 notebooks.  It has bolded words and area for 
annotations. There are colorful pictures and capations   (page 12, 14-15 Plants 
and Animals)  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Since the reading is included with each of the 3 note books the reading allows students to 
annotate while reading the text.  Text helps support academic vocabulary.   
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Unit 1 “Plant and Animal Survival” has the anchoring phenomenon of “One 
strawberry plant grew berries. One wilted”. Students engage with this by watching 
a brief video (40 sec.) with the storyline of boy who plants two strawberry plants. 
One grows, the other doesn’t. 
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--Each lesson has a separate phenomenon that loosely relates to the anchoring 
phenomenon. For example, lesson 1.1 focuses on, “Living thing aren’t at just the 
top of a pond” and lesson 1.4 focuses on, “Penguins move around in ways other 
than flying”. Each lesson phenomenon is introduced with student observations of 
an image and short video (~30 secs). 
--In lesson 1.3 students engineer hand pollinators to mimic pollination. This is 
meant to support the lesson phenomenon of, “A beetle comes to a flower to eat 
nectar. Then it leaves with something stuck to its body”. 
--Every lesson ends with a “Making Sense of the Phenomenon” section (~5 mins) 
where students return to the lesson phenomenon and answer it based on what 
they learned during the lesson.  
--Phenomena are listed and found only on the individual digital lesson plans. 
--As part of the unit assessment, students briefly (~5 min) revisit the unit 
phenomenon independently and answer individually.  
--Individual lessons refer back to the unit phenomenon once during the lesson, 
but the connection is not explicit and hard to access by educators. For example, 
in lesson 1.4, teachers are prompted to connect back to the unit phenomenon but 
this connection is located only on the drop-down menu on the sidebar. See 
evidence below. This  


 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1A “Phenomena and Problems” to a good extent. Each unit has an 
anchoring phenomenon and each lesson has its own, separate phenomenon. Lesson phenomena 
do drive the instruction within the individual lesson and the lesson phenomena are briefly 
revisited at the end of each lesson. The unit phenomenon is listed at the beginning of the unit and 
students do interact with it to initially engage in the unit. However, the unit phenomenon does not 
drive daily instruction and is not referred to explicitly during the lessons. Teachers must be on the 
hunt for the connection to the unit phenomenon which is located on the sidebar of the activity 
descriptions. It is up to teachers how and when to ask the guiding question and how and where 
they record revised student thinking of the unit phenomenon. The materials in each lesson are 
more activity based than phenomenon based. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Most lessons are “investigation based” with hands-on materials. 
--In Grade 2, Unit 1 “Plant and Animal Survival”, lesson 1.1 has students observe 
and categorize the living things in an area. They make a graph of their 
observations and share with the class. 
--In lesson 1.2, students grow plants with and without water or light to determine 
whether plants need water and light to grow. 
--In lesson 1.3, students engineer a tool to pollinate a flower by hand to mimic a 
bee pollinating a flower. They test it on a model of a flower (sand in a Petri dish). 
--In lesson 1.8, students gather information about an ocean animal by going to 
Ocean Data Centers (bar graphs, charts, etc.). They use this data to write a report. 
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--Some lessons use videos as a mode of investigation. For example, in lesson 1.5 
students visit a rainforest habitat through multiple videos (11 videos) to identify 
the plants and animals that live there.  
--3D Learning statements are available at the top of every lesson. This section 
clearly lists the SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs addressed in the lesson.  
--3D Learning progression lists all lessons and the DCIs, SEPs, and CCCs for each 
lesson in the units (p. 51-58 of print teacher manual). 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1B “Integrating the Three-Dimensions” to a large extent. Each 
lesson has an investigation where students are required to use specific SEPs to explore the content 
and CCCs. Developing and using models, planning and carrying out investigations, and analyzing 
and interpreting data are SEPs used heavily in Grade 2 Unit 1. Students have multiple 
opportunities to work with materials first-hand. These SEPs drive inquiry and are used to engage 
with the concepts before content is learned through reading or direct teacher instruction. Further, 
the 3D Learning section at the top of each lesson make the targeted SEPs, CCCs, and DCIs of the 
lesson very clear and explicit to the instructor. This is important because teachers are able to 
identify the three dimensions of the lesson easily which allows them to make these explicit to 
students in the lesson. However, addressing the SEP’s and CCC’s with students is made less clear 
to the educator as compared to making the DCIs apparent to students. The responsibility to find 
when, where, and how to explicitly address the SEP’s and CCC’s with the students falls on the 
educator as no support is given by the program (i.e., guiding questions, prompts, sample scripts). 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Each unit has an anchoring or unit phenomenon. Each lesson has a separate 
lesson phenomenon. This is loosely connected to the unit phenomenon. Lesson 
phenomena are not connected to other lesson phenomena. 
--Every lesson ends with a “Making Sense of the Phenomenon” section (~5 mins) 
where students return to the lesson phenomenon and answer it based on what 
they learned during the lesson.  
--Individual lessons refer back to the unit phenomenon once during the lesson, 
but the connection is not explicit and hard to access by educators. For example, 
in lesson 1.4, teachers are prompted to connect back to the unit phenomenon but 
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this connection is located only on the drop-down menu on the sidebar. See 
evidence below. 


 
--Math skills are integrated. In lesson 1.1, students make a bar graph of their 
observations of plants in a local habitat. In lesson 1.8 students analyze and 
interpret graphs, diagrapms, and charts to gather information about ocean 
animals and the habitat. 
--Reading skills are incorporated through the reading of a digital text book and 
“Super Simple Science” passages that have corresponding videos where the text is 
read aloud.  
--Students have an opportunity to construct agruments in some lessons using the 
claim, evidence, reasoning format. See example from lesson 1.3 below.


 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1C to a medium-low extent. Math skills are intentionally 
incorporated to address the content (as seen in grade 2 lessons 1.1 and 1.8). The materials also 
provide an opportunity for students to engage in argumentation using the claim, evidence, and 
reasoning format at the end of some lessons. This is structured in an intentional way, although 
that may be unclear to come educators as no other supports or instructions are provided. See 
evidence from lesson 1.8 above.  
 
However, the logical sequence of the lesson is unclear and does not build from earlier lessons in a 
coherent way. Lessons are presented with a unique and separate phenomenon that are not 
connected to the unit phenomenon in any explicit way. Lessons act as individual learning 
experiences. These lessons introduce and revisit a lesson phenomenon well. However, lessons do 
not reference other lessons and those phenomena are independent of one another. Further, the 
unit phenomenon is referred to only once in each lesson and this reference is located in the 
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sidebar of teacher references that is fairly hidden and hard to find. It is up to the teacher to be 
cognizant of the unit phenomenon and take extra planning and measure to address it while 
teaching. This connection is easily ignored or forgotten otherwise. Additionally, this connection 
feels forced and comes across as an afterthought. This is due to the placement of the connection in 
lesson materials, one limited guiding question that prompts the connection, and the variety in 
topic of lesson phenomena.  
 
Overall, the integration of math and reading is present but a lack of coherence dissembles the unit 
into 8 separate lesson (referring to Grade 2, Unit 1) rather than one cohesive unit.   
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--"Checkpoints” are used at the beginning of the unit as a preassessment. 
Students engage with the anchoring phenomenon. This is located at the beginning 
of student science journals.  
--“Checkpoints” has students record what they know and wonder about the 
anchoring phenomenon, continue with a chart of “checkpoints” for each lesson, 
and include a claim, evidence, reasoning for the end of the unit. These are 
suggested to be done whole-class or independently. A little unclear. 
--Assessment tab on the left-hand side bar allows teachers to access assessments 
per lesson. Assessments created by the program, by other teachers, by the 
district, or by the test item bank are available. See evidence below. 
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--The assessments for each lesson are predominantly multiple choice, multiple 
select, and fill in the blank. These are not performance tasks and address only the 
DCIs. 
--At the end of each unit, a performance task is provided. For example, in unit 1 
“Plant and Animal Survival” students are required to observe living things in 
nearby habitats, investigate what plants need to live, make a model that shows 
how animals move seeds, and plan a food garden for their school (11 pages!). 
--The performance task is a group task and is intended to be completed with a 
group, not individually. See evidence below.  
--The performance task does require students to use SEPs to address DCIs. 


 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2A “Assessing the Three Dimensions” to a medium extent. Most 
assessments are limited to assessing DCIs and the performance task is group-based, lacking the 
ability to evaluate individual student understanding.  
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--In Grade 2, Unit 1 “Plant and Animal Survival”, lesson 1.1 has students observe 
and categorize the living things in an area. They make a graph of their 
observations and share with the class. 
--In lesson 1.2, students grow plants with and without water or light to determine 
whether plants need water and light to grow. 
--In lesson 1.3, students engineer a tool to pollinate a flower by hand to mimic a 
bee pollinating a flower. They test it on a model of a flower (sand in a Petri dish). 
--In lesson 1.8, students gather information about an ocean animal by going to 
Ocean Data Centers (bar graphs, charts, etc.). They use this data to write a report. 
--Phenomena used, both at the unit and lesson level, are surface level wonderings 
rather than authentic real-world problems.  
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--For example, the Unit 1 “Plant and Animal Survival” phenomenon is “One 
strawberry plant grew berries. The other wilted”. This is not a problem within the 
community, whether local or fictional. 
--Investigation and other hands-on experiences drive many lessons. 
--Informative texts and reading are limited to student interactive journals and 
“Super Simple Science” passages. No other resources are utilized with instruction. 
--Students engage with first-hand experiences, images, videos, graphs and data, 
as well as limited print sources throughout the unit. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2B “Instructional Experiences” to a medium extent. Lack of 
authentic phenomenon driving instruction and lack of variety of text sources limit student 
experiences. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Vocabulary is not embedded within the instruction. Key vocabulary is listed at 
the very end of the lesson and students engage with a vocabulary activity in their 
science notebooks as a concluding activity.  
--Vocabulary is not emphasized within teacher plans and does not explicitly place 
the formal introduction of vocabulary into lesson outlines. Teachers must be 
cognizant of vocabulary instruction and do this independently of the program. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Teacher supports are confusing and unclear. Both online and print teacher 
manuals provide only small descriptions of what students will be doing in the 
activity. 
--Teacher guides are not user friendly and very hard to understand. The sequence 
of the lesson and progression of activities within the lesson are muddled to the 
reader. A lot of time is needed to sift through the activities and organize what 
instruction will look like.  
--Few guiding questions, instructions, or suggested scripts are provided for 
teachers.  
--Physical teacher guides are of low quality. Pages are very thin and are sure to rip 
from spiral binding after a few uses. Further, the format of the print teacher 
manual is confusing and contains a lot of screen shots of the online manual. The 
print manual seems to be an afterthought and is unclear and frustrating to 
navigate.  
--Science background information, lesson overview, materials, learning 
progression, differentiation, and enhancement sections are included for each 
lesson. They are limited. See evidence below. 
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--“Teacher Helper” is located on the right-hand side of the online lesson guides. 
These tabs provide small hints regarding lesson support, NGSS, Math and ELA 
opportunities for integration, ELD tips, and connections to phenomenon (mostly 
lesson, some unit). These are very brief notes for the educator. See evidence 
below.  


 
--The left-hand sidebar also includes more teacher supports. “Toolkits” provides 
more information SEPs, science safety, summary of in-class investigations, 
strategies for differentiation, NGSS info, “claim, evidence, and reasoning planner”, 
as well as literacy in science and strategies for integrating ELA. These are separate 
PDFs for teachers to access. 
--Pacing guides for each unit is also located on the sidebar.   
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2D to a low extent. The teacher guides are very unclear and 
limited.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Grade 2 includes three units, one for each science domain. Life science has a 
total of 8 lessons, physical science has a total of 6 lessons, and earth and space 
science has a total of 7 lessons. 
--Each lesson has a “Fast Track” and “Master” option.  
--The “Fast Track” version is a condensed lesson with many sections left out. 
These lessons vary in Grade 2, Unit 1 from 39 minutes to 64 minutes (44 minutes 
average). 
--The “Master” version is an extended lesson with all sections present. These 
lessons vary in Grade 2, Unit 1 from 67 minutes to 137 minutes (90 minutes 
average). 
--Looking at the whole year, there are 21 90-minute lessons (if choosing the 
“Master” version. This is substantially less than the recommended minutes of 
science instruction. At best, all units could be taught within 10-14 weeks 
depending if science is taught 4 days a week or 3 days a week. 
--Very short videos are present (no more than 1 minute in length) for most 
lessons. 
--Science notebooks and interactive journal templates are available in print or 
online. 
--Informative text provided is in a textbook format. Students can highlight, listen 
to, and annotate on the digital textbook.  
--A “video lesson” is available for all lessons but is simply the “Super Simple 
Science” informative text read aloud. 
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--Biographies of diverse scientists are provided but are optional and not 
incorporated in the lesson activities (in Grade 2, Unit 1). 
--Interactive science journals, science notebooks, and online informative texts are 
provided in both English and Spanish versions. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3A “Program Design” to a poor extent. This is primarily due to the 
limited number of lessons per unit. There are only a total of 21 lessons for the entire Grade 2 
program which simply would not satisfy the recommended instruction minutes for science 
instruction. If stretch out, teachers would have at most 14 weeks of instruction which would fill 
only 1.5 quarters of instruction. This would require the district or schools to develop 
supplementary instruction and curriculum in addition to the program. 
 
Further, the text options are limited to a “textbook” format. This is less engaging for students and 
provides little diversity in the way information is acquired through text. Video and text options are 
simply lacking in variety and would become repetitive and unengaging to students over time. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Limited amounts of materials such as cardboard strips, aluminum foil, wax 
paper, 1 spray bottle, and 2 sponges. Not enough for an entire class.  
--Only 2 rock collections (6 rocks each) present. Very limited. 
--Posters list essential questions rather than lesson/unit phenomena.  
--Science notebooks in print are of low quality. Pages are very thin, and you can 
see the text from the other side through the paper. 
--All informative texts in print are provided in the science notebooks so the 
informative text is of low physical quality as well. Very fragile and thin and would 
be difficult for second graders to manage.  
--Placards are sturdy and made of cardstock. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3B “Science Equipment” to a low extent. Limited physical 
materials, informative text materials, and low quality.  
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


--Science notebooks and interactive journal templates are available in print or 
online. 
--Science notebooks in print are colorful and easily formatted for students. The 
quality of these print notebooks is low.  
--Informative text provided is in a textbook format. Students can highlight, listen 
to, and annotate on the digital textbook. 
--Informative texts and reading are limited to student interactive journals and 
“Super Simple Science” passages. No other resources are utilized with instruction. 
--Informative text is not clearly “embedded” within instruction. When and how to 
use student-text is unclear in the teacher/lesson materials.  
--Biographies of diverse scientists are provided but are optional and not 
incorporated in the lesson activities (in Grade 2, Unit 1). 
--Interactive science journals, science notebooks, and online informative texts are 
provided in both English and Spanish versions. 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3C “Reading Materials” to a medium-low extent. Lack of quantity 
and variety limit student learning.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In the 2nd grade Bring Science Alive unit called Materials and Their Uses, the anchoring phenomenon is: 
Sometimes ponds are filled with water. Other times they are icy. Taking a look at Lesson 5 in which the 
lesson phenomenon is: Adding food coloring to icing makes a colorful treat, the proposed connection to the 
unit phenomenon is to ask students, “If more materials (e.g., pond lilies, scum, sand, algae, etc.) were added 
to the pond, do you think it will alter the ponds ability to freeze? Why or why not? 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Criterion 1A is not supported by the materials in that, while the lesson would be fun and engaging, it lacks 
the development of science ideas to address the unit phenomenon. A lesson of adding food coloring to icing 
to make a colorful treat is very disconnected to the unit phenomenon of ponds being filled with water or 
freezing. Adding different materials to the frosting is interesting and engaging. Why not get pond water and 
try out some different materials such as pond lilies, scum, sand, algae, etc. to see how they impact the 
pond’s ability to freeze?  
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In Lesson 5 of the 2nd grade Bring Science Alive unit called Materials and Their Uses, the structures and 
properties of how materials change are examined. Students plan and conduct an investigation by mixing 
different materials. The lesson focuses on how adding food coloring to icing makes it more colorful and then 
how adding other materials impacts the icing.  Students examine patterns by identifying materials that can 
mix and then separate. Data is recorded and shared.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat support the integration of the three dimensions in that in Lesson 5 students plan 
and conduct an investigation by examining patterns to look at how the structures and properties of the 
materials change when food coloring is added to make it more colorful. However, a strong connection 
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between the lesson phenomenon and the unit phenomenon is questionable. A side bar connection to the 
NGSS shows integrations of dimensions in lessons.  
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


2nd grade Bring Science Alive unit called Materials and Their Uses contains 6 lessons. Lesson 1 looks at the 
phenomenon: This green stuff is slimy and gooey. Students are asked to describe and classify materials by 
their properties. At the end of the lesson, students are asked to use what they learned to help explain the 
lesson phenomenon that this green stuff is slimy and gooey. Subsequent lesson phenomena include Ice 
cannot fit in the glass. But it can fit after it melts (Lesson2), Bridges can be made from many different 
materials (Lesson 3), Toy blocks can be rearranged to make many different shapes (Lesson 4), Adding food 
coloring to icing makes a colorful treat! (Lesson 5), and Ice cream melts on a hot day (Lesson 6).  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials lack coherence in that there is a disconnect between the lesson phenomenon and the unit 
phenomenon. Some lesson concepts overlap but there is not strong evidence that one strongly builds on 
the other. A scope and sequence to review correlations throughout 2nd grade and to other grade levels was 
not found. However, there was a document with check marks to show when units are taught but no 
connection explanations.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Assessing is done formatively through an interactive student notebook in each investigation and in a section 
called Reference Text. Formative assessment can also be found in Wrap-up and Lesson Games. Summative 
assessments are created in a test bank at the end of every lesson. Questions can be created for 3D 
assessing. Performance assessments are utilized at the end of every unit.  A Performance Assessment Rubric 
can be accessed and is broken down by each dimension individually. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


It is questionable if Bring Science Alive supports 2A. Formatively, materials provide opportunity for students 
to explain their thinking. A summative assessment test can be created online. It is uncertain if the 
assessments in the units adequately assess student understanding of science concepts.  
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The instructional learning experience in 2nd grade Bring Science Alive unit called Materials and Their Uses 
offers hands-on exploration as well as online and reading materials. Students learn through concrete 
learning experiences working with a variety of materials in Lesson 5. Students have an opportunity see 
video, answer questions online, and play lesson games.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Students will have the opportunity to participate in hands-on experiences with Bring Science Alive materials. 
The instructional experiences are fun and engaging but strong connections to real world scientific relevance 
is questionable.  
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students share their thinking in writing through interactive notebooks in every lesson. In one of the lessons, 
student look for patterns and classify materials by their properties. They then identify a secret material by 
playing a game of Twenty Questions. Student then make sense of the phenomenon by making up a riddle 
for an object in the class. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Materials lack strong evidence for student sense making in a scientific way that supports concept 
attainment. Students share ideas but strong collaborative co-construction of explanations appears limited. 
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Student notebooks do provide opportunities for students to “show what they know” and they are available 
in English and Spanish.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Teachers can set up classes online to include assignments, assessments, and grades. There is teacher 
support under Program Support with topics such as a Culturally Responsive Classroom and self-paced 
tutorials for getting started. There are also resources to explain lessons and connection to the NGSS.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


 
Criterion 2D is somewhat supported by the Bring Science Alive materials in that there is online support and 
explanations of lessons. In addition, editable slides are plentiful for teachers to plan lessons. Teacher 
background information for science content is limited. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lessons can be planned for a 49 minutes fast tracks lesson or a 96 minutes lesson with fast tracks plus 
extension. Materials are available in print and online. There is an icon to select English or Spanish for online 
content reading. Multimedia includes content reading, games, and videos.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


It is inconclusive if the recommended science minutes would be met by the Bring Science Alive because a 
long-range planning document wasn’t identified. The materials support a strong digital program design 
which include printable materials. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials kit contains enough materials for 6 groups. The materials list identifies what is supplied by the 
company and what the teacher needs to provide. For example in Lesson 5 of 2nd grade Materials and Their 
Uses, the teacher only needs to provide a 6 qt bowl, a newspaper, and sticky notes since all the other lesson 
materials are supplied. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Criterion 3B is supported by the Bring Science Alive materials in that most of the science equipment needed 
for the lessons is provided by the company. A picture of what the materials and equipment look like is 
useful for teachers to identify what is needed for each lesson. Print materials are also available to download 
and print in English and Spanish. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Reading materials are in print and online is both English and Spanish. The online text has differentiated 
reading levels as well as a link to click on vocabulary words and their definitions. There are check for 
understanding opportunities in the reading in which a student selects a response from a drop-down menu 
or types a response using a word bank.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


 
Criterion 3C is somewhat supported by the Bring Science Alive materials in that context specific vocabulary 
is woven in to the reading materials that appears to be appropriate for a 2nd grade learner. The quality of 
questions to lead learners to a deeper understanding of desired science concepts is questionable.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Phenomenon: 
 Unit 1 – some animals take care of their young 


Yellow fish look similar to one another, but different from the black 
fish. 
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Ducklings look like a tinier version of their parents (8 phenomenon 
for unit) 


 Unit 2 – You can’t see in the dark, but you can hear in the dark 
You can use a flashlight to see objects in a dark place (6 phenomenon 
in this unit) 


 Unit 3 – the moon can be seen in the sky at different times 
It is light during the day and dark at night (5 phenomenon in this 
unit) 


The lessons are based on investigating the phenomenon.  
Some lessons have a symbol that says “This lesson includes engineering” 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


These phenomenon are based off of every day experiences for the students.  
Each lesson investigates the phenomenon. I think the phenomenon are relavent to the students 
lives and connect to the performance expectation.  
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each Lesson lists the PE, Phenomenon, DCI, CC, and SEP. The 3D are based off 
of the phenomenon.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The 3D described are not the exact wording of the actual 3Ds. For example: DCI: Students 
determine that the yellow fish look similar to one another, but are different from the black fish as 
they … Instead of listing the actual DCI.  
The 3D do seem in integrate across each other. Lesson 1 students are observing patterns and 
making observations.  
Engineering seems integrated when necessary, it is not in every lesson.  
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit Progression: Introduce to parents taking care of their young/ examine 
similarities and differences between animals and plants/ discover families/ 
investigate how plants and animals meet their needs 
 In kindergarten, students learned what plants and animals need to survive.  
Integration: The Unit includes CCSS for reading, writing, and speaking and 
listening.  
The unit includes the 3Ds.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 
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I think this unit does meet the criteria for 1c because of the following… 
The unit discusses the learning progression starting in kindergarten. It also discusses the 
progression into third grade for the standard.  
CCSS reading standards are included. 
The unit also discusses ways to differentiate instruction including tips for Els, students with 
special needs, and advanced learners.   
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Formative Assessment: slider question (slider to answer questions)  
Perfromance Assessment: taking care of belonging, students protect their things 
from breaking in a safari 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


I think this unit somewhat supports criteria in 2A. There is a performance assessment for each 
unit. There seems to be formative assessments through out, but they are not labeled as such. 
Teachers could use their notebooks as a formative assessment.  
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each student has access to a science journal and the slides whole group. 
Students are all involved in the investigations, for example, growing a plant.  
Concerte experience: growing their own plant, hermit crabs 
Reading/writing/hands on  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


I think these materials meet criteria 2B because the students are living the experiences. All the 
activities take place together in the classroom so they can make connections together. The 
activities use a lot of realia to support students with different backgrounds.  
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students share their ideas in their writing journal. Students then discuss their 
observations they wrote in their notebooks as a whole class. Vocabulary is 
embedded in the lessons. It is also highlighted in the text. In each lesson there is 
a sense making slide, students use what they learned and refer back to the 
phenomena. There is both academic vocabulary and science vocabulary.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


These materials do support criterion 2C because the students are continuously making sense of 
the phenomenon throught their investigations.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The information prior to lesson is written in the materials, stating what the 
students should have learned in first grade.  
There is a science background for each lesson discussing what students should 
know prior to the lesson.  
There is a list of ways to differentiate the instruction and give extra support in 
each lesson.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


These materials mostly meet the needs of Criterion 2D. The background knowledge and 
differentiation section are helpful. There are enhancing videos, but it doesn’t specifically say for 
learning at home.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each lesson has a section for pacing. 
Example: fast track investigation- 44 minutees 
       Master investigation – 87 minutes  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


These materials support criterion 3A of K-2 needing 220 minutes a week of science and 3-5 
needing 240 minutes a week of science.  
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are enough materials for each student to do the investigation. The materials 
are labeled by unit and by lesson and kept in baggies.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


These materials support criterion 3B. There are materials for students to complete the 
investigation in groups. The materials are labeled and easy to use.  
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The reading materials are included in the students science journals. The students 
can also have these materials online. Reading materials seem grade level 
appropriate. All materials are nonfiction. The text includes academic vocabulary 
and science vocabulary in bold words.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


These materials fits criterion 1A. There is grade level text in their science journals. There are also 
additional reading opportunities to extend each lesson.   
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 
(Community Members, Administrators and Families Form) 


 
Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 
 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 
2nd grade. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


First grade students explore light and sound by discovering how light helps us 
see, how light travels, how sound is made, and how sound travels.   
 
Students combine knowledge to find out about the ways people use light and 
sound to send messages. 
 
Engineering design: students use tools and materials provided to design a secret 
code that uses light and sound to send messages across a room. 
 
Students use science and engineering practice in each lesson – students play a 
game in which they make observations to try to identify an object they can only 
see part of, plan and conduct investigations to understand that shadows form 
when an object blocks light, show how sounds make other objects vibrate 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The phenomenon builds on relevant esperiences and interests – whales, music (garage band), 
secret messages using light and sound.  Engineering design solutions are included in every lesson. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human-
built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 
engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data, with balls and ramps to determine cause 
and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 
object in the 4th grade physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


3D learning is incorporated and made available for teacher understanding in every 
lesson. 
Students perform simples tests in a light game designed to gather evidence to 
support or refute student ideas about causes. 
Engage in shared research by reviewing and analyzing videos and making 
observations to construct an evidence-based account for natural phenomena. 
Students write questions/observtions in their notebook. 
Students go through the process of observing and recording four separate times to 
help gather information/ideas about the driving question. 
Writing of claim, evidence, reasoning provides guidance in explaining their 
scientific knowledge and connects with explanatory/informational writing in ELA. 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Students are consistently engaged with inquiry based investigations.  The focus of the lessons is 
for students to find an answer to a question through activities.  It appears all activities are 
investigatory in nature, and very engaging. 
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Criterion 1C:  Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lesson correlations between content is explicitly stated for teachers. 
Learning progressions are provided with connections between earlier lessons, 
crosscutting concepts, and with performance expectations in other grades. 
Both science and academic vocabulary is included in the planning section for 
teachers. 
Students explore a science question “What happens when different materials are 
placed in the path of a bean of light.” Then they engage in testing of materials and 
record their test results on a chart. They then engage in discussion of their 
findings and draw conclusions. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Connections are made within lessons and between lessons.  Sidebars provide additional support to 
teachers so teaching is done with intent. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 
information about possible responses and next steps. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


A performance assessment is included after 3 lessons on light, and after three 
lessons on sound.  A rubric is included to assess student knowledge. 
Student self-assessment of the lesson’s objective is included during the wrap up. 
Findings are always included in a CER writing activity which not only assessed 
content knowledge but shows student progress with scientific/informational 
writing. 
Unit checkpoint journals help students to gather information in a graphic 
organizer to support their CER writing. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Assessments are tightly aligned with lesson objectives.  The focus on content writing supports the 
writing students will do on state testing, and provide structures to organize information in 
preparation for writing.  This is a strength of the program. 
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Criterion 2B:  Instructional Experiences 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts earth changes by wind 
and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students watch videos of dark places to see how light helps us see things. 
Students demonstrate knowledge of shadows by creating a puppet show using one 
puppet to make two shadow characters. 
Students form a garage band and make sounds with different instruments. 
Students plan their own investigation to test whether other sounds can travel 
through yarn. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Photographs, videos, investigations, discussions, and writing allow for students to participate in 
shared experiences throughout the unit.  Students get to ask questions, wonder, and test their 
hypothesis.  The strength of the program is that students are constantly doing with facilitation by 
the teacher. 
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Criterion 2C:  Student Sense-Making 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 
with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Visual supports, sentence frames, use of science and academic language 
Materials seem to be items students would find familiar supporting new learning 
with prior knowledge of most materials. 
Responses provide supports such as diagrams and tables to keep scientific 
findings organized. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


The student notebooks (investigations, science, unit journal checkpoints) are appropriate to the 
grade level.  Students have opportunities to work with guided writing as well as independent 
writing response which allow for the diverse learners in first grade.  The notebooks are not 
‘babyish’. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Planning for teachers includes: blended learning, lesson overview, materials, 
learning progressions, differentiating instruction, enhancing learning, science 
background – all very clearly written. 
 
Time suggestions are included for each part of the lesson. 
 
Self-paced tutorials for teachers are included with program support. 
 
The blended learning in planning provides ideas for distance learning and is 
available in Spanish right in the program! 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The planning was a strength of the program, and easy to navigate on-line.  I liked the online 
platform better than the hard copy lesson guides. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lessons can be fast track lesson or fast track plus extensions which double the 
time for the lesson.  Fast track lessons are about an hour, the extensions add 
another hour or less.  With 6 lessons and two performance assessments the unit 
could easily be completed within one quarter of instruction, and integrated with 
ELA instruction easily. 
 
Videos are available in Spanish! 
 
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Recommendations for time to be spent on each phase of the lesson is helpful for planning and time 
management during teaching. 
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Criterion 3B: Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Not sure what number constitutes a class size for the materials kit.  Most 
materials are consumable  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


There would be a question of who is responsible for purchasing refill kits moving forward. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Online texts are available in Spanish and English and have read aloud capability. 
Did not notice any text with the materials I reviewed, but I could have missed 
them. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Online texts that quickly translate to Spanish is a plus.  Notebooks allow for guided and 
independent writing. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In the 3rd grade Unit 2 Forces and Motion students watch a video introducing the 
anchor phenomenom in a storyline about a girl who went to a carnival and 
wondered how the  swing ride rises and spins. Students are asked to help Deb 
understand  how carnival rides and games work.  Students work collaboratively to 
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investigate  forces and motion in 3D hands-on learning explorations referring 
back to the unit’s anchor phenomenon and then give a scientific explaination of 
how the carnival rides work. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 1A because students are asked to think about a real life situation 
at a Carnival and examine force and motion. Then they use their learned knowledge  and apply the 
learned concepts to the unit’s anchor phenomena  explaining how the carnival ride’s swing works. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In Lesson 1 of the 3rd grade unit Forces and Motion students plan and conduct an 
investigation to identify the forces acting on an object and how they change the 
object’s motion. They explore what happens when a ball is thrown at cans. Some 
of the cans fall down but others do not. They explore how objects in contact exert 
forces on each other. In lesson 3 students explore patterns of motion by working 
in groups to observe and measure patterns of motion and then predict about 
future motion. In Lesson 4 students use the Engineering design process to help a 
jewelry store design a latch to a jewelry box using magnetic force. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support the Criterion 1B because students use grade-appropriate elements of the 
three dimensions throughout their lesson’s of the unit. They explore patterns of motion in order to 
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understand how a swing ride will rise higher the faster it goes. They apply their understanding  of 
core ideas to solving problems through the engineering design process. By the end of the unit 
students will give an explanation of how the carnival’s swing ride works and design their own 
carnival game using magnetic force. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In 3rd grade students investigate Physical Science concepts motion and forces in 
unit 2 Force and Motion and then draw upon their learning of motion in the 4th 
grade unit 2 on Energy to see how motion and energy are related. Then, in the 5th 
grade unit 3 Changes in Matter they continue to relate scientific concepts 
previously learned to how matter changes. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 
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The materials support Criterion 1C because materials make connections between grade level units 
and lessons within units build upon prior lessons to connect student’s understanding towards the 
performance expectation. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In the 3rd grade Unit Forces and Motion there are multiple opportunities for the 
teacher to check for understanding. For example, in lesson 2 students are asked 
to explain what will happen when forces are balanced or unbalanced in a scenario 
where two kids are arm wrestling. They will write their explanation in their science 
journal. The teacher will be able to check on their understandings and 
misconceptions. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2A because there are multiple checks for understanding built into 
the investigations, classroom discussions, tasks and engineering challenges. In the digital 
simulations students get immediate feedback as they interact and engage with the phenomenon. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Multiple modalities are used  throughout each unit. For example, students 
conduct first-hand 3D investigations in the 3rd. grade Unit 2 Forces and Motion. 
They explore force and motion in classroom experiences such as observing swings 
rise higher the faster they are swung. Another example is in lesson 2 where 
students watch the Video “5,4,3,2,1 Lift Off!” to investigate how a rocket denies 
gravity to launch into space and then investigate using concrete materials to see 
evidence of balanced and unbalanced force. In lesson 4 students read an article 
about how magnetic force has improved how trains move and float and then go on 
a scavenger hunt to  find items that use magnets. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 
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The materials support Criterion 2B in many ways.  Students have multiple concrete experiences 
investigating scientific concepts of force and motion. Other opportunities through the unit’s 
lessons provide many other ways to learn about the science concepts such as reading 
informational articles, videos, classroom discussions and engineering challenges. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are many supports for students to make sense of the phenomena 
throughout the unit’s lessons. For example, in 3rd grade’s Unit 2 Forces and 
Motion lesson 1 the students discuss with their peers whether they have ever 
been on a ride at a carnival and what the experience was like. They explain in 
writing about their understanding in a check point section of their science 
journal. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 
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The materials support Criterion 2C because students have supports for sense making at the 
individual and group level throughout their lessons. Students participate in scientific discourse for 
sense making orally and in writing. 
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Materials include supports for the teacher to learn about the science as well as 
the pedogogy and student preconceptions. For example in the “Skills and Toolkit” 
the teacher can explore how to support students in making claims with evidence 
in the the “Literacy in Science” section. It gives the teacher concise definitions for 
what a scientific claim is, “The claim is where you introduce your hypothesis or 
the answer to a question you are trying to solve by gathering data.” Another 
example comes in lesson Unit 2 Forces and Motion lesson one students ask 
questions about the anchor phenomenon. The answer key provides sample 
questions that students may respond with. This can help the teacher be prepared 
for how students might think at this grade level. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2D because there are many supports provided for the teacher to 
plan and give correct instructions. There are resources to help with connected subjects such as 
literacy. Overviews of the lessons help the teacher plan for instruction. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are four units, each representing anywhere from 20 min. a day to 60 min. a 
day for instruction. There is a Fast Track Lesson Guide that is 64 minutes or The 
Master Lesson Guide(Fast Track + Extensions) that provides 107 min. of 
instruction, Extensions, and Simple Science sections that support teacher’s in 
their pacing and time allowance. In each lesson the time that is suggested for 
each part of the lesson is provided. There are teaching slides that can be used for 
online teaching or projecting in the classroom.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3A in that there are options for time frames that can support 
instructional minutes in science. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


For grade 3 Unit 2 Forces and Motion there are quality materials and equipment. 
For example, there area laminated card stock vocabulary cards for use on a 
science wall. The materials are grouped together in bags for each unit’s lesson. 
This saves the teacher time in preparing for instruction. The magnets needed for 
lesson 4 are sturdy and meant to be shared with a partner. They are of quality 
and will last for multiple uses.  Most materials needed  for each lesson are 
included in each lesson’s bag. Any pictures are laminated on heavy card stock 
and will last through time. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 3B because each unit has an equipment/materials bin that 
provides most of the needed materials to conduct all of the investigations. There are enough 
materials for partners to share during three-dimensional learning activities. The materials are 
bagged together for each lesson saving teachers time during preparation. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Texts include a science journals with color photos that support scientific 
concepts. All necessary questions, tables, and diagrams are included in the 
journals. For example, In 3rd grade’s unit 2 Forced and Motion during lesson 4 , 
What can magnetic forces do?, on pages 75 & 76 the observing guiding question is 
provided, “Have you seen magnets before? What do they stick to? What do they 
not stick to?.” A photo of an electric magnet picking up a bundle of wire is shown. 
Then, the investigation “Exploring Cause-and-Effect Relationships with 
Magnets”is layed out step by step.A table is provided for students to write their 
questions, causes, and effects on. An interactive Notebook is provided for blended 
learning as well. Texts and journals are provided in English and Spanish. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials supports Criterion 1A because texts are provided that highlight specific grade level 
scientific vocabulary and definitions students need to respond to the guiding questions. The 
materials provide needed tables, texts, and phenomena for students to make sense of the science. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Parents Form) 
 


 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 


Criterion 1A: Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena 


or designing solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets 


grade appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The anchor phenomenon is the Carnival is Coming to Town (Storyline) with the 


phenomenon being a swing ride that spins riders in a circle slow then fast.  So – 
the idea is that all of the unit will relate back to the storyline and phenomenon of 


the swing to explore forces.   This phenomenon is not a daily activity that can be 
experienced by all students.  Many students have been to a carnival, but many 
student shave not.  The use of phenomenon should be more universal to the 


experiences of all children regardless if they live in a city or in a rural 
environment.  Many students in lower SCS have not been to a carnival or the 


carnival for that community does not include such rides…  I think this 
phenomenon focuses on the middle class white dominant cultural experience.  
 


In lesson one – the phenomenon is throwing and catching a ball and the 
correlating thro a ball to knock down tins at the carnival. This is power point first 
then try it out in the lesson…  (what do forces do?) 


 
In lesson two – arm wresting to look at opposing forces.  The asks the students to 


reflect back on a carnival experience – bumper cars – and talk about how forces 
are used at the carnival – this requires an extreme amount of prior knowledge and 
does nothing for students who have not been to a carnival. (Balanced and 


unbalanced forces)  
 


Lesson three – the phenomenon is on the ship ride (rocks back and forth) at a 
carnival (patterns in motion)  Again – this requires a serious amount of experience 
– even just watching the video does not really get to the point…  


 
Lesson four (Magnetic forces) – the phenomenon is a tractor liftin up huge 
bundles of steel rebar  - nothing that a student could relate to ?  
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Lesson 5 (Electric Forces)) Static electricity and electroscopes.   


 
 
I believe that there are a lot of opportunities for misconceptions in this mainly – 


online learning series.  A teacher must have technology and beam most of the 
learning up on a camera for the students to learn.  This is not what the NGSS 
meant by learning and doing science.  However, many teachers may find the 


online aspect of this program interesting during home schooling times.  Note – we 
are not adopting for that situation.  


 
The Engineering Design Challenges are not really Engineering Design, but a series 
of tasks to build a fishing game for a carnival.  This is a pretty weak engineering 


design challenge.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


 This curriculum is really online based and walks students through a series of “experiences” to 


understand the forces at work in a carnival.  The phenomenon only works for those students who 


have experienced a carnival – but other connections are made to life experience or shown in a 
video clip.  


 


Criterion 1B: Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and 


Engineering Practices, Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


 


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and 


human-built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 


engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The activity portion of this curriculum is pretty contrived.  Most of the activities 


are video based and then once in a while there are materials that a teacher can 
put together to run a support activity or challenge.  I get the point that the hands-
on component of this activity is an add on – most can be done without even doing 


the activities – but just watching the videos.  When students do get to do an 
activity, it is a task based activity – not an inquiry to solve a problem.  The 


activities are not even structured inquiries, but rather a series of tasks to 
“discover” something that was already introduced within the unit structure…  
NOT ABC.  


 
This is more technology and computer driven and not very hands-on.  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


 


 


 


Criterion 1C:  Instructional materials help students develop increasingly 


sophisticated understandings within and across grade-levels.  


 


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 


• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other 


science disciplines and other subjects. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials in this kit are more of a support to the online aspect of the science 
unit.  You explore a phenomenon via a video and then learn about the “science” 


through some interactive online learning (mostly power point) type situations and 
then get a chance to try it out.  After that there are some connections to real life 
and a wrap up.  Vocabulary is traditional and left up to the teacher to support.  


Many of the other supports are very basic and traditional (examples of working 
with diverse learners etc.)   Weak connections to CCSS and takes liberty in the 


NGSS.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


 


 


Category 2:  Instructional Supports 


 


Criterion 2A: Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all 


three dimensions.  


 


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all 


three dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including self and peer assessments, are embedded 


throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all 


students. 


• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is 


required to complete it. 


• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student 


performance including sample student responses 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 
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There is a common structure to this learning sequence – phenomenon, content, 


observation, investigation, connection to SEP, connection to everyday life, wrap 
up, connecting back to phenomenon, vocabulary, formative / summative 
assessment.   


 
The assessment is not based upon the investigation, but the concept that is 
presented throughout – this assessment can be gained without even doing the 


activity and just using the online learning portions.   
 


There are several “slides” for when a student would be asked a question or to 
write an answer to a question – these are really left up to the teacher in how they 
would use them – no real science notebook strategy is supported.  


 
I think the assessments require a tremendous amount of background knowledge 


of the phenomenon of carnivals.  Although some of the units use more everyday 
experiences – the performance tasks relate back to the story line that many 
children would not have experience with.  The summative assessments require a 


lot of knowledge that I am not sure is gained from the units.  And other 
assessments – mainly the engineering of a carnival fishing game do not connect 
all of the pieces of the unit together (no electricity is needed? 


 
It seems that there are self-answers as well as teacher templates (fill in the blank) 


types of pieces.  There is a lot of online stuff – and there are two structures (basic 
and expanded) – not sure why that is the case – but the expanded has way more 
supports. Does that cost more? 


 
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Materials are not a necessity in this curriculum. Being built on an electronic platform, the 


motivation for hands-on experiences is going to be low.  See rationale above.  


 


 


Criterion 2B:  Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge 


and practice for all students.  


 


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that 


are relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the 


developmental needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 


phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of 


scientific understandings over time using multiple modalities. 
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• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and 


explore the natural world outside the classroom. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


 Students are NOT engaged with direct firsthand knowledge or experience in any o 


f these materials.    Initial phenomenon exposure is via video and requires 
background experience in carnivals.  Each of the lessons has a closer connection 


to the lived experiences of the majority of children, but the emphasis here is on 
learning via electronically through video, power points, online diagrams and fill in 
the blank modules.  Only once in a lesson will there be an actual hands-on 


experience and that is not necessary as a video shows what the activity is etc.  
 
This is a real weakness in this curriculum.  Vast amount of background 


knowledge is required to make sense of the phenomenon (Carnival). This targets a 
middle SES population with resources enough to attend a carnival.  The questions 


and activities in the unit rely on this knowledge that many students may not 
have.  
 


The progression of learning is virtual in this curriculum – and the activity is only 
there to support the content that is introduced through more traditional means 


(video, ppt, demo videos etc.)  Although there is an articulation between lessons 1-
5 – there are few connections between the lessons and the final engineering 
challenge does not require the use of the content learned from each of the 


modules (making a carnival fishing game).   However, all lessons tie back to the 
storyline.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


I give this section a below average rating base on the comments above.  


 


Criterion 2C:  Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge 


and practice for all students.  


 


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group 


level. 


• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning 


with opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other 


that supports the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 


students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 


approach.  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 
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This curriculum is built so that a teacher can do the very few activities with an 


entire class (hands-on), however, most of the learning is through some sort of 
electronic venue – whether that be the numerous videos or animations that pre-
teach content or the teacher demonstrations and tools that teach content first 


before a first hand inquiry is made by students.  This program does seem to be 
able to be adapted to individual online learning – but I don’t think there would be 
enough materials for the teacher to send home material for each student. 


 
The lessons contain supports for Claims, evidence and reasoning -  mostly in a 


template format where the students watch a video and then write – what did you 
see – what evidence did you see in order to make that claim etc.  I believe that this 
requires a lot of personal background knowledge in order to actually make the 


connections.  The hands-on activities seem ancillary to the online learning.  
 


There are lots of supports for the activities – there is a video that teaches how to 
set up the investigation and vocabulary and descriptions are in the templates.  
There is no way for a student to do the activity wrong – thus leaving out problem 


solving and inquiry based skills development.  
  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


See above comments 


 


 


Criterion 2D:  Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


 


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and 


pedagogy and student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support 


and extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 


resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions 


for how to help their children at home. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The materials do provide lots of content background support in a traditional 


learning environment (videos, power point sessions, animations, and fill in the 
blank slides. The 5 activities allow students to practice the knowledge gained – not 


learning from an inquiry point of view.  The lessons do have a sequence but can 
be done independently and the summative project (Fishing game) does not use all 
the content learned.  
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In each online module – there is a teacher box that has a lot of teacher supports 
(blending learning, lesson overview, materials, safety, learning progressions, 
differentiation, enhancing, and science background.  Although it appears to have 


a lot of resources – most of these supports for teachers are only 2 paragraphs 
long.  So – yes supports – but minimal.  
 


I am not sure that I see a family or home connection in these materials?   Perhaps 
in extending the lessons, but nothing explicit.   This would all be up to the teacher 


to create.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


See above 


 


Category 3: Student Materials 


 


Criterion 3A:  Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended 


instructional minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 


• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 


• Materials have resources both in print and online. 


• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In each of the 5 modules, there is one activity per module: 


1. What do forces do?  No hands-on activity – just a video observation 
2. Balanced and unbalanced forces – elevator box activity with spring scales 


3. Patterns of Motion – a few short activities (bouncing a rubber ball, rolling a ball 
in a bowl, making a pendulum & slinky) – these are not inquiries, but more 
structured to make a point activities.  The kits do not have enough for each 


student for all activities – these would be limited to groups of 4-5 students.  
4. Magnetic forces  - bar magnet picking up paperclips activity 
5. Electrical forces – static and electroscopes. 


 
There are materials, but not enough for each student and in most cases not 


enough for a group of students.  Materials are really lacking in these kits.  
Teachers would have to buy extra materials to make most of these activities work 
in a whole class  / group learning experience.  
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I only see English – I am not sure how to toggle to different languages or if there 


are other language supports?  
 
This entire thing is built upon graphic organizers – this is how I would teach using 


a power point with video and other tech supports – not how I would teach hands-
on science.  
 


All of the supports are online, but it appears that you can print if desired. 
 


Tons of multimedia supports that replace the hands-on activities.  
 
All of this is technology supported.   


 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


I really do not think this is the hands-on curriculum that WCSD is looking for – this is mostly an 


online presentation with a few activities inserted.  


 


Criterion 3B: Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment 


that support three-dimensional learning.  


 


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations 


themselves. 


• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 


• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and 


measurements and conduct investigations. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are materials, but not enough for each student and in most cases not 
enough for a group of students.  Materials are really lacking in these kits.  
Teachers would have to buy extra materials to make most of these activities work 


in a whole class  / group learning experience.  For example – rubber balls – I 
think there was a small bag of like 6.  Enough for one ball per group, but how 


hard would it have been to include a few more so more kids can participate in the 
activity. There is only 1 slinky in the box?  Very confusing if the students were to 
do that or if it were a teacher demonstration. 


 
The spring scales were good.  Many of the materials were similar to what would be 
used in other kits – they would last ok.  The main issue here is the number of 


materials – not enough for groups etc. Teachers would have to buy a lot of 
materials to make this work in a regular classroom.  
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Besides the spring scales – I do not see other measuring equipment.  Most of the 


observations are not measurable and use more qualitative means – observe which 
goes farther – observe the pattern of motion of the ball etc.  I don’t believe that 
this is good inquiry based learning that requires measuring beyond observation.  


 
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


See above 


 


Criterion 3C:  Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support 


three-dimensional learning.  


 


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in 


learning experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 


• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 


responsive manner including different genders, from many cultures and 


nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student 


needs including high-quality questions.  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are not a lot of genre differences – more just a variety of videos, power point 


presentations, demonstrations / animations, and fill in questionnaires.  This 
would be hard to teach to a class due to the presentation of online format.    


 
There are some student readers, but most of the lesson supports are within the 
electronic presentation format – kids would have to read from a projector?  Maybe 


1-1 technology is required for students to best use this?   
 
Not much diversity in the print materials  - maybe 2/3 white and stereotyped 


pictures.  More diversity online, but most of the student examples were young 
white children – there was a video of an Asian in a lab coat demonstrating how to 


do the activities…  does that count?  
 
Not much reading comprehension support.  Not unless it is in a different part of 


the online supports that I could not find.  
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


See above.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Families Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 
 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 
2nd grade. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The anchoring phenomenon: Sometimes ponds are filled with water. Other times 
they are icy. Students explore this by observing properties of matter, analyzing 
how a liquid takes the shape of a container, comparing solids and liquids. They 
discuss Bridges. 
Each lesson begins with a brief “Observing Phenomena” section. It includes a 
question, a short video, and a connection to real life experiences. Lesson 2: Slide 
3- Notice how ice melts in water glass. Students are asked what questions they 
have about the phenomena.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


High Extent: The greater unit phenomena is relevant and engaging, Each lesson has a phenomena 
built into the lesson that supports the unit level 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human-
built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 
engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data, with balls and ramps to determine cause 
and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 
object in the 4th grade physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students are engaging in real life phenomena. Students conduct an investigation 
to describe and classify different materials  in Lesson 1. Scientists also look for 
patterns and order when observing the world. By lesson 3 they are planning and 
conducting an investigation with liquids in containers. Mathematics concepts 
cross cut as they are using standard units of measure.  
-Students build bridges in Lesson 3 with different materials. They evaluate the 
bridges to assess cause and effect relationships, and they analyze data from 
testing the materials used to build the bridges. 
- In Lesson 4, students are directed to go to a station and look carefully at a 
design in the photo. Then they use materials to copy the design exactly.  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Medium to High extent: Students get to have access to science by conducting experiments 
themselves. They collect data and tie in measurements of volume. Students engage in the design 
process with the bridges.  
I am critical of the direction for lesson 4, copying a design exactly has less value than creating 
their own.  
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Criterion 1C:  Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Lessons contain a “Learning Progressions” section, describing what was 
previously learned in prior lessons, and what is coming up. This demonstrates 
coherence across lessons and grade levels (TM pg 151) “In a previous 2nd grade 
lesson students observed materials and described their properties.” In 5th grade 
students make observations and measurements to ID materials based on their 
properties.” 
-Students are applying mathematics skills in measurements and data. They 
record how many 2 oz paper cups of water each container holds. They use a 
pictograph/bar graph to record the data. (TM pg 157, 158) 
-Students apply ELA writing skills by making a claim and supporting it with 
evidence for the investigation. (TM 161)  
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Medium to high extent: Lessons aligned to the standards, therefore are coherent, as the standards 
are coherent. Each lesson builds on the previous lesson. The lessons are minimal. There may be 
missed opportunities.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 
information about possible responses and next steps. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Assessments include Formative assessments: ex: a lesson game online students 
answer selected response questions about the lesson. Students record their 
“claim, evidence, and reasoning” in written form using an online journal. Lesson 4 
online has a 5 question test. To include 2 short answer responses 
-There is a performance assessment (TM page 212) Students use materials to 
engineer an umbrella. They write about if their plan and design worked and if they 
would change anything. They describe which material they chose for each part of 
the umbrella and why they chose it.  
A performance assessment rubric is available for teachers to assess student’s 
response. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Medium extent: The benefit of the online assessment options is great for distance learning, 
however, in person lessons would lend themselves to assessing in a more authentic way. Student 
conversations and student interactions with the investigations would provide more appropriate 
anecdotal data. The umbrella assessment is limiting. A wider variety of objects to create one would 
push students more, and reveal more of their thinking.  
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Criterion 2B:  Instructional Experiences 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts earth changes by wind 
and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lesson 1: students are able to explore with tin foil, pipe cleaners, clay, paper, 
sponges. They collaboratively try to describe the properties, sort and classify the 
materials. 
Lesson 2: students explore with containers. They get to measure how many 2 
ounce cups  a container will hold. They get to freeze a cup of water. They discuss 
the differences between solids and liquids 
Lesson 3: Students use different materials (6) to build a model bridge. They test 
it’s waterproof abilities. They determine what materials are best for building 
bridges.  
Lesson 4: Students copy designs from a model using blocks. Then they get to 
create their own “extreme” design.  
In all lessons students observe media/videos of the phenomena and they have 
discussions.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Medium to High extent: The provided instructional opportuninities are engaging. Students interact 
with hands on inquiry. The unit is brief. 3-4 weeks worth of instructional opportunities. This is 
minimal.   
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Criterion 2C:  Student Sense-Making 
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 
with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In the lessons many high level questions are asked. “How is the shape of the 
chimney different than the shaped of the walkway?” Questions are asked 
throughout. (p. 182) It is not stated specifically strategies for conversations. 
Teachers would need to bring this pedagogical knowledge to the table.  
There are opportunities for students to reflect on their learning, using sliding 
scale “Still learning….Know it” lines. (student book p. 24). Students record their 
“sorting work” into pre made tables in their book (p. 26).  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Low to Medium extent: Although the questions are there, teachers would need to bring lots of 
knowledge to the table to get students discussing the science and learning. These supports are not 
built in. The reflection activities on the scale seem basic and glossy, rather than carry substance.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The TM has a Unit Overview (p. 125) that reviews the lesson objectives, storyline 
and phenomena. There is unit video the teacher can watch.  
A paragraph titled “What to Know: describes advanced prep.  
Each lesson has the Performance Expectations, Lesson Phenomnea, Disciplinary 
Core Idea, Cross cutting concept, and science and engineering practice identified.  
 
Another book resource “Review Guide” Provides relevant information to “wrap 
your brain around” the unit and lessons. There is a “teacher helper”’ section that 
gives lesson supports. “have students writie cause and effect statementst 
explaining that plants must have water and sunlight to grow.” (p. 24) 
Many sections throughout say “See online for extensions.” (p. 38) Such as under 
the headings Sharing Results, Planning Another Investigation.  
The text print in the teacher books is small and hard to read. It does not feel 
teacher friendly. Sending teachers to the online resources when they are clearly 
looking in the book for a reason is frustrating.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Medium Extent: What is available is appropriate and helpful. It is not teacher friendly and 
accessible.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are three Units: Each Unit has 6-8 Lessons. Each Lesson Lesson 1: Master 
lesson is 107 mins: Fast track Lesson is 44 mins. 
Lesson 2 is expected to take 67 mins. However the “Fast Track” lesson option 
identifies the parts of the lesson that could be cut out to make a 34 min lesson.  
Lesson 3: Master Lesson 92 mins. Fast Track 59.  
Overall- the unit has between 279-537 mins worth of instruction which translates 
to approximately 3-4 weeks worth instruction at 3 60 mins blocks of time per 
week.  
-Instructional materials exist in English and Spanish. Online assessments are in 
English and Spanish 
-Pictures in the Notebook and Stimulations represent students of color (pg 58) 
Students with different color of hair, students of Asian decent (28). Although it 
can be hard to tell, my students of mostly Hispanic descent would not necessarily 
see themselves represented in the text easily identified. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Low extent: There is not enough substance and material to equal our expected instructional 
opportunities.  
My students may find it challenging to “see themselves” in the text.  
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Criterion 3B: Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are 2 bins of materials. One for common materials and one that contains 
materials specific for each unit. Each material bag is labeled clearly with the 
lesson number and title and needed materials list with labels that also direct 
teachers to gather certain materials from the common bin. There are enough 
materials for 6 small groups. (12 petri dishes, 6 plastic bins, 12 paper cylinder 
rolls etc.)  
Although materials can be used in many different ways, students are being 
exposed to very little “hands on equipment”. A variety and abundance of 
experiences and opportunities to explore with different things has value.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Low extent: There are not opportunities for students to work with materials on an individual basis. 
They will always have to work in groups.  The materials are organized well and easy to find….but 
there is so few of them. Students will have had repeated exposure to the same materials. I see this 
could become boring. They could use more exposure to more things, this creates schema! 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


-Picture placard cards (1 8x12 size laminated) provide picture supports of 
materials. 
-Students individual notebooks/ Science Journals are sturdy and colorful with 
space for students to record their learning.  
-There are brief informational text articles in the notebook (Student book pg 27) 
Text with notes (space to annotate) “Measuring Liquids and Solids”  
-There are no printed texts or books 
-Online there are 2 leveled text options. Level A (on grade level) Level B (2 levels 
below grade level)  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Low Extent: Supplemental readings support teachers to connect content in multiple ways. There is 
limited availability with this. Teachers would have to look elsewhere for this.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Phenomena is present in this program.  
There is evidence of this is in first unit animals take care of their young, where 
students watch a video that introduces the phenomena. Technology and picture 
cards are examples of phenomena. 
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Power point slides of dog. 
 yellow & black fish video 
 
 
Phenomena changes every lesson. It doesn’t remain the same. In the Plants and 
Animals Unit, the phenomena changes from observing similarities and differences 
in animals to designing a device to carry and protect their items while on a safari. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Bring Science Alive materials support Criterion 1A, by providing engineering experiences that solve 
a problem that came from phenomena. It also has evidence of phenomena that builds on everyday 
experiences that supports engagement. However, phenomena doesn’t consistently drive the 
learning. It does appear to have science ideas that are anchored in the phenomena, but it is not 
revisited for solid sense making. 
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Evidence: 
 
In the first grade plants and animals unit, there is evidence of participating in 
engineering challenges like designing their own gloves to best prove insulation 
when placed in ice or planting their own seeds in a paper towel.  
 
On pages 42-49 of the Bring Science Alive Review guide, it shows an incredible 
progression chart that shows how the lessons are integrated with the SEP’s, 
CCC’s, DCI’s and how it is connected to the phenomena.  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


 
 Engineering is integrated into grade appropriate science core ideas to design a 
solution.  
 
After a closer look into the progression document, I am not sure I understand the 
coherence in the lesson phenomena #4 Some animals do not have legs and the 
engineering task of designing a glove to keep their hands warm connects to 
animal parts being used to take care of their young.  
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Evidence: 
On pg. 17 in Bring Science Alive lesson guide in the plants and animals unit, it 
showed a learning progression document making the connections between  
kindergarten, first grade and third grade standards.    
 
In the Students science journals, there is evidence of grade appropriate text for 
reading, sections to build vocabulary and encourages writing tasks that support 
ELA standards.  
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Evidence:  Section Progress  Build p. 6 in Teachers Guide 
Avoid being eaten 
Structures for defense 
Offspring Structures 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Lessons seem to work together building on students foundational knowledge. One example of this 
is found where students are learning what animals do to avoid being eaten, then they learn 
structures for defense, then, they learn about offsprings structures.  However, there is minimal 
logical coherence in lesson sequencing. I worry that it isn’t explicit enough and that students are 
expected to infer that offspring are similar but not exactly like their parents. Phenomena changes 
for every lesson which can cause confusion for first grade learners.   
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There is evidence of performance assessments given after three lessons to check 
for understanding. Performance assessments are contained within the science 
journal making it convenient for teachers. There is also a likert type scale that can 
be used to check student understanding.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials minimally support Criterion 2A because they show no rubrics or evidence where 
they are encouraging student artifacts. The performance assessments given in the student science 
journal are not authentic.  Most of the performance assessments are fill in the blank.  
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Evidence in Plants and Animals Unit: 
 
Students participate in engineering challenge where they minmick animal parts p. 
71 in the plants and animals unit. Students will construct a glove to keep their 
hands warm in ice water. 
 
Students are shown videos where they observe animals and infer animals 
offspring look like their parents. 
 
The student science journals allow for opportunities for students to ask/ write 
their questions that they have.  
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2B in several ways:  
Students do participate in common shared experiences through videos and engineering challenges. 
Students science journals provide a place for students to write their questions that they have while 
learning about the phenomena.  
Many concrete experiences are provided through engineering challenges and planting a seed in a 
paper towel. 
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Sense making is happening on an individual level.  A check for understanding is 
provided on a continuum chart or likert type scale. 
Pictures in students and places to write in science journal support student 
learning.  
Vocabulary is provided in the student science journals in word banks. Ex. pg. 13 
of the plants and animal unit.  
Ex. p. 129  in plants and animal unit, circle what you observed. (Teacher will need 
to read words to first grade students) 
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To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support Criterion 2C minimally by using the science journals for sense making in 
writing but is lacking time for oral discussions or classroom discourse.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Evidence: 
Sections in the Teacher’s Manual specific to teachers:  
Learning progression, EL learners, Special needs section, science background 
knowledge and vocabulary.   
There is a pacing section  with a fast paced section and a mastery investigation 
pacing guide.  
There are picture cards, videos and online access. Also, slides to go with student 
science journals. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Evidence: 
Student science journals come in both English and Spanish. Very accessible to 
students.  
In the plants and animals unit, there were graphic organizers in student science 
journals examples on pg. 19,30,32,& 34 
 
Technology and videos support phenomena. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Instructional materials include consumable materials, like soil, cups, cotton balls, 
beans, Ziploc bags, Crisco, feathers, felt, student science journals for all three 
units (plants & animals, light & sound, Sky)   
Containers bins containing hands on materials for engineer design challenges and 
experiments. 
 
What is included in the student bundles? 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


Click or tap here to enter text. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Student science journals contain text passages but students will need teacher 
support to access the print.  Vocabulary is supported by pictures in science 
journals.  
 
Vocabulary cards are provided both picture and word cards. 
Set of read aloud books :  
Parents & Offspring  
Who’s lunch is this? 
Frog’s model 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The material support Criterion 3C because instructional text sets are provided, vocabulary 
word/picture cards are provided however, the text sets are meant for read aloud possibly because 
students can not access these texts independently. I wonder why Amplify chose to include frog’s 
model when it is not expected that we study amphibians in first grade. The book Parent’s & 
Offspring and Who’s lunch is this…..would be great read alouds. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Families Form) 


 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 


Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 


Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 


solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 


appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


 Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 


unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 


the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


 A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 


2nd grade. 


 Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 


physical science unit. 


 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 


observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 


in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit 3, Changes in Matter, lesson 1- What Is Matter Made Of? “Phenomenon: The 
balloon changes size and shape when the girl blows into it”  


Unit 3, Changes in Matter, “Anchoring Phenomenon: When pale gooey liquid 
batter hits the griddle, it turns into a golden fluffy solid pancake.” 
Local connection to phenomenon example: Unit 1 science journal, p. 7 “Head to 


your local park and observe the animals that visit. How many different types of 
animals do you observe?” but also provides a picture of animals at a watering hole 


(zebra, elephant, gazelle, etc.) 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Anchoring phenomena provide students with a context to their learning as they develop their 


understanding of the concept by explaining pieces of the anchoring phenomenon as they go. For 
example, in Unit 3 “Changes in Matter” the unit asks students to make sense of how liquid batter 


turns into solid pancakes. They do this through exploring what matter is beginning with 


understanding that gas takes up space through the exploration of why a balloon changes size and 


shape when inflated. The progression of understanding students will go through is very well laid 


out in the teacher guide and is apparent in the lessons as well with tangible experiences for 


student sense making. After each lesson in a unit students are asked to return to their 
explanation of the Anchoring Phenomenon and add their new learning to their understanding.  
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 


Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human-


built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 


engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data, with balls and ramps to determine cause 


and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


 Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 


object in the 4th grade physical science unit. 


 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 


other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit 3, Changes in Matter, Lesson 7- How Do Engineers Improve Materials? 


Creating a Control Recipe “As a class, make a control recipe: Mix together 60 mL 
of water with 15 g of flour (about one heaping spoonful) in a bowl. Keep the bowlin 
a plastic tub in case of spills. Stir for 1 minuts. Then, allow the glue to dry for 1 


hour before testing it. While the glue is drying, think of some properties that glue 
needs to be effective.” 


Unit 3, Changes in Matter, Lesson 5- What Causes Substances to Change?, 
Planning Mixtures “You will investigate substances to determine which 
combinations cause new substances to form.”  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Instructional materials has intentional integration of SEPs, CCs, and DCIs. Some lessons have 


structured experiments (see glue example above) while some experiments are open for students to 


design and test to make sense of the content (see above). Engineering was not as obvious in this 


unit because it was built into the design process for the experiments. 
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Criterion 1C:  Coherence 


Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 


within and across grade-levels.  


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 


• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 


of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 


climate from 3rd grade. 


 Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 


science unit, lesson 6. 


 Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit 3, Changes in Matter, Learning Progressions lists  what students learned in 
second grade (2-PS1-3), what they will be doing in the lesson, what they should 
understand after the investigation (5-PS1-1), and where their learning will go in 


middle school (MS-PS1-1). 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


Interdisciplinary Connections are provided and Math & ELA CC standards are 


stated. Discussion prompts, drawing prompts, research ideas, and others are 
provided. This shows that the ELA connections are intentional.  
 


 Learning progression is provided and states the NGSS PEs that are prerequisites 
for the unit as well as in previous units and lessons. It also shares where they are 


going next with this understanding (see above). 
 
Lessons build on one another but the teacher manual recommends teachers read 


through all of the lessons then they can choose where they want to start. This 
makes me wonder if the lessons are truly cohesive enough to be taught out of 
order? A list of what lessons must be taught is provided. These lessons teach 


concepts students have not been introduced to in previous years’ content.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 


 


Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 


dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 


throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 


• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 


• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 


information about possible responses and next steps. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


 In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 


assessment, and a prewrite. 


 Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 


(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


In unit 3, Changes in Matter, there are 7 end of lesson assessments correlating 
with the 7 lessons in the unit, there is an end of unit summative assessment that 
requires students to explain their understanding of the anchoring phenomenon 


using what they have learned through out the 7 lessons.  
 


Performance assessments have student working together but an individual rubric 
is provided. These performance assessments are hands-on.  
 


Summative assessments assess all parts of the PE, the questions have a mix of 
DOK from 1-4.  


 
Formative assessments include lesson games, phenomena explanations, student 
journals using claim, evidence and reasoning, checks for understanding for 


student are provided with interactive tutorials, simulations help students check 
their own understanding.  
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Formative assessments include student journal entries that ask students to 
explain their understanding of the anchoring phenomenon as well as lesson 


phenomenon, students are then asked to use what they have learned from each 
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lesson to adjust their understanding of the anchoring phenomenon using what 


they have learned throughout the unit. 
 
Summative assessments include lesson assessments as well as unit assessments 


(see above). 
 
Scoring guides are provided for both formative and summative asessments that 


include sample student responses.  
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Criterion 2B:  Instructional Experiences 


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 


relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 


needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 


phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 


understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 


natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 


grade garbage unit. 


 Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 


phenomena that started the unit. 


 Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 


time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts earth changes by wind 


and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


 Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 


of traits in the life science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


 In unit 3, Changes in Matter students explore changes to matter (a balloon 
inflating, ice melting, sugar dissolving, wood burning, etc.) to build their 
understanding of the structures and properties of matter.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


The phenomenon students experience throughout the unit are first-hand experiences, if they are 
not hands-on first-hand experiences students are provided with a video or other form of exploring 


the phenomenon that allows students to have a shared experience to build their learning. Multi-


modal learning was provided in the form of discussions, writing prompts, science notebooks, 


experiments, as well as videos that students could watch.  
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Criterion 2C:  Student Sense-Making 


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 


• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 


the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 


students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 


approach.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 


using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 


vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 


their initial ideas about how a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 


with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


 The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 


observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 


figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


 Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 


goal of independence. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


5th grade students, in lesson 3 of unit 3, are asked to “design an investigation to 
identify an unknown substance by its properties.” This builds on their previous 
understanding from lesson 2 that substances can be solid, liquid or gas and can 


be mixtures.  
 


Students conduct experiments with partners, have whole class and small group 
discussions, as well as record their understanding in their science notebook.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials support student sense-making at an individual level, small group level, as well as 


whole class. Students are given opportunities to discuss their understanding with their peers to 


deepen or improve understanding. There are multiple opportunities for oral and written processing 


as students develop content understanding. They are provided opportunities to explain concepts in 
their own words and then provided with the academic vocabulary that connect to their 


understandaing.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 


Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 


student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 


extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 


resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 


how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 


p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 


are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


 The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 


expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 


look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 


might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 


by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 


grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


 Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 


provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Unit overview provides a suggested order for lessons and then explains which 


lessons must be taught and how students will build their understanding of the 
anchoring phenomena as they progress through each lesson in the unit.  
 


Pacing provides a fast track and master investigation time: p. 28 of Grade 5 review 
guide “ Fast track investigation- 69 minutes, master investigation 97 minutes. 


Pacing is provided for each section in as small as 1 minutes increments and as 
large as 38 min.  
 


Safety tips, lesson supports, materials, student helper roles are provided.  
 


Science background is provided such as science vocabulary and concepts being 
taught.  
 


Student Science Journals are provided in English & Spanish.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction by providing what students 


should have learned in previous grade levels, where their learning is heading in future lessons as 


well as grade levels. Teachers are provided with support for language development as well as 
supports for students with IEPs. I did not see home connections.  
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Category 3: Student Materials 


 


Criterion 3A:  Program Design 


Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 


• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 


• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 


• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 


responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 


cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 


including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 


of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


 There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are 4 units, each with 6-8 lessons. The lesson range from about 30 minutes 
to over an hour depending on if you follow the Fast Track Lesson Guide utilize the 


extensions. This is less than 1 lesson per week of a school year.  


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


If assessment time is included in instructional time the materials provide instruction that is 


slightly less than the districts’ recommended instructional minutes for science.  


 
Materials are available in English & Spanish. There are science notebooks for students to utilize as 


they develop understanding of concepts. These contain passages to read as well as graphic 


organizers to sort their ideas.  


 


Phenomenon are provided in multiple formats such as video, hands-on experiments, and photos. 
 


Studetns can access their student notebook online but are also given a printed copy. There are 


many supports for distance learning.  
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Criterion 3B: Science Equipment 


Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-


dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 


• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 


• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 


tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


 Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 


classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Consumables are available for order, each lesson’s supplies are grouped in a bag. 
 


Everything is provided including materials that could be found in a typical 
classroom.   


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


All materials are provided in lesson kits. I did not see how long these materials are expected to last 


or how many students each kit’s consumable materials are expected to support.  
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 


Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 


learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 


experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 


• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 


nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 


including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 


These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 


the field represent the diversity of our students. 


 Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 


 Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Additonal reading opportunities are provided in a list of books that connect to 
concepts. They are listed by title with a short description.  


 
5 reading passages are provided for each lesson to deepen student understanding. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Texts are provided that support student sense making. There are discussion questions for the 


texts as well.  
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 
2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Certified Teaching Professional Form) 
 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 
 
Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 
Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 
solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• Students are engaged with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved 
through the application of the three-dimensions. 


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals. 


• Anchoring, investigative and everyday phenomena may be present. 
• Engineering lessons require students to use elements of the science core ideas 


together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to solve problems. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Phenomena are just for the initial hook. Phenomena drives the learning.  


Phenomena are fun or flashy to engage students. Phenomena that builds on everyday experiences 
supports engagement. 


Phenomena are brought in after students develop the 
science ideas so they can apply what they learned. 


The development of science ideas is anchored in 
investigations of phenomena. 


Engineering problems are unrelated to the science 
learning. 


Engineering involves designing solutions to problems 
that arise from phenomena. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


◊ Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 
unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 
the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


◊ A time lapse video of a badger decomposing is shown to start a life science unit on matter and energy in 
ecosystems. Students return to the video throughout to explain what is happening. 


◊ Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 
physical science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 
observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


◊ Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 
in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each unit contains an anchoring phenomenon to drive learning.  Unit 1, Plants 
and Animals, is guided by the notion that Beavers change land and water. P1 of 
the lesson guide. 
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Each lesson in Unit 1, contains lesson phenonmena to help students build their 
understanding of the Performance Expectation, support understanding of the 
Anchoring Phenomenon, and drive 3D learning. P.2-4 of the lesson guide.  Ex: 
Lesson 1, Some plants and animals need water.  The anchoring phenomenon is 
also made explicit to students in the Science Jounral, p.3 for Unit 1, and students 
are asked to record what they know and wonder about the unit’s phenomenon. 
The science journals, unit 1 p. 7, also directs students to engage in observing 
phenomena with a discussion and observation of colored pictures. 
The lesson guide also notes the anchoring phenomenon of each lesson to help 
students connect back to the anochring phenomenon and ultimately use to 
explain the phenomenon.  P.4-5, Example: lesson 1, Students conclude that some 
plants may become trees that wild animals like beavers use for shelter. 
The Grade K Review Guide has a graphic of how the curriculum uses the idea of 
phenomenon to make science more meaningful to students, p.6.  It notes the 
presence of lesson phenomenon (evidence discussed above) coupled with local 
phenomenon, described as simple and engaging activities called “Try It!, See It!, 
and Research It!) Ex: See It! On p 30 of the lesson guide asks teachers to ask 
questions, “Have you ever had a pet?  Do you know someone with a pet? What do 
pets need?  How do pets get what they need?” before engaging in slides about 
visiting an animals shelter.  
The Grade K review guide notes that students are given Engineering investigations 
to guide students through real-world problems while following the engineering-
design process, p 8. In lesson 7 of Unit 1, students engage in an engineering task, 
proposing ways to reuse paper to construct a paper mache object, p101.  The 
guide states that, “as students communicate solutions verbally and in sketches, 
they engage in essential aspects of engineering design.” 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat support Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems.  Students are engaged 
with phenomena or problems that can be explained or solved through the application of the three-
dimensions.  A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 
appropriate learning goals.  Anchoring, investigative, and everyday phenomena is present and 
attended to throughout the lessons.  Engineering lessons somewhat require students to use 
elements of the science core ideas together with elements of core ideas from engineering design to 
solve problems.  The engineering design process is not discovered in detail nor does the lesson ask 
teachers to point out the phases, their meanings, or even directly discuss that they are engaging in 
an engineering design task.   
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 
Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students develop and use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension. 
• The dimensions are integrated to work together and are not taught in isolation.  
• Learning experiences integrate multiple different pairings of the dimensions to build 


understanding of the targeted performance expectations. 
• Engineering is integrated with at least once per domain of science. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


Students only engage in a single practice element in 
a lesson. 


The lesson helps students use and develop multiple 
practice elements. 


Lessons teach the dimensions separately or only 
address them at the general level. 


Lessons integrate grade-appropriate elements for 
each dimension. 


Engineering lessons focus on trial and error activities 
that don’t require science or engineering knowledge. 


Grade-appropriate elements of engineering design 
and science core ideas are integrated with the other 
dimensions. 


Engineering consists of challenges or step-by-step 
directions to build something. 


Engineering is integrated into the grade-appropriate 
science core ideas and use explanations of 
phenomena to design solutions. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 4th grade students conduct an investigation using fair tests in which variables are controlled and the 
number of trials considered, including collecting measurements and representing data in tables, with 
balls and ramps to determine cause and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


◊ Students ask questions about waves moving objects and collaboratively investigate how to make 
different looking waves in water and analyze how these waves affect a floating object in the physical 
science unit. 


◊ 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 
other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


◊ With teacher guidance, kindergarten students conduct an investigation with peers to compare the 
effects of different directions of pushes and pulls on playground balls, student chairs and erasers on 
different surfaces in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The lesson guide contains sections, with corresponding standards for the science 
and engineering practices, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas of 
each lesson, p12.   
The digital materials contain a link, under the “unit overview” for “3D learning.”  
Each of the three dimensions, Science and Engineering Practices, Cross Cutting 
Concepts, and Disciplinary Core Ideas there is a list of the subcatergories covered 
in each section.  Each list also contains a link to “Complete NGSS Corelations” 
which takes you to a checklist of each of the three areas for reach lesson in the 
unit, where the frequency ranges from touching on the subcategories from one to 
several times. 
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The Unit Overview, Unit 1, also contains a section on “3D Learning Progressions.” For each lesson, 
it is specified in an objective format the Science and Engineering Practices, Cross Cutting Concepts, 
and Disciplinary Core Idea.  Example:  
What Do Plants Need? 
Performance Expectation: K-LS1-1 
Lesson Phenomena: Some plants need more water. Some need less water. 
Disciplinary Core Idea: Students determine that some plants need more water, while some need less 
water in their understanding that plants need water and light to live and grow. (LS1.C) 
Cross Cutting Concept: Students visit a virtual garden center to look for a plant for the classroom as 
they identify patterns and use symbols to compare plant needs. 
Science and Engineering Practice: Students use observations to choose one of the plants for the 
classroom and explain their choice to the class. 
In lesson 7, Unit 1, students are guided through an engineering task to design 
and make a paper mache object and reuse newspaper.  Students are asked to use 
the word “recycle” to communicate how people take care of the earth.  *This is 
more of a step by step instruction to build something, does not tie the engineering 
design solution closely enough to the science core idea. 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials fully support Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions.  Students develop and 
use multiple grade-appropriate elements of each dimension.  The dimensions are integrated to 
work together and are not taught in isolation.  The learning experiences integrate multiple different 
pairings of the dimensions to build understanding of the targeted performance expectations.  
Engineering is integrated atleast once per domain of science.  However the task presented in Unit 
1 is more of a step by step instruction to build something; ie a paper mache product and paper 
pulp.  This activity does not tie the engineering design solution closely enough to the science core 
idea. 
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Criterion 1C: Coherence 
Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 
within and across grade-levels.  


• Lessons fit together to target a set of performance expectations with multiple 
opportunities for students to revise understandings over time. 


• Instructional materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 
• Lessons build on students’ prior learning in all three dimensions. 
• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Lessons are unrelated.  Lessons are presented in a logical sequence to 
develop understandings. 


Lessons build on prior learning but only for the DCIs. Lessons work together with students’ foundational 
knowledge and practice from prior lessons and grade 
levels. 


Science domains are taught in isolation. When appropriate, science domains are integrated to 
show connections. 


Other subjects, when included, are not intentionally 
chosen to support grade-level standards. 


Grade-level appropriate standards from ELA, math or 
other subject areas are integrated with science 
learning. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ In the first unit, students address the physical science standards around the phenomena of garbage 
and partially address a life science standard related to decomposers. In the second unit on ecosystems, 
students extend and apply their understanding of decomposers which leads to an engineering problem 
about materials such as plastics that do not decompose. 


◊ 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 
of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 
climate from 3rd grade. 


◊ 2nd grade students plan and conduct an investigation with water and earth materials as a whole class in 
one lesson and then in the next lesson students work with a small group to plan and conduct another 
investigation with wind and earth materials to further learning of core ideas and practices. 


◊ Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 
science unit, lesson 6. 


◊ Students use line plots to analyze climate data in grade 3, unit 4. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The lesson guide notes the lesson progression for each lesson in unit 1, explains 
what students will learn and do in Kindergarten, how it relates to other lessons in 
the unit, and how it will be used as foundational knowledge for later on in 5th 
grade when students learn that plants get the materials they need for growth 
chiefly from air and water. P.15 
P.13 of the lesson guide also notes the connection to Common Core ELA 
standards, speaking and listening K.SL.2, and Common Core Math Standards, 
describe and compare measureable attributes K.MD.2. 
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The seven lessons in Unit 1 help students build to an understanding of how 
beavers change land and water to design a space for them to live at a fictional 
location, Critter Creek Park.  In the Unit Overview there is a link to a document 
that details the Unit’s progress and upholds the coherence of the phenomenon, 
DCIs, CCC, SEP, PE, and connections to the phenomenon.   
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials fully support Criterion 1C: Coherance.  The lessons fit together to target a set of 
performance expectations with multiple opportunities for students to revise their understandings 
over time.  The instructional materials make connections between lessons, units, and gradelevels.  
The lessons build on students’ prior learning with the three dimensions.  Students engage in 
learning experiences with explicit connections to other science disciplines and other subjects with 
intention. 
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 
 
Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 
Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 
dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 
throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 
• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 
• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses 
 


Less of this: More of this: 


Checks for understanding elicit only a few student 
responses or rely primarily on group projects. 


Individual student artifacts are used to measure 
student understanding of each dimension. 


Only summative assessments that measure the end 
point of understanding are provided. 


Formative assessments provide feedback to adjust 
instruction and inform students of their progress. 


Assessments are primarily rote memorization of facts 
and terminology. 


Assessments reflect application of all three 
dimensions including tasks that are driven by 
phenomena or problems. 


Only multiple-choice tests are given. Multiple measures and types of assessment are used 
throughout. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ As students are engaged in a performance task in unit 3, lesson 2, there are indicators for teachers to 
look for and information about possible responses. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


◊ In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 
assessment, and a prewrite. 


◊ Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 
(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


The Science Journal for Unit 1, contains two performance assessments, in the 
middle and end of the units.  P.70 asks students to choose an animal, look at the 
handout “Animal Needs” and draw a food their animal eats and draw what else 
the animal needs.  The performance assessment on p. 128-134 follows a similar 
format, but asks students to take their knowledge a step further to make a claim 
with evidence and make a poster to tell people how to keep the park clean.  The 
lesson guide notes the performance assessment, provides an answer key, and 
rubric for scoring the science and engeering concepts, crosscutting concepts, and 
the DCIs.  The criteria covers three ranges of student responses and assigns a 
numerial value; proficient, emergent, and not present. 
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In Unit 1, lesson 1, in the “Making Sense of the Phenomenon” section of Master 
Lesson Guide, students are provided with a statement and continuum with a 
slider to indicate if they: don’t know, still learning, understand, or are an expert. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials mostly support Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions.  There are multiple 
and varied assessments to allow students to demonstrate learning in all three dimensions 
including application of knowledge in performance tasks.  The formative assessments, including 
teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded throughout to inform instruction.  Assessments 
are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students.  A phenomena or problem 
drives tasks, and information from the task is required to complete it.  Rubrics and scoring 
guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance, however they do not include 
students sample responses.  While the lesson guide does provide an answer key for questions it 
does not provide the teacher with specific resources to support students if they do or do not 
understand the concepts. 
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Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 
relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 
needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 
phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 
understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 
natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The lesson focuses on a topic that some students 
have experienced. 


Direct experiences in the classroom provide access 
and equity for all students. 


Student questions and prior experiences are not 
connected to the learning. 


Materials provide supports for connecting students’ 
own questions to the targeted learning. 


Students read about what others have done. Students learn through concrete experiences. 


Only one or two modalities are used. Multiple modalities are used throughout each 
instructional segment. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 
grade garbage unit. 


◊ Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 
phenomena that started the unit. 


◊ Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 
time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts of earth changes by 
wind and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


◊ Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 
of traits in the life science unit. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


In Unit 1, students visit a virtual garden center and pet store to figure out what 
animals need to live and survive, through a video. 
Students are most commonly taught through presentations slides and quick 
videos.  Example: Lesson 1, “What Do Plants Need?”  Lesson 2, “What Do Animals 
Need?” 
Students are asked questions about their experiences in each “Observing 
Phenomena section of each lesson in Unit 1.  Example: In lesson 1, students are 
asked, “Do you have a plant at home?  How often does your plant need water? In 
Lesson 2, students are asked, “Does your family have a pet?  How do you take 
care of your pet?” 
The topic of the lessons in Unit 1, what plants, animals, and people need, where 
plants and animals are found, how they change the earth, and people changing 
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and taking the care of the earth are all relatable topics that students have 
experienced personally or observed around them.  
For the slides, there is section titled, “Connections to Your Life,” where prompting 
questions are listed to engage students in the lesson.  Example: Lesson 2, the 
teacher asks, “Think about birds you have seen outdoors.  What do they eat?  Do 
they get their own food?  Or do you see people feeding them?” 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials mostly support Criterion 2B: Instructional Experiences.  Student engage with direct, 
shared experiences that are relevant and somewhat authentic which serve as a basis for learning 
and meet some of the developmental needs of elemtary students.  Students routinely engage in 
slides and videos and are learning from the experiences of others instead of doing hands on 
investigations or engaging in first hand, concrete experiences.   
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Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making  
Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 
students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 
• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 
the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 
students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 
approach.  


 
Less of this: More of this: 


The teacher tells students what they need to know. Students figure out explanations through classroom 
discourse with each other.  


The teacher calls on a few students to share 
reasoning. 


All students have the opportunity to share their 
thinking orally or in writing. 


The focus is only on getting the “right” answer. Sense-making begins with initial student ideas that 
progress in sophistication. 


Vocabulary is front-loaded. All students are provided 
with sentence frames. 


Specialized vocabulary is embedded in the 
instructional sequence with multiple opportunities to 
use and development over time. Writing supports are 
differentiated. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 
using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 
vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


◊ 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 
their initial ideas about how static electricity works and have the opportunity to revise this after 
discussing with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


◊ The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 
observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 
figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


◊ Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 
goal of independence. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each lesson of Unit 1, contains a section titled, “Sense Making of the 
Phenomenon.”  This comes at the end of each lesson and asks students to again 
review the phenomenon attended to in the lesson with a quick video, and asks 
students two questions to guide their thinking.  Students are then asked to 
answer a final question and put their ideas into a three part graphic organizer 
with their claim, evidence, and reasoning.  Example: In lesson 2, students are 
shown the video of cats eating and drinking water like humans and asked, “What 
is the cat of the left doing?  What is the cat on the right doing?”  Then they are 
asked to use their findings from the investigation to answer: What do animals 
need in order to stay alive? 
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There is a “Vocabulary” section to each lesson of Unit 1, and it asks the student to 
match words from a bank to a picture, students can then check their answer or 
reset the words.  Example: In lesson 2 the words are “plant” and “animal” and 
there is a picture of a dandelion and mouse.  This will give the student a check 
mark if it is correct and an x if it is not but does not define the word. 
For the Unit, there is a section called “Vocabulary Cards.”  This is a digital note 
card with a vocabulary word on the front and can be “flipped” to show a photo on 
the back, however there is not a definition presented.   
The “Show What You Know” section of the lessons contains a sentence with two 
fillable spaces and a picture supported word bank. Ex: Lesson 1, “All plants need 
______ and ______.”  Students can choose from the following list: flowers, people, 
pots, sunlight, water, windows. 
The reference sections of the digital materials contains a glossary of all the words 
found in the Unit, again each word is accompanied with a picture but lack explicit 
definitions. 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat support Criterion 2C: Student Sense-making.  The materials support 
student sense-making at both an individual and group level.  Classroom discourse mostly focuses 
on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with some opportunities for students to share ideas 
and feedback with eachother.  The materials include picture supports for oral and written 
language processing but do not include a word wall component or even provide the teacher or 
students with a clear definition of words.  There is not strong evidence of a language-in-use 
approach.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 
Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 
student preconceptions. 


• Materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 
extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 
resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 
how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 
p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


◊ 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 
are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


◊ The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 
expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 
look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 
might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 
by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 
grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


◊ Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 
provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


Each lesson contains a section from differentiating instruction for students who 
are English Learners, Students with Special Needs, and Advanced Learners. P15 
for unit 1, lesson 1. EL supports include using mixed ability grouping and 
sentence starters.  Special needs suggestions are going through the data twice 
and focusing on a single requirement of a plant at at a time.  Advanced learner 
suggestions are acquiring one or more plants chosen by the students in the 
investigation and assigning the advanced learner the task of taking care of the 
plant for the rest of the year. 
The digital resources often include a link named, “Universal Access.”  In lesson 1, 
this refers to how the teacher can support students with special needs by 
collecting data for sunlight and water separately.  In lesson 3, this attends to the 
supports for advanced learners and how they can further investigate sources of 
water for humans. 
There is also an a Skills and Toolkits subsection of Support that contains 
ELA/ELD connections, differentiating instruction, and reading support.   
The Collecting Data section of lesson 1, Unit 1, has a place dedicated to 
“misconceptions” and describes a common misunderstanding that students might 
have and specific recommendations on what to clarify for student understanding. 
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The “Planning” section of the Unit contains a tab about the “Science Background” 
and covers science concepts, vocabulary, investigation, and student text.”  
The planning section of the unit, contains the link “Enhancing Learning” which 
provides the teacher with additional supports such as videos, websites, and 
readings.  Ex: Lesson 3, there is a video on what humans need to stay healthy, a 
website link about how humans get nutrients from food, and two books on how 
peanut butter is made and where food in a lunchbox comes from. 
The Support section of the digital materials notes that they provide teachers 
training resources such as self-paced tutorials and Professional Development in 
the forms of a searchable knowledge-base, live webinars and an on-demand 
webinar library, and a downloadable PDF of the Methods Book.   
 
 


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat supports Criterion 2D: Teacher Supports.  The materials include minimal 
background knowledge in science content and student misconceptions but does not attend to 
pedagogy.  The materials have clear and concise instructional directions and connections to the 
standards.  The materials do provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support, 
and extensions but they are lacking in depth for advanced learners.  The EL and Special needs 
suggestions are adequate, however the Advanced learner suggestions are acquiring one or more 
plants chosen by the students in the investigation and assigning the advanced learner the task of 
taking care of the plant for the rest of the year.  This suggestion is inadequate as it only provides 
them with an enrichment task and does not further progress their learning or provide them a 
deeper understanding of content or with new insights.  The materials include professional learning 
and additional instructional planning resources.  The materials do not have supports for families 
to extend learning and offer suggestions for how to help their student(s) at home. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 
 
Criterion 3A:  Program Design 
Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  
 


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 
• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 
• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 
• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 
responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 
cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 
including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 
of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


◊ There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 
minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


There are three units, with 5- 7 lessons and 1-2 performance assessments.  Each 
lesson has the option of being “fast tracked” usually 39-53 mintues or “fast track 
plus extension” usually 71-92 minutes.  The lessons with extensions go over our 
recommended instructional minutes for science.  However since there are only 3 
units over 4 quarters some lesson could be taught over 1-2 days.   
The Science Journals and Interactive Students Notebooks can be provide in both 
English and Spanish.  
The digital platform allows the user to toggle between English and Spanish for 
viewing Master and Fast Track lesson guides.   
Vocabulary cards can be viewed in English and Spanish. 
The Unit Checkpoints can be viewed in English and Spanish. 
The section, Text with Notes, can be used in either English or Spanish.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials mostly support Criterion 3A: Program Design.  The materials provide instruction 
that can correlate to our recommended instructional minutes for science.  The lessons with 
extensions go over our recommended instructional minutes per day however, since there are only 
3 units to cover in 4 quarters, some lesson can be taught over multiple days.  The materials are 
available in both English and Spanish.  Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks 
are include and the notebook contains quality pictures and ideas.  The teacher and student 
materials have resources both in print and online.  Multimedia supports are included such as 
videos and simluations and when appropriate reflect the diversity of our students and society in a 
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culturally responsive manner including different genders from many cultures and nations.  The 
multimedia does not reflect historical examples of the phenomenon as they are all contemporary.  
The technology options are appropriate for the classroom but the reviewer is unaware of how 
platform works for home use. 
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Criterion 3B:  Science Equipment 
Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-
dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 
• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 
• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 
 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 
tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


◊ Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 
classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 
Specific Evidence from Materials 


2 boxes, one of “common materials” that include unit posters with “I wonder…?”, 
science safety poster, various consumable materials.  The second which has 
hands on materials for one lesson in each unit.  Example, Unit 1, Lesson 7 
contains enough balloons, cornstarch, strainer for teacher to do a demonstration 
or whole group investigation.   


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat support Criterion 3B: Science Equipment.  There are enough materials 
for the teacher to do a demonstration but do not allow the students to do the investigation 
themselves.  The materials are of a quality that will last through many uses.  The materials 
include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements but do not require students 
to conduct first hand investigations as much learning is done through slides and videos. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 
Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 
learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 
experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 
• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 
nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 
including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


◊ Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 
These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 
the field represent the diversity of our students. 


◊ Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 
◊ Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 
 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The Science Journals for all 3 units include an investigation (p6-12), text with 
notes (p13-17), and a check for understanding (p18-19) for each lesson of a unit – 
seen in Unit 1, lesson 1. 
The Science Jounrals also include support context-specific vocabulary which is 
bolded and colored, example plants on p6.  These words are again shown with 
colored picture support in the glossary on pages 136-138, however a text 
definition is not provided. 
In the check for understanding, students can show what the students can choose 
from a word bank with picture support to fill in a sentence p18. 
The physical materials do not include print books for students or teacher.  There 
are no big books or student read alouds.  


 
To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


The materials somewhat support Criterion 3C: Reading Materials.  There are not a range of text 
types and genres for students.  Instead, the texts are encompassed within the Science Jounals.  
The text included in the Science Journals does support context-specific academic vocabulary.  
There are not other standalone texts in print or online.  The text from the Sciene Journals do 
support reading comprehension but are not indepth and do not include high-quality questions, 
instead being mostly picture support. 
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Washoe County School District K-5 Science 


2020 Instructional Materials Evaluation Rubric 


(Community Members, Administrators and Families Form) 


 


Category 1:  Designed for Three-Dimensional Learning 


 


Criterion 1A: Phenomena and Problems 


Instructional materials focus on students making sense of phenomena or designing 


solutions to problems which drives student learning.  


• A good phenomenon builds on everyday student experiences and targets grade 


appropriate learning goals. 


• Engineering design solutions are tied to grade specific science ideas. 


 
Examples of Evidence:  


 Photographs of trash washed up on a beach that leads into a unit on waves in 4th grade physical science 


unit. (A first-hand experience, video, photograph or data set to start a learning sequence that becomes 


the “why” for further study grounded in everyday student experiences.) 


 A bucket of water is physically explored by students and leads to exploration of properties of matter in 


2nd grade. 


 Garbage from the lunchroom is examined to start a unit on matter and how it changes in the 5th grade 


physical science unit. 


 3rd grade students explore balloons, aluminum cans, styrofoam beads, and transparent tape to make 


observations and generate questions about static electricity in the physical science unit, lesson 3. 


 Students address the problem of communicating at a distance without sound following a study of light 


in the 1st grade physical science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


There is an anchoring phenomenon (“You move in many different ways on the 
playground.”) and lesson-level phenomena (e.g., “A ball starts moving when you 


kick it.” And “Some kicks make the ball go straight, and others make it go 
sideways. 
 


Students return to the lesson level phenomena at the end of each lesson to 
provide claim, evidence, and reasoning for what they learned about the 


phenomenon. 
 
Students apply their understanding of pushes and pulls to design a marble 


playground. 
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


There is an anchoring phenomenon presented at the beginning of the unit, and related lesson level 


phenomena for each of the 5 lessons. Students return to the anchoring phebnomenon at the end 


of the unit to explain it using what they have learned, and each lesson level phenomenon also 


includes opprotunitiess for explanation.  
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Criterion 1B: Integrating the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials integrate elements of the Science and Engineering Practices, 


Crosscutting Concepts and Disciplinary Core Ideas.  


• Students are doing science as scientists would to explain the natural and human-


built world. 


• Materials use an inquiry-based and problem-solving approach where students 


engage in the practices of science and engineering. 


• Science and engineering are not presented in a linear manner; they are messy. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Students conduct an investigation, including collecting data, with balls and ramps to determine cause 


and effect relationships of speed and energy in unit 2 lesson 4. 


 Students investigate how to make different looking waves in water and how these waves affect a floating 


object in the 4th grade physical science unit. 


 3rd grade students generate, test and refine solutions to keep two moving objects from touching each 


other by applying ideas learned about magnets in lesson 9.  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lessons provide students with opportunities to reflect on their learning (e.g., p. 24 


student notebook). 
 
Investigations are kindergarten appropriate and use objects and pictures that are 


accessible to them (e.g., spiders, playgrounds, tennis balls). 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1B? Include your reasoning. 


Students are given opportunitites to reflect on their learning, which could provide 


opportunities for seeing science as dynamic. Argumentation and explanation are 
conflated (“answer the question, “in which directions do swings move?”), using the 
CER framework, p. 18 student notebook. Materials also allow them to explore 


ideas using tangible objects that are accessible to young learners.  
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Criterion 1C:  Coherence 


Instructional materials help students develop increasingly sophisticated understandings 


within and across grade-levels.  


• Materials make connections between lessons, units and grade levels. 


• Students engage in learning experiences with explicit connections to other science 


disciplines and other subjects with intention. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 5th grade students are investigating water sources around the Earth and make connections to properties 


of matter in both the physical science and earth science units and prior learning about weather and 


climate from 3rd grade. 


 Students apply ELA learning to write a set of directions for conducting an investigation in the earth 


science unit, lesson 6. 


 Line plots are used to analyze data in unit 4 at the 3rd grade level. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Click or tap here to enter text. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1C? Include your reasoning. 


There were no explicit conncetions to other science disciplines within this unit; however, 


connections between science and engineering are made as student draw on their science 


knowledge to successfully complete an end of unit engineering task.  
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Category 2:  Instructional Supports 


 


Criterion 2A: Assessing the Three-Dimensions 


Instructional materials support monitoring student progress in all three dimensions.  


• Multiple and varied assessments allow students to demonstrate learning in all three 


dimensions including application of knowledge in performance tasks. 


• Formative assessments, including teacher, self and peer assessments, are embedded 


throughout to inform instruction. 


• Assessments are unbiased and elicit direct, observable evidence from all students. 


• A phenomena or problem drives tasks, and information from the task is required to 


complete it. 


• Rubrics and scoring guidelines are provided for interpreting student performance 


including sample student responses. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 As students are engaged in a performance task, there are indicators for teachers to look for and 


information about possible responses and next steps. This information is embedded in the lesson. 


 In unit 1, there are two performance assessments, peer feedback throughout, exits slips, a summative 


assessment, and a prewrite. 


 Individual student learning is assessed using written work that answers the driving question of the unit. 


(Earth Science, p. 76) 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


The end of unit performance task asks students to “make a marble playbround” 
where they first design it, make it, and then make changes based on whether or 
not it worked. They then explain through words, how they made it work better. 


 
There is a sample answer for how students would explain how they made their 


marble playground work better. 
 
Digital materials include examples for how students can respond to performance 


tasks (e.g., end of unit CER “using what you’ve learned, expain the unit’s 
anchoring phenomenon”). 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2A? Include your reasoning. 


Students are using practices and disciplinary core ideas to demonstrate understanding 


(argumentation, explanation, designing solutions) on performance tasks both within lessons 


(design a safe slide) and at the end of the unit (design a marble playground). The digital materials 


provide example responses for teachers to use; however, there does not appear to be a rubric that 


provides a range of possible responses. 
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Criterion 2B:  Instructional Experiences 


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Students engage with direct (preferably first-hand), shared experiences that are 


relevant and authentic, serve as the basis for learning and meet the developmental 


needs of elementary students. 


• Students’ questions, prior experiences and diverse backgrounds related to the 


phenomenon or problem drive learning. 


• Materials provide an opportunity to learn by allowing for the development of scientific 


understandings over time using multiple modalities. 


• Materials provide opportunities for students to make connections to and explore the 


natural world outside the classroom. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Students develop physical models of a landfill as open and closed systems to observe during the 5th 


grade garbage unit. 


 Students identify components of garbage disposal in their homes and communities which connects the 


phenomena that started the unit. 


 Students conduct a first-hand investigation of erosion and deposition using a stream table, observe 


time-lapse videos of landslides, engage in a virtual investigation, read accounts earth changes by wind 


and record changes to the playground after a snow event in the 4th grade earth science unit.  


 Students raise trout from eggs in the classroom and make observations over time as part of their study 


of traits in the life science unit. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Lessons begin with what students know about the lesson-level phenomena and 
they can write thei questions down. 
 


Students conduct investigations related to the designed world outslide the 
classroom (slides, roller coasters). 
 


In Lesson 4 students explore what happens when a “chip” is pushed into various 
objects, and they are given opportunities to draw their observations in a 


workbook, or to draw their observations in their online notebook. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2B? Include your reasoning. 


Lessons begin with providing students with opportunities to discuss what they know about 


phenomena; however, it does not appear that they explicitly return back to their questions, or how 
their ideas are explicitly tested. Students are able to talk about about they observed and to also 


draw what they observed both by hand and digitally.  
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Criterion 2C:  Student Sense-Making 


Instructional materials support equitable access to science knowledge and practice for all 


students.  


• Materials support student sense-making at both an individual and group level. 


• Classroom discourse focuses on expressing and clarifying student reasoning with 


opportunities for students to share ideas and feedback with each other that supports 


the iterative and collaborative co-construction of explanations. 


• Materials include supports for oral and written language processing to involve 


students in scientific discourse for sense-making including a language-in-use 


approach.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 5th grade students develop models of how scents travel that are refined over the course of a three weeks 


using a combination of visual and written language providing multiple opportunities to develop precise 


vocabulary in the physical science unit.  


 3rd grade students answer questions in their notebook individually using pictures and words to explain 


their initial ideas about how a magnet works and have the opportunity to revise this after discussing 


with a peer and the whole class in the physical science unit. 


 The teacher facilitates a class discussion using a word wall where kindergarten students share 


observations with a shoulder partner and the whole group about the kinds of things in their homes to 


figure out that the things we need come from nature. 


 Suggested sentence frames are included to support oral and written responses when needed with the 


goal of independence. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Students are able to draw or write down anything their notice in their notebooks 
before sharing with the class (e.g., lesson 3 students watch a video of a diverse 
group of kids kicking a ball and they  draw/write what would cause a ball to not 


go straight. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2C? Include your reasoning. 


Students are given multiple ways to communicate initial understanding and are able to do so on 


their own before sharing with the class. However, it is unclear if there are supports for iterative co-


construction of explanations.  
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Criterion 2D:  Teacher Supports 


Instructional materials support teacher planning and instruction.  


• Materials include background knowledge in both science content and pedagogy and 


student preconceptions. 


• Materials provide guidance to support differentiated instruction, extra support and 


extensions at the appropriate level for a broad range of learners. 


• Materials include professional learning and additional instructional planning 


resources. 


• Materials have supports for families to extend learning and offers suggestions for 


how to help their student(s) at home. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Information prior to lessons gives teachers things to except that students may already know in unit 1 


p.12 in addition to how their understandings will build.  


 1st grade students have a choice to investigate different variables related to shadows, and suggestions 


are included as well as extensions to do at home. (Light unit, p. 40) 


 The assessments include recommendations for additional supports when students don’t meet 


expectations. “Students may struggle to articulate that scientists look back at the data they collect to 


look for patterns and to draw conclusions about phenomena. One way to support them in this thinking 


might be to share an anecdote such as, “When I was growing up, my mom used to measure my height 


by marking it on the wall in the pantry. When I look back at those marks, I notice patterns, like that I 


grew faster between the ages of 5 and 8 than I did when I was older.”” (p.14) 


 Students make observations of the sky with their families, looking for patterns over time. Families are 


provided with background information on how to record observations and what patterns to expect. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Digital materials for each lesson include background knowledge, how to support 


students in making connections to their life outside school, participate structures 
ideas and how to make learning accessible to all learners. (e.g., Lesson 1, “you 
may wish to have students say and/or write directions in their first language as 


well.” 
 


Materials include extension activities, such as a “mystery game” for lesson 4. 
 
Each lesson with the unit has two versions: “fast track lesson” and a “master 


lesson”. For example, Lesson 1 has a 38 minute lesson and a 111 minute lesson 
that includes all of the exentions. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 2D? Include your reasoning. 


Lessons include materials for fast overviews or for deeper learning, and they provide teachers with 


suggestions for connecting phenomena to out of school learning experiences, as well as how to 


support learning in the classroom through  various participant structures and how to reach the 


needs of all learners. 
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Category 3: Student Materials 


 


Criterion 3A:  Program Design 


Instructional materials represent a comprehensive K-5 core program.  


• Materials provide instruction that correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes for science. 


• Materials are available in both English and Spanish. 


• Graphic organizers and templates for science notebooks are included. 


• Teacher and student materials have resources both in print and online. 


• Multimedia supports are included such as videos, tutorials and simulations and 


when appropriate, reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally 


responsive manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many 


cultures and nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Technology options are appropriate for both classroom and home use possibly 


including translation capabilities. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are four units, each representing nine weeks of instruction at 180 minutes a week. This is short 


of our recommended minutes of 240 minutes a week for 5th grade. 


 There are 132 60-min lessons for the whole year. This correlates to our recommended instructional 


minutes of 220 minutes per week for grades K-2. (3-4 60-min lessons per week)  


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Student workbooks are provided in both English and in Spanish. 
 


Teacher and student materials are available for online and in print. 
 


Digital versions of notebooks require students to draw lines and motion (e.g., 
lesson 4 students can predict what they expect to happen if they push a chip on a 
cardboard square, and to draw what they observed happen). 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3A? Include your reasoning. 


Teacher materials are available in print and online, with the online version included all extensions. 


Student workbooks are provided in two languages, and students can also complete entries online. 


However, digital versions will require some sophisticated understand of how to draw with a mouse, 


for example in lesson 4 when they are tasked with drawing how something will move). 
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Criterion 3B: Science Equipment 


Instructional materials include hands-on materials and equipment that support three-


dimensional learning.  


• Enough materials are included to allow students to do the investigations themselves. 


• Materials are of a quality that will last through many uses. 


• Materials include the tools necessary to make observations and measurements and 


conduct investigations. 


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 There are enough thermometers, graduated cylinders, balances, magnifying glasses and measuring 


tapes for a whole class to use in small groups. 


 Everything is included to engage in the lessons except for things that would already be found in the 


classroom like tape and colored pencils. 


 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Boxes include enough materials for at least 15 students to work individually on 
lesson #2. 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 3B? Include your reasoning. 


There appears to be enough materials provided that are not readily available in a classroom. 
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Criterion 3C:  Reading Materials 


Instructional materials include grade-appropriate texts that support three-dimensional 


learning.  


• A range of text types and genres, both print and online, are embedded in learning 


experiences. 


• Texts support context-specific academic vocabulary. 


• Materials reflect the diversity of our students and society in a culturally responsive 


manner including different genders and sexual orientations, from many cultures and 


nations, both contemporary and historical. 


• Materials include supports for reading comprehension for a variety of student needs 


including high-quality questions.  


 
Examples of Evidence: 


 Texts include an interview of Sylvia Earle and profiles of Chien Shiung Wu and Benjamin Banneker. 


These highlight the connections to the science students are learning. Pictures of scientists working in 


the field represent the diversity of our students. 


 Cultural myths about the sun and stars are included in the earth/space science unit. 


 Vocabulary is highlighted in the reading that follows a concrete experience where the vocabulary is first 


introduced. 


 


Specific Evidence from Materials 


Support texts include words for students to use to help them with responding to questions posed 
and to help reinforce vocabulary related to motion. 


 


Each lesson contains an associated text about objects that move and/or objects that move things. 


 
 


 


To what extent do the materials support Criterion 1A? Include your reasoning. 


Support texts include words for students to use to help then with responding to questions posed 
and to help reinforce vocabulary related to motion. Online materials appear to reflect the racial 


and ethnic diversity of students, including videos and texts. 


 


Tests are provided for each lessons with pictures and text that reinforce concepts students learned 


in the lessons.  
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